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In Murray and
Calloway County
s
Selected As A Best All Round Kentucky Community Newspaper
Largest Paid
Circulation
Both In City
And In County
United Press International In Our flsf Year Murray, Ky., Friday Afternoon, May 15, 1970 10* Per Copy Vol. LXXXXI No. 115
CITY SELLS WATER-SEWER BONDS AT NEARLY 1.5%
High School Bid Accepted
By Board Pending Bond Sale
Seen&Heard
Around
Murray
Now comes Bob Talbert who
writes for a DEEtroit newspap-
er. This character comes up
with what he calls "A handy
guide so you can understand
Southerners when you hear
them". We copied this from the
Fulton newspaper.
"J•vver — Jevver mall that
that letter?
"Waidelor — What the hard
workers drink when they are
thirsty.
Hard — Ford hard 1,600 new
workers.
"Adam — The adam bum is
going to blow us all to hail.
"Node — U I'd node you was
coming.
"Teeter — Yorter node I was
coming.
'Cistern — My cistern me are
going to see grammaw.
"Nome — Nome, I ain't seen
'em today.
"Par — What you pat the are
:Continued on Page Twelve)
Hendon Elected
To Unexpired
Term At MSU
Robert L. Hendon, associate
professor of agriculture, has
oeen elected by his colleagues
it Murray State University to
fill an unexpired term as the
faculty representative on the
ioard of regents.
He defeated Dr. James A.
Parr, chairman of the depart-
nent of modern foreign lang-
iages,'in a runoff election to-
day and will serve in the post
from July 1 of this year to
kpril 29, 1971.
Vote totals released by Wil-
ton Gantt, dean of admissions
and chairman of "the,.. faculty
tlection committee, are: Hen-
don, 179, and Parr, 85.
—"The balloting was the third
m a series of elections to de-
termine a non-voting faculty re-
presentative on the board of
regents as required by Ken-
tucky law. An original field of
eight candidates was reduced to
three in the initial election
April 30 and cut down to two
in the first runoff May 7.
Hendon will step Into the post
now held by Dr. William G.
Read, chairman of the physics
department. Elected by the fac-
ulty to a three-year term in
the spring of 1968, Read will
vacatethe post July 1 when he
becomet vice president for aca-
demic affairs and dean of the
faculties.
Gantt said the 284 faculty
members who voted In the de-
ciding runoff represent 80 per
cent of the 328 eligible to cast
a ballot. The law specifies that
only. faculty members of assist-
ant professor rank or above may
vote.
A new faculty representative
will be elected next spring for
a three-year term on the board.
' Except for two years as dir-
ector of marketing with the
Kentucky Department of Agri-
culture, Hendon has been on
the staff at Murray State con
tinuously since 1947.
,Two city)
•
Two persons were cited by
the Murray -Police Department
_last isighi They were for not
hating a helmet and not having
an operator's license.
Jackie Bethke
Jackie Budzko Is
Given Scholarship
The Business and Profession-
al Women's Club of Murray
gave a $100.00 scholarship to a
Calloway County senior girl,
who plans to attend Murray
State University. The Scholar-
ship committee has selected
Jackie Budzko who is a senior
from Calloway County High
School. She is the daughter of
Mrs. Patty Budzko of 707 Chest-
nut Street, Murray.
Her activities at Calloway In-
clude second vice president of
FHA, vice president of Student
Council, Pep Club reporter and
Senior Class secretary and trea-
surer. She is also a member of
Beta Club and an honor student.
She has been selected to re-
ceive a National High School
Award of Excellence and is in
'Who's Who in American High
Schools." Jackie ranks 10 in
her class of 140 and has.a grade
point average of 94.72.
She plans to enter Murray
State University for the summer
term and she wants to take
courses to prepare for labora-
tory technology. She is also In-
terested in child psychology.
WEATHER WORT
United Press laterestional
West Kentucky: Increasing
cloudiness and warm today. A
chance of thundershowers main-
ly late this afternoon Mostly
c,boudy and turning cooler to-
night and Saturday with show-
ers and thundershrnvess likely
tonight bit diminishing Satur-
day. Higim today in the NM,
low tonight mid 503 to lower
80., high Saturday in the 70s.
Sun.set today 7:48, sunrise
turday 5:48.
PHIEBIAN CI.ASS
The Phebian Sunday School
Class of the First Baptist
Church will have a social meet-
ing at the home of Mrs. Art
Lee on Monday, May 18, at 7:30
p.m. Group ID, Mrs. Lloyd Jacks
and Mrs. Art Lee, captains, will
be in charge of the arrange-
ments. Mn. Archie Simmons is
teacher.
The Murray Board of Educa-
tion, at a regular session meet-
ing last night, reviewed all bid
proposals for the proposed new
high school and also examined
Architect Gingle's recommen-
dation concerning the bids.
"After careful study of the
bid documents and architect's
recommendation, the Board by
unanimous action accepted the
bid of the Hal Perry Construc-
tion Company of Benton, Ken-
tucky, as the lowest and best
bid of those presented and will
award a contract to this firm
when the bonds are sold," Sup-
erintendent Fred Schultz said.
The Board also accepted the
alternate that was asked for in
the bid, this alternate being a
tartan surface on the gym floor
The bid for this alternate was
$8,830.
Schultz expressed apprecia
tion to all of those that have
aided in the planning and pr,,
gress of this school and gave
a special commendation to high
school Principal Eli Alexandet
and his staff for developing the
educational plan; members of
the Murray State University
staff for their assistance; the
Citizens Advisory Committee;
and members of the Buildings
and Grounds Division of the
State Department of Education.
A spokesman for the Board
commented that the fine work '
of these groups was reflected
in the excellent bids which were
received.
Stein Brothers and Boyce, the
fiscal agent for the Murray
Board of Education, has been
directed to proceed with all
necessary work to prepare- the
bond ordinance and take all
necessary action in order to sell
the bonds at the earliest pos-
sible date in June.
In other action the Board
again selected the Peoples Bank
and the Bank of Murray as co-
depositories for school funds
for a two-year period beginning
June 1, 1970.
In addition, they accepted a
letter of resignation from Mr.
Charles Archer, who is resign-
ing to take a position as School
Principal with the McKenzie,
Tennessee schools.
No Iniuries were resorted in this acrid
051 U.S. 641 late yesterday afternoon. Larry
on the highway when he mot a car and another
and Wilson applied his brakes to avoid a cell
ford. The Wilson truck then lett the road
Egg Sale Is Planned By
Gamma Beta Phi
The Gamma Beta Phi Society
cd Murray State Univer-sty will
be bolding another egg sale in
the residential notions of Mur-
ray, on Saturday, May 16, from
tee a. m. to 3 p. m.
The egg sale, sanctioned by
the Murray Chamber of-Oini-
merce, is used to help provide
acixiarahips for entering fresh-
men at Murray State.
The club would appreciate
any contributicos to help give
as many scholarships as possible,
a spokesman said.
NOW YOU KNOW
By United Press International
Robert Tucker received the
fink doctor of medicine degree
awarded in the United States
ban King's College, nOW Co-
lumbia University, 200 years
ago today, May 13, 1770.
In recognition of National Police Week, Tau Phi Lamb-da Sorority, Omicron Alpha chapter, presented a UnitedStates flag to the Murray City Nall. Accepting the flag onbehalf of the crty hall was Sergeant Dale Spann of the Mur-ray Police Department. President, Mrs Glenda Smith, madethe presentation for the Woodmen of The World sorority.National Polk• Week is this week, May 10-16.
*est which occurreu about a mile north of Hazel
Wilson, driver of this truck, was going south
truck. The other truck started to pass the car
iscion according to State Trooper Iris Craw.
and lack-knifed.
(Staff Photo by Gene McCutcheon)
Party Planned Sunday Student Describes No Injuries Reported In
For Grand Officers Two Car Collision
Grand officers of the Inter- ,
national Order of the 
be 
r
R:at 
Rainbow
at Or Kiwanis Clubfor Girls will honor party on Sunday, May 17, from
two to four p.m. at the Masonic
Hall, sponsored by Murray As-
sembly No. 19 Order of the
Rainbow for Girls.
Sharing the honors will be
Barbie Kell, Grand Christian
flag bearer, Patricia Evans,
grand representative to Califor-
nia, and Marilyn Lasater, grand
representative to Texas.
All Masons, Eastern Star
members, any friends, and fami-
lies of all Rainbow Girls are In-
vited to attend.
Two Students
Killed Today
In Mississippi
Two students were allied and
at least 11 other persons were
injured early today at what
police said was a return of
sniper fire during a violent
demonstration at mostly black
Jackson State College in Jack-
son. Miss. National Guardsmen
went to the school.
Police said the deaths oc-
cured, when snipers fired sit po-
lice and state troopers from a'
girls' dormitory and the offic-
ers returned the fire. Of ficials
agreed that "Bane shots" were
fared before police began shoot-
ing. Police steamed the budd-
ing brought out several
The dead were male Students.
For the first time since four
students were killed at Kept
State GaiversItyeNational Jard
troops were Ordered into an
Ohio college community txlay
after Ohio University students
fought with police in downtown
Atheos. Dr. Claude Sow. uni-
versity president, ordered the
school closed until the begin-
• of the summer quarter.
An additional 800 guartisrheil
were ordered to the Uniersity
of Maryland in College Park
Thursday night after 500 state
police and guardsmen O.ittled
with 1,500. students vhe had
blocked traffic on U. S 1
Students at Southern himois
University in Carbondale voted
8,224 to 3,675 to keep the school
closed. SIU was closed earlier
in the week after stutter-, dena-
onstrated at the university pre,-
(Continued on Page Twelve)
More Winners Named
In Calloway Revue
More winners have been se
flounced in the Calloway Co-
unty 4-H Dress Revue held on
Saturday, May 9, at the student
Union Ballroom on the Murray
Stste University campu•
Others in tne skirt And ae.
lected blouse categors were
Peggy Potts, Vanessa t-one,
Margaret McCallon, Re. el' To-
bey, Melissa Thorn, an,' l'ennY
Lockhart.
Also named in the 1.,.rt and
blouse category was Penns Illg
gins,
Life In Thailand
Steve Wilson, a Murray State
student from Wickliffe, told of
living as an International Farm
Youth Exchange Student In
Thailand for six months at the
regular meeting of the Kiwan-
is Club last night.
Wilson showed .slides which
illustrated much of the culture,
religion and living conditions
of the people of this country.
"They are proud of having al-
ways been a free people:" he
said.
The young student lived with
five families during his stay
in Thailand.
Ile said that 94% of the peo-
ple of Thailand are Buddist and
all men are expected to serve
for six months as Buddist
monks.
Four representatives from
the Campus Crusade for Christ
gave personal testimonies at the
meeting also.
Stan Evanko, Rose Russell,
David Haley and Leah Work-
man, all Murray State Univer-
sity students, explained the pur-
pose of their organization.
"People need to stand up for
Christ," Evanko said. "They
talk about being Christians but
find it difficult to talk about
Jesus Christ. He was either
what He said.. He was or the
biggest fraud there ever was,"
h 
Two members of Circle K.
Douglas Knott and Bruce Brad-
ford, were visitors of the club.
Next week's meeting will be
a
a picnic at the City Park, wi'h
tten
members,ding. families and guests
The Murray Police Depart-
ment investigated a two car
collision Thursday at 8:28 p.m
on North 15th Street in front
of the Murray State University
library. No injuries were re-
ported.
Cars involved were a 1967
Oldsmobile two door hardtop
driven by Linda Ruth Powell of
1811 College Farm Road, Mur-
ray, and a 1968 Oldsmobile four
door owned by Mrs. A. H. Gre-
gory, Jr., of Elizabethtown and
driven by Janet Marie Gregory,
Ordway Hall Dormitory, Mur-
ray State University.
Police said the Powell ear
was parked on the west aide of
North 15th Street and started
to back out. The driver failed
to see the Gregory car going
south on 15th Street, the police
report said.
Damage to the Powell car
was on the left back fender and
back bumper, and to the Gre-
gory car on the' left back door
H. Franklin Paschall
Highest Interest Rate
Ever On City Bond Sale
The Murray City Council
night approved a lone bid for
the purchase of $1,100,000 Mur-
ray Water & Sewer Bonds at an
interest rate of 7.4645 per cent,
the highest rate that any bonds
have ever been sold by the city.
The bid to buy the bonds was
made by the firm of J. J. B.
Hilliard, W. L Lyons & Com-
pany and others and was 'the
only one submitted.
George Sullivan of the firm
of Stein Bros. and Boyce, fiscal
agent for the system, told the
St. leo's Preschool
Plan For Open House
Wednesday, May 20
The St. Leo's Cooperative
Pram:shoot will conduct an open
home at the preschool location,
401 North 12th Street, May 30,
at 7:30 p. m.
Films made during preschool
sessions will be shown, a brief
history presented, and new 0,t-
facers installed. The, children's
art work will be on display and
toes and equipment set up for
viewing.
Special guests will include Is.
Users of enrolled chilliren, past
teachers and presidents of the
coop, University personnel who
have assisted the organization,
mad Father Mattingly at at.
Leo's Catholic Church.
All persona interested in ries-
ing the preschool and meeting
the teacher, Mrs. Eugene Rus-
sell, are invited to attend the
open house. No reservations an
necemiirY.
?dris. Michael Gerdone, mem-
heirship chairman is now accept-
ing applications for the 1970-71
sessions. For further informs-
Lion call 753-7309.
Grace lames Winner'
Of Oaks Golf Session
Grace James was the winner
cit the championship flight of
the ladies day golf held at the
Oaks Country Club on Wednes-
day.
Other flight winners were
Betty Thompson first, and Ed-
ith Garrison, second. Laura
Parker had low putt&
Margaret Tidwell was the golf
bootees.
' SHRINE CLUB
The Murray-Calloway*County,
Shrine Club will have a potluck
supper at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. William E. Moffett, Pano-
rama Shores, on Saturday, May
1,8, at 6:30 p. m. All members
are furged to attend.
Dr. Henry Franklin Paschall Leads
Church Through New Building Program
By Gal* Garrison
The city of Nashville, Tenn.
is filled with many landmarks,
that are familiar not only to
the people who live there, but
to the thousands of tourists who
travel to Music City every year
Just a few of these are:
—The Ryman Autorium;
home of the world renown
Grand Ole Opry, which is the
most popular drawing card not
only in Nashville but the state
of Tennessee, and much of the
south.
—The Hermitage; the Colon-
ial home of Andrew Jackson.
—The Parthenon; built as
part of the 1897 Centennial, -it
graces a hill in Centennial
Park.
—The War Memorial Build
ing; erected in memory of the
men !rani Tennessee who serv-
ed in the Armed Forces duriag
World War I.
—The Supreme Con-ft Thiild
ing-, home of Tennessee's high
est court.
—The First Baptist Church
Tower at Seventh. and Broad;
built as a part of the church
in 1886, and preseraed through
the ipgeouity At natwe of
CalloOay County --- Ur. henry
Franklin Paschal l
Paschall was barn in -1922
just six miles west of Hazel on
the Kentucky side of the State
Line Road. However his par-
ents, Cletus T. and Eva Paschall
moved to the Tennessee side
when he was only three years
old.
He spent his first 12 years of
education at Puryear. In 1940
Sp/4 W.D. Schroader
Serving In Germany
With U. S. Army
Specialist Fourth Clan Wil-
liam D. Schroeder is now serv-
ing with the United States Ar-
my in Germany. He has been
there since October 1969.
Schroeder entered the ser-
vice May 13, 1969, took his basic
training at Fort Campbell, and
attended Cook's school at Fort
Knox.
He is a 1968 graduate of Cal-
loway County High School and
was employed here before en-
tering the service. He is the
son of Mr. and Mrs. Brooks
Sohroade.x.
His St/dress is Ap. 4 William
D. Schroeder 401-74 8179; Co.
A, 8th Sig. Bn., APO New York
09111
ne accepted the call to the 'min-
istery and entered Union Uni-
versity, where he spent his next
four years.
Paschall then attended the
seminary in Louisville where
he received his Doctoral De-
gree.
During his early days as a
minister he was pastor of sev-
eral churches in western Ken-
tucky and Tennessee.
Churches in Tennessee In-
cluded North Fork, Oak Grove
(his l'home church), Mt. Zion,
and Maplewood. He was also
pastor of Locust Grove in Cal-
loway.
In 1951 he accepted a call
from the First Baptist Church
in Bowling Green.
While there the church
launched and completed a new
`‘building program.
Dr. Paschall—stayed at Bowl-
ing Grcen until 1955. In the
early part of 1956 he was call-
ed by the First Baptist Church
in Nashville.- A call 1.e accept-
ed.
Dr. Paschall is also former
chairman of the Southern Bap-
tist ConVentiOn,
lie again spearheaded a build-
mg drive, which was to change
the drmaltown area as much, if
•
(Continued on Page Twelv.e'
council that the interest rate
may seem high, but this reflect-
ed the bond market of today.
He pointed out that the city of
Detroit recently sold a large
bond issue at .a higher rate.
Mayor Ellis pointed out that
Franklin, Kentucky just sold a
$300,000 bond issue at a higher
rate also.
Other councilmen commented
that with the projects which
are planned by -the Murray Wat-
er & Sewer System, which are
considered vital, that they felt
the city should go ahead with
the bond sale.
Among the projects are a six-
teen inch water main from 18th
Street to the Johnny Robertson
Road, a new stand pipe on the
Johnny Robertson Road, a new
sewer interceptor, expansion of
the treatment plant and a num-
ber of other projects considered
necessary for growth.
Mr. Sullivan told the council
that with the new rate for wat-
er and sewer service, the bond
issue could be paid off with no
curtailment of services or threat
to the system. The system will
have approximately $300,000 net
revenue with half of this going
toward retirement of bond is-
sues.
This is a healthy situation,
Mr. Sullivan continued.
Littleton J. Pardue, represent-
ing J. J. B. Hilliard, W. L. Ly-
ons & Co. was present at the
meeting last night.
The meeting last night con-
sumed three hours in one of the
longest meetings thus far.
One hour of this time was
taken with a hearing for Fire
Captain Jerry Jones who was
charged with taking a trip to
Oklahoma and turning in the
report that he was going to be
sick. Captain Jones took one
"Kelly" day and turned in one
day "sick", to make the trip. A
kelly day is given firemen two
days a month and is in. effect
a day off, two days a month.
While on the trip Captain
Jones actually got sick and was
under the care of a doctor. He
was represented at the hearing
by Donald Jones, local attorney.
Captain Jones said it was
common practice for a firemen
to report in sick when he act-
ually was not sick. Other fire
men privately said this was not
a widespread practice, however
it did undoubtedly occur at
times.
City Attorney Wells Overbey
(Continued on Page Twelve)
Two Murray Students
Awarded Scholaships
Two Murray area students
Kathy Jo Stubblefield and De-
lilah Joy Swann—have been a-
warded departmental scholar-
ships by Murray State Univer-
ally.
Miss Stubblefield, Rt. 5, Mur-
ray, received a $150 communks-
tions grant. The daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Billy Joe Stubblefield,
she has been active in the 4-11
Club, Beta Club, Future Home-
makers of America, National
Forensic League, Speech Club,
Future Teachers of America,
Student Council, mid Pep Club.
A graduate of Calloway Co.
High School, the will enter
Murray State next fall mid ma-
jor in speech.
Mies Swarm, 1641 Hamilton,
is the recipient of a $200 drama
scholarship. Daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Marvin Lynn Swann,
she is a graduate of Murray
University School. In high scho-
ol she participated in the FB-
1..,%, Beta Club, NFL, dramat-
ics; the school annual and news-
paper. Miss Swann will begin
majors in sociology and drama.
••••••
- COLT LEAGUE SIGNUP
---- —
This Saturday, May 16, will
be the last day for boys to slgr
up to play baseball In the Colt
League this year, according te
Ronald Crouch, league presi-
dent. Any boy in Murray or Col.
loway County who wishes to
play and who was born lietwien
August 1, 1953 and July 31,
195$ is eligible to play. Permits
wishing to sign up should call
Crouch at 7514449.
-
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Ten Years Ago Today
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An error has been found in the census coupt of
The preliminary count is now at 9,283 for the city
county.
Deaths reported are Mrs. Mary E. Futrell,
MISS Debby Jo Doores, age 21/2 months.
The City Of Murray is now connected with
Dialing network over the United States including
Bernard Harvey was elected president of the
PTA at a meeting held at the auditorium.
20 Years Ago
LEDGER a TIMES FILE
the City of Murray.
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Alaska and Hawaii.
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Hal K. Kingins are
Whitnell's expression
School on May 19.
Carl Kingins announce
their daughter,
Thought
plane craslaed this afternoon
to Buddy Ryan on 12th and
Wallace Holloway and
the parents of a girl born
pupils will present
.
the engagement and
Bonnie, to John Giffin.
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Let this mind be in you, which was also in Cbrist Jesus. —
Philippians 2:5.
Christ was a humble, obedient servant for God. Can we follow
Jesus' example?
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Pupil Accident
Insurance
Growing in popularity are in-
surance policies that cover the
schoolchild in case of an accident.
Since the idea is relatively new,
a number of legal questions have
arisen—notably, as to accidents
that happen somewhere between
the school and the home.
Consider this case:
A schoolboy, starting home-
ward after school, decided to
make a slight detour in order to
accompany a friend on a shop-
ping errand. During the detour,
the boy suffered a painful fall.
In due course, his parents tried
to' collect on a student accident
policy, claiming that it covered
Illir[111 ft E.
wir-77-71-----,
their son while he was travelling
to or from school. But the insur-
ance company denied liability.
"Our policy did cover him on
the way home from school," the
company conceded in court, "but
only if he was going 'directly'
home. Here, altkough he was go-
ing home, he was not going
directly. Therefore, this accident
is not covered by the policy."
Nevertheless, the court decided
the company would have to pay
off.
"The deviation was slight," said
the judge. "A practical and sensi-
ble interpretation of 'directly'
will permit such a deviation. The
company must have known the
propensity of children not to fol-
low a straight line."
On the other hand, there are
limits as to how ft afield the
child can stray before losing his
protection
In another case, a youngster
fell out of a tree and fractured
his arm. At the time of the mis-
hap. school had been over for
almost an hour. Furthermore, the
boy, instead of moving toward
home, had actually gone some
distance in the opposite direction.
In these circumstances, a court
ruled that the insurance protec-
tion did not stretch that far.
Of course, Dip-terms of the in-
dividual policy may make all the
difference. In another case, par-
ents tried to collect on a school
accident policy when their son
got hurt right at home.
Obviously, the accident had
nothing to do with school. Yet,
the policy stated in so many
words that it covered the boy on
a 24-hour basis. Following the
plain terms of the policy, a court
granted the parent's claim.
An American Bar Association
public service feature by Will
Bernard.
© 1970 American Bar Association
By United Press International
Today is Friday, May 15th,
the 135th day of 1970 with 230 to
follow.
The moon is between its first
quarter and full phase.
The morning stars are Saturn
and Mercury.
-The erenreg stars are Venus,
Mars and Jupiter.
- On this day in history:
In 1862 Congress created the
Agriculture Department.
In 1918 the first regular air
mail service was established
between Washington, Philadel-
phia and New York,
In 1930 United Air Lines
employed the first stewardess,
Miss Ellen Church.
In 1969 Justice Abe Fortas
resigned from the U.S. Su-
preme Court.
---
A thought for the day:
American Novelist William
Faulkner said, "I believe that-
man will not merely endure; he
will prevail."
Days Of Spring
Fresh fresh currents flow
along an old road and
made eddies not seen before
Currents are pleasant because
new warmth, but nit as warm
as will be
Christmas wish feelled
a stocking even o.e St. Nick
can't fill
Fresh fresh buds Pew
on the tips of old branches
making the whole tree new
Buds are pleasant because
scars are covered and
blemishes hidden
Fall's promise fulfilled
that Mother Nature would
kiss her children
Fresh fresh life stirs
records play in the brain
begetters begot
New life is pleasant because
promises are made real
and hopes, not in vain
Creation's promise fulfilled
even before the eyes
of the sceptic's pencil
by Thomas 0.
Students War Per Peer.*
Dad said that he could not understand why students made
war over war. Dad said that he didn't like war either, and he
wasn't going to fight his neighbor in the name of being against
It. Dad said that even though I was little, I knew better than
that.
Dad said that a Communist -general and s Campus general
wasn't much different if they destroyed to get their way. He
said that both names started with capital Cs and ended in
shame. Dad said, "he didn't know what happened to human com-
passion". He said that he knew that communism didn't think
much of it, but he didn't know till now that many young people
In America had lost it too. "Compassion doesn't kill, it won't
even make you sick," dad said. I listened to my dad and de-
cided that he's standing taller right now, than rve ever seen
him. Dad went on to say, "compassion didn't cause rock bruises,
or burns from bottles, or billy club hits, or bullet holes, from
any direction." Dad said that he wasn't very smart either, but
he knew you couldn't end war by making war. "The whole
world has been trying that for a long time, and et was about
time that we all learned that that wouldn't work," dad said.
Dad said, "he believed it would be good to lay down the
rocks, bottles, clubs and guns, and spray the word "war" with
the perfume of compassion. Dad said, 'the only thing he's real-
ly afraid of, is that the world's capitals have forgotten how to
make perfume."
"Oh me," I just remembered, "I lost dads best knife. Pm
little and I sure hope dad has a little perfume left for me."
by Bob Little
Fractured French
PARIS (LPI) - Franglais --
which mean.' saucing tip English
with a few En-nchiama, or vie.
versa -- holds great appeal. for
'young visitors to Paris, just as
it horrifies French elders.
Everyone, for instance, under-
stands 'le weekend" or "le self-
eery ice," simplified sometime.' to
"k Reif" and referring to a bud-
get cafeteria. I,e scotch, le hi-fl,
ie mini. le maxi and le sex
appeal are self-explanatory.
Sometimes you can turn Eng-
lish 'into Franglais by adding
the French article "le" and a
Gallic twee of thr tongue --
It gaogster is pronounced ' gong-
stair,' for instance, while ler
cowboys Ismossier
Earth Day
Twas the night before Earth day and all through the house,
Not a creature was stirring, not even the mouse . . . because he
was dead.
The garbage was stacked by the chimney with care, in hopes
that the garbage man soon would be there.
The children were choking and struggling in bed while visions
of clean air danced in their heads.
Mama in her gas mask and 1 in mine too, were gasping from
smog which was making us blue.
When out on the lawn there rose such a clatte4 I sprang from
my bed to see what was the matter.
-Away to the window I flew like a flash, tore open the shutter
and threw out the sash (littering the lawn).
And what to my wondering eyes did appear but a miniature
sleigh and eight dead reindeer.
When a little old driver so tired and so slow I knew in a moment
It must be Old Joe (the garbage man).
As I drew in my head and was turning around In through the
litter he came with a bound.
He said not a word but went straight to his work, he cleaned up
the household and turned with s jerk.
He twisted his head and grabbed hold of his toe and in a loud
voice said, "pollution must go."-
Then he sprang to his sleigh to his team gave a whistle, the
smog cleared away and he went like a miesije. -
And I heard him exclaim as he drove ontetirVitht,
"Happy Earth Day To MI ......You Won't Die Tonight"
This wonderful p,lem is by Tommy Pasco, a 6th grade
student at Carter Elementary School. This was written in Mrs.
Opal Howard's Science Class.
IT'S ALL IXEITIMINT anti V ,ois in Liberty Cornere. N..i
with the Klenast qli1tti•
-
home from ieehh724pital In
-
WASHINGTON (UPI) — An
ancient fable, relevant to our
time, tells of three blind men
trying to determine, by sense of
touch, what an elephant is like.
One felt the elephant's flank,
and said, "an elephant is like a
wall." Another grasped the
elephant's trunk, and said, "An
elephant is like a vine," The
third groped about the ele-
phant's legs, and said "an
elephant is like a grove ol
trees."
The moral is that an object,
event or situation may be
perceived by different people
In different ways.
Take, for example, the war in
Indochina. A college student
born in 1950 has been condi-
tioned by the experience of his
generation to view it in one
light, while his father, born in
1925, has been conditioned by
the experience of his generation
to view it in an altogether
different light.
Father Remembers Lessons
The father vividly remembers
the lessons America learned
from World War 11—That
security cannot be achieved
through Isolation or appease-
ment, that you can't have
freedom for yourself unless
you're willing to help defend
the treeckem of others.
From this perspective, he
sees Vietnam as an episode in a
long, costly and essentially
noble struggle to prevent
totalitarian governments from
achieving bit-by-bit conquest of
the world.
Within the son's lifetime,
America has always been the
dominant power, bigger and
mightier than any nation in
history, possessing and some-
times brandishing a nuclear
arsenal capable of rendering
the entire planet uninhabitable,
Perspective Is Different
From this perspective, In-
dochina is seen not as a
frontier where America is
unselfishly defending freedom,
but as a poor little country
beeng destroyed in an attempt
to impose America's will on a
situation that is none of our
business.
Neither generation can be
persuaded by any amount of
argument that its viewpoint is
wrong. But it would be a great
gain if both could come to
understand that there are two
ways of looking at this matter,
and that each has some
historical claim to validity.
Then, perhaps, the middle-
aged would be a bit less glib
about equating Cambodia with
Dunquerque, Bataan and the
Kasserine Pass. And the young
might be less inclined to
demolish dialogue by proclaim-
ing that this war is clearly
unpertaUsuc and morally inde-
fensible,
The thing is: We are there,
for reasons which are not
altogether holy nor altogether
wicked. So what do we do now?
When and how can be
honorably withdraw? These are
questions on which neither
eneration has a monopoly of
wisdom,
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Free Offer: 7 YURI et year
Phcrtoqrapher will be Here
MONDAY a TUESDAY
MAY 15th - Itth
11 A.M. Ill 3 P.M.
No Additional Purchase
Required
By FRED McMAN
UP! Sports Writer
Rookie Sandy Vance
plIshed something
night that not too many
pitchers have been
achieve over the last
He bested ace righth
Mar ichal as the Dodg
the San Francisco Gian
and he missed by only 1
Inning of tossing a
game.
The young righthande
3-1, allowed only one r
five hits over the firs
innings but was chased
ninth when the Giants
twice on a home run by
Johnson and a r
single by Hal Lanier.
Jim Brewer came on
the final out but it took
away from Vance's fine
mance. The Giants h
averaging close to six r
game this season.
The Dodgers, m
Jumped on Marichal for s
and five runs in the third
and chased the veteran
the game for only the
time in their noniron
with the Giant ace ov
past 11 years. Marich
parently still not at
strength after a recent
was beaten by the Dodg
only the 13th time in his c
He has beaten them 30
A turkey shoot will
Saturday, May 16, 1970,
9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
Murray State University W
Society.
The shoot will be held
Calloway County Fair Gr
4 miles west of Murray
Mayfield Highway.
The shoot is being hel
fund raising project for th
servatem of Murpney's
From 9-.00 to MOO cm.
set aside for beginners
warranted by adequate par
tion.
Shells, guns, and corn
instructors will be avail
Fees will be 75c for
who have never compel
turkey shoot before and
for all others.
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Dodgers Beat Giants 6-3;
Houston Tops San Diego
By FRED McMANE
UPI Sports Writer
Rookie Sandy Vance accom-
plished something Thursday
night that not too many Dodger
pitchers have been able to
achieve over the last decade.
He bested ace righthander Juan
Marichal as the Dodgers beat
the San Francisco Giants, 6-3,
and he missed by only 1-3 of an
inning of tossing a complete
game.
The young righthazader, now
3-1, allowed only one run and
five hits over the first eight
innings but was chased in the
ninth when the Giants scored
twice on a home run by Frank
Johnson and a run-scoring
single by Hal Lanier.
Jim Brewer came on to get
the final out but it took nothing
away from Vance's fine perfor-
mance. The Giants had peen
averaging close to six runs per
game this season.
The Dodgers, meanshile
jumped on Marichal for six hits
and five runs in the third inning
and chased the veteran from
the game for only the fourth
time in their confrontations
with the Giant ace over the
past 11 years. Marichal, ap-
parently still not at full
strength after a recent illness,
was beaten by the Dodgers for
only the 13th time in his career.
He has beaten them 30 times.
In other National League
games, Houston beat San
Diego, 3-1; and St. Louis topped
Turkey Shoot Is
Planned Saturday
Pittsburgh, 11-7. New York at
Chicago and Montreal at
Philadelphia were postponed
because of rain. Atlanta and
Cincinnati were not scheduled.
Minnesota edged Kansas City,
5-3, in the only American
League action.
Larry Dierker gained his
seventh victory of the season in
stopping the Padres on eight
hits. Joe Pepitone's seventh
homer of the season and four
double plays helped Dierker.
Lou Brock's run-scoring sin-
gle with two out in the eighth
Ignited a bur-run rally and
enabled the Cardinals to win.
Joe Hague contributed a two-
run single to the rally as the
Cardinals pinned the loss on
Gene Garber. Willie Stargell
had two homers for the Pirates
and Richie Allen hit his 12th of
the season for the Cardinals.
Rod Carew's two-run single
a three-run fourth
and sparked the Twins'
ctory. Carew collected three
Its in the game and raised his
verage to a league-leading
389. Tom Hall, who took over
om Luis Tint in the fifth,
owed only one bit and struck
ut seven over the final five
Jugs to get credit for the
ctory.
A turkey shoot will be held
Saturday, May 16, 1970, from
9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. by the
Murray State University Wildlife
Society.
The shoot will be held at the
Calloway County Fair Grounds,
4 miles west of Murray on the
Mayfield Highway.
The shoot is being held as a
fund raising project for the pee-
servatioa of Murphey's Pond.
From 9:00 to 11:00 a.m. will be
set aside for beginners only if
warranted by adequate participa-
tion.
Shells, guns, and competent
instructors will be available.
Fees will be 75c for those
who have never competed in a
turkey shoot before and $1.00
for all others.
Pacers And Stars
Meet Tonight In
ABA Opening Roun
INDIANAPOLIS, Ind. (UPI)
-The Indiana Pacers and th
Los Angeles Stars no
tonight in the opener of the
American Basketball Aisoci
tion championship playoff s
ries, a best-of-seven session
that may be decided by how
well Indiana's Mel Daniels
handles 6-11 Craig Raymond.
Raymond is one of the key
reasons the Stars made a late
charge to gain the playoffs.
Most experts agree Raymond's
performance was a principal
reason why the Stars handled
Dallas and Denver in the
Western Division playoffs.
Daniels, who is two inches
shorter than Raymond, is
regarded by Pacer Coach Bob
Leonard as one of the league's
top defensive big men. Daniels
was the loop's "Most Valuable
Player" last year and was No.
2 in league rebounding this
season.
The Pacers, who defeated Los
Angeles four times in six
regular season games, plan to
do some pressing on defense, at
least in tonight's opener.
That chore will rest on the
shoulders of guards Billy Keller
and Freddie Lewis, who will
match up with Stars' backcourt
men Mery Jackson and Mack
C pain.
Sports Parade
By MILTON RICHMAN
UPI Sports Writer
NEW YORK (UPI) -It's hard
to needle Bob Scheffing.
He has been around awhile.
He has been with some good
clubs and some bad ones and
has seen and heard it all inside
and outside the dugout.
Nobody is going to shake up
Schefflng a whole lot with one
of those post-game off-the-cuff
statements ballplayers get off
now and then because the Mets'
general manager once played
himself and knows there's usually
much more volume then venom
In such remarks.
Maybe that's why Bob Scheff-
ing let Jim Brewer's shot go
over his head the other day.
over his head, not completely
around it.
Jim Brewer pitches relief for
the Dodgers and has been around,
too. He has been around long
enough to tell the difference bet-
ween merely a good club and_a
great one and from where he's
sitting the Mets don't strike him
as being that great. You might
even say he's slightly underwhel-
med. So much so that after they
were beaten by the Dodgers, 7-4,
in 10 innings the other day Jim
Brewer said; "World champions,
my ears."
That's the laundered version
of what Jim Brewer said about
last year's miracle club of the
age.
When Bob Scheffing beard the
original version all he did was
smile. Said Schefftng:
"I don't know what Brewer is
so proud about. He got knocked
out of that game. Let him say
at he wants- to say. Ile *as
to pitch again. If he'd bother to
look he'll see the Mets are clos-
er to first place than the Dod-
gers. I think we've played about
like what we expected to. We
hang around .500 until everyone
gets lined up and then I feel
we'll be all right. Jones hasn't
hit yet but I think he's going to.
Seaver got off great, Gentry and
Ryan are fine and I'm happy to
see Harrelson running good. I
think we're better than last year
and the way I see our division it
could be any of four clubs-Chica-
go, Pittsburgh, St. Louis or tn.."
I THE;A STREETIA ;OA
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PLAYER, TREVINO
SHARE LEAD IN
COLONIAL NATIONAL
FORT WORTH (UPI)- Lee
Trevino has produced mom
money winning golf than any
body else on the tour this year
and no less an expert than
Hogan says he is not surpris
Trevino, lelating money
ner this season and headed to
the $100,000 mark with a g
showing this week, fired a four
under-par 66 Thursday to It
Gary Player for first plac
after the opening round of th
$125,000 Colonial National In
Won golf tournament.
Ben Hogan, playing befor
the home town crowd for th
first time in three years
playing for the last time
anywhere "until I get the yen,"
expressed little astonishment at
Treviono's round. Hogan him-
-self fired a one-under 69-one o
27 golfers to crack par over the
usually tough, 7,142-yard, par
35-35-70 Colonial Country Club
layout.
"I played with Trevino in
Houston," Hogan said after his
round Thursday, "and I want to
tell you he is some golfer."
A flvesome of Bob Smith,
Frank Beard, Gay Brewer,
R. H. Sikes and Johnny Pott
were all at three-under-par 67,
one stroke back going into
today's second round.
At 68 came Bruce Devlin,
Terry Wilcox, Jim Wiechers
and Tom Shaw while Hogan led
a parade of 16 golfers at one-
under-par figures.
The 27 players who broke par
Thursday handed the course its
worst beating in history. Prior
to Thursday no
golfers had ever broken par in
one round of the 25-year-old
tournament.
"BestNOver-all Fishing Of
Season" Reported This Week
FRANKFORT, Ky. (UPI) - g
"The best over-all fishing of the to m
season," is the report of conser- Barkl
In lower section; clear
and stable at 64.
Croppie good on
various lakes.
vation officers stationed on the In Is
Little River are black bass
ack bass fair in
Black bass are apparently corn- excellent off shWber 
banks in
Jug off their nests and are being other areas; white
caught in good numbers; white PPle fair below dam
; cl to
bass and croppie fishing is good milky and falling at 71.
being netted.
at night and more bluegill are
of croppie and black bass; cat-
Kentucky -Scattered catches
cro-
life Resources:
the Department of Fish and wild. below 'dam; clear, 
murky and
The lake .by lake rundown by ash good in bridge areas an
d
muddy water present; falling at
at night; black bass fair by cast- ' '
Cumbejaand - White buss good 70.
lag and trout good above the Rough River Reservoir - Cro-
dac r:ting; soanaide goodlimitscroppef ittaehae in upperbY PPin iesognutri foanrdk; bibirungnicroppexciellae t
white bass in north fork; clear
sections; tributaries clear, lakedeariag to muddy ancrfaing at murky and falling at 71.
Nolin Reservoir - White bass72. ,,
Dale Hollow -White bass ex- blgnndack bliasscaStingetcellrennetigyin 
points;
section, with some limits; deaf
to murky and stable at 68.
Bockhorn - White bass good
in headquarters; bluegill good
off shallow banks; clear to mur-
ky and stable at 70.
Dewey-Fair  bluegill and cro-
ppie murky to muddy and faltin 
worms and minnows and blue- °It 66*
cellent at night; croppie good at
20 feet at night; clear and sta-
ble at 70.
Herrington - White bass good
at night off deep banks; croppie
fair by drifting brush line, clear
and stable at 73.
- Green River Reservoir -
Black bass good by still fishing
Racers Haven). Conceded
Track Title -- Western Picked
Although Western Kentucky will
be a big favorite to win its seven-
th straight Ohio Valley Confer-
ence track meet this weekend
at Middle Tennessee, Murray
State's Racers aren't conceding
by any
H H CYCLE SALES1
Coldwater Road (Five Points) Murray, Ky.
HOME OF THE SUPER TUNERS
Phone 15318018
trUENS ION HODGE
Major League
Owners Hold
Meet Today
NEW YORK (UPI)-The 2
major league baseball owner
met today to discuss their
strategy in the negotiatio
with the players over basi
contract.
The players have rejected th
owners latest offer by a 505-8
count with only the Philadel
pith Phillies approving it.
Before the owners'. meeting,
John Gaherin, the owners
negotiation representatim- met
with Marvin Miller, the
executive director of the Major
League Players Association.
Gaberin said the meeting was
not to be a terrnal- negotiating
session but said, "We lust
talk-ed things over and set up
some meetings in the future."
Commissioner Bowie Kuhn
did not meet with the owners
wile they were discussing the
countract because he says Le is
only "an interested spectator"
In the negotiations.
However, Kuhn met with the
owners - after they finished
discussing the contract. Kuhn
said he had other business to
discuss with the owners.
Some of the players are in
favor of a strike or "morator-
ium" since they're now working
without a contract, The on-
tract originally expired April
5th and they then voted a 30-
day extension which has since
run out.
The players were unhappy
that the new contract continued
the 162-game schedule and
didn't cut the players in on
television revenqe for the
playoffs. They also want
termination pay for veterans
cut during spring training.
REED ADDS TROPHY
means.
Western bested the Racers 80-
65 in a dual match last Saturday,
but the Toppers had only one more
first place. Murray won both
eLays, the pole vault, the 440-
yard dash, the 220-yard dash,
the javelin, and the mile.
Murray will be defending three
Individual championships in the
meet, the 220 and 440 yard dash-
es and the javelin. Tommy Turn-
er, a Murray all-American, won
both the 220 and 440 last year.
the 440 in record setting time.
John Hover won the javelin. Tur-
ner has the best performances
In the conference in both his
events this season as well as
Boyer. Turner's best 448 was
46.9 and his best 220, 21 flat.
Borer's best javelin throw has
been 231 feet, 9 inches.
Doug Morris has the best vault
In the league, a 15-7. effort and
the mlle relay's 3:11.5 is also
the league's best. Western's 440 j
relay has a better time than
Murray's, but the Racers won
rather handily in last Saturday's
meet.
Murray's entries in the meet-
and their best times follovr:
100-yard dash: Randy Smith
(9.6), Eddie Hearne, (9.7), Larry
Coleman (9.9).
240-yard dash: Zonally Tamer
(21.0), Hearne (22.0),- and:Smith"
(22.0).-
440-yard dash: Turner (46.9),
Lee Roy McGinnis (48.1). Ash-
man Samuels (48.2).
Hall:mile: Al Hicks (1:55.0).
Mlle: Darrell Remote (4:13.9)
Steve Cameibeek (4:2'7.0).
3-mile Jim (14:12.8),
Gary Leighton (14:34.5), and Re.
mole.
440irelay: Hearne, Turner, Co-
Leman, Smith (41:1).
Mile relay: Smith, McGinnis,
Samuels, and Turner (3:11.5).
Javelin: John Hover (231-9)
Pole vault Doug Morris (15-7).
Jump: Granville Buckley
, David Hazelwood(23-2).
and Tom Williams (22-6).
Triple Jump: Buckley (45-11),
Willkuns (45-10), and Scott Leary
(4441/2).
High Jump: Roger Worth (6-3)
and Bob Hargrove (6-2).
Shot Put Tim Sparks (544 2).
Discus: Sp.irks (152-V/2).
Murray last won an OVC track
meet in 1963. The Racers had a
string of six straight conference
titles broken in 1964 at Middle
Tennessee.
Murray State Meets Golden
Eagles For OVC Crown Today
Coa
probable
Friday's g
apd Dave Pert .
Ls 1-2 for the s
ERA of 2.70. Porter, a
er is 5-1 and has an
0.97. Randy White, 6-2 and 6,
will pitch Saturday if a thir
game is played. Mick Holland,
2-3 and 2.40 , will be available
for action both days.
White and Porter have pitched
the last two OVC doubleheaders
for the Racers, and both pitched
shutouts in each. White gave up
only two hits in each of -his
games. Porter threw a no-hitter
against Austin Peay and gave tm
only one hit to Middle, that to
the third man to bat against him
in the seventh inning. UAW then,
he had pitched 14 2/3 hitless
innings.
Leading hitters for the Racers
are Jack Glass with a .359 aver-
age; Vito Scaly, .302; BobPay-
lecke, .277, and BM Cole, .258.
Pavlacka and Mike Jones have
each batted in 19 runs and Sca
18. As a team, the RacerS ar
batting .242 to their opponents
.197.
Although the Tech starting pit-
Murray State, the western divi-
sion champion, and Tennessee
Tech, the eastern champion, will
begin a best two-out-of three
playoff for the Ohio Valley Con-
ference baseball championship
today at Murray.
A doubleheader will be played
Friday, beginning at 1:15 p.m.,
and if it is needed, a single game
Saturday, beginning at 1 p.m.
Murray won the league's wes-
tern championship Tuesday by
sweeping a doubleheader from
Middle Tennessee, 1-0, 1-0. The
same afternoon, Tech was wrapp-
ing up the eastern title by beating
Eastern Kentucky twice, 6-2,3-0.
Murray will carry an overall
record of 20-16 and an OVC rec-
d of 9-3 into the playoff. Tech
is 15 and 9-3.
John Reagan listed his
ting pitchers for
as Jerry Weaver
eaver, a lefty,
and has an
hthand-
A of
cners haven't been named yet,
they will likely come from Dan-
ny HuffInes, 5-0 and 4.40; Sammy
Noftonger, 3-2 and 3.57; Jim
Bishop, 6-2 and 5.59; and Randy
Ayer, 3-0.
The leading Tech hitters are
Bill Maclin, .384; Joe Wesche,
.333; Morris Irby, .327; and Em-
erson Wiles, .317. The Eagles
are hitting .270 to the opponent's
.261. Wesche leads in RBI's with
30.
Murray has won six OVC cham-
pionships and eight division titles
since John Reagan became coach
In 1958. The last OVC champion-
ship came in 1965 and the last
vision championship in 1967.
Murray High
Wins Distrkt
Championship
MURRA Ky.-The Murray
High Tigers k the Murray
district champi 1 her e
Thursday4tas they d over
Calloway County, 3-0.
Johnny Rayburn pitch • a
three-hitter in going the cll.
tame for the Tigers. He struck
out six Lakers and allowed
walks. •
Danny Osborn was the top
hitter for the Laken with an
automatic double from a .hit
that bounced over the left field
wall.
The Tigers will compete in the
regional tournament beginning
May in Paducah.
county es• 000 0-0 3 3
Murray 010 110 x-3 5
Oliver and Osborn. Rayburn and
Brandon.,
NEW YORK (UPI)-
Reed of the New ork
Knickbockers has added anoth-
er trophy to his collection.
Reed, who led the Knicks to the
National Basketball Association
championship, received the
league's Most Value -Player
Award 'Thursday. Earlier -this
LABOR DISPUTE
PITTSBURGH (UPI) - The
Throe Rivers- Stadium will not
be ready for its scheduled
opening on May 29 because of a
labor dispute. No new opening
datetas been set, and Arthur
' Sports magazine at theweek he received a car ‘frto°int ..5rAuthi l-ritydir, eLitndr the dtheela tadwOulurnd ,A
.
valuable Player in the pia) offs cost the autbarity frnra.$500,600.
, , and tree use of a ear from 3
 to II-million In rental fees,
nationwide rental service. .
One Thing You'll Love About
Datsun Is Its Automatic Transmission
From Muncie, Indiana
AUMMAIICS
DATSUN
3 Reasons to go
Datsun Automatic
1. 3-speed smoothness a 2-
speed cae.'t match
2 Up to 25 miles per gallon
3 Delivers peak performance
with 96 H.P. engine
Drive a Datsun ...then decide.
NOW!
THROUGH THE MONTH OF MAY
Lassiter & McKinney Datsun
Celebrating
Our 1st Year as a Datsun Dealer
WILL GIVE THE AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION
With The Purchase Of Any New Datsun
4 DOOR SEDAN, Wagon Or 2 Door Sedan
THIS MEANS A $19000 SAVINGS
assiter McKinney Datsun
camore Street - gr-753-7114.
-11
-
PAGII FOUR 
Mrs. J. B. Efurketa . .
1.
Mr. and Mrs. Weds Mahloud,
1809 Catalina Drive, Murray,
announce the birth of a baby
boy, Fred, weighing seven
pounds two ounces, born on
Monday, May 11, at 4:43 a. in. at
the Iturray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The odier children are a
• llecher, age eight, and
boy, Seer, age az The father
N a professor of mathematics
at Murray Slate University.
Gamile Tolune of Damas-
cus, Syria, is a grandoxither.
• • •
Jahn Howard is the name
chosen by Mr. said Mira Michael
Scheele, Shady Oaks Trailer
Court, Mutiny, for their baby
boy, vreighing six paunch 14%
axiom born on Tuesday, May
12, at 7:44 a. m. at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
The new father is a student
at Murray State University.
Gnadparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Peter Schinella of Wapp
Inger Pails, N. Y., sod Mrs.
Jahn E. Howard of Beacon, N.Y.
• • •
Mr. and Min Dale Burkeen
of Miuray Route Three are the
parents of a baby girl, Lank
Am, weighing nine pounds as
ounces, born on Tuesday, May
12, at 9:18 a. m. at the Mar
rey-Calcrway County ' Hospital.
Their other children are Lym
nette, ege fourteen, and Nami
Jane, age three. The father is
emnioyed at the Murray Divi-
sion of the Tappan Company
and the mother is a beeutician
at Jades Beauty Shop.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Joe Burkeen of Dexter
Route One and Mt. and Mrs.
Lanza Lovett of Alno Route
One. Mrs. Lila Drinkard of Mur-
ray Route One a a great grand-
mother.
• • •
A baby boy, Stever Jeffrey,
weighing seven pounds 3%
ounces, was born to Mr. and
Mrs. Steven Han, 1.300 Payne
Street, Murray, dh Wednesday
May 13, at 11:08 p. m. at the
Murray-Calloway County Hospi
taL
Mr. Ham is a student at Mur
ray State University.
Mr. and Mrs. Roscoe Miller
of Madisonville are the matern-
a grandparents and Mr. and
Mrs. Cherie; Veazey of Ma&
sonville me the paternal grand-
parents.
Mrs. Alice Miller of Madison-
ville, Mr. and Mrs. Elsie Smith
and Mr. and Ihs. Edward Clo-
ern, all of Earlingtra, are great
grandparents.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Booker of
Hardin Route One announce
the birth of a baby girl, Bridg-
et Belinda, weighing six pou
nds six ounces, born on Wed
nada, May 13, at 8:38 p. m
at the Murray-Calloway County
HospitaL
They have one eon, David,
age four.
Mr. and Mrs. John Booker of
Hardin Route One and Mr. and
Mrs. Joim Hiett of Joliet. L1L
me the grandparents.
• • •
Bpectaliet ?earth Clam Wen-
dell D. Teary and lins. Emery
of Alm Route One are the par-
ents of a batty boy, Janes Wen-
ddl. weighing eitilut Pounds
arse 04/1106•, born an Tuesday,
May 12, at four p. m. at the
Murray-Calloway County Hos-
pitaL
Bp. 4 Yearry has been serv-
ing with the U. S. Army in
Vitae= but is now recuperat-
log from wouncis in a hospital
In Japan.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. L L Yeirry of Murray
Route Three and Mr. and Mrs.
C.ecil B. Hopkins of-Alma Route
One.
• • •
Bedew Ann a the mime cho-
sen by Mr. and Mn. Jobe A.
Thompson of Murray Route Six
for their baby girl, weighing
eight weeds 8% ounces, born
on Tuesday, May 12, at 7:34
p. m. at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
The new father is a profes-
sore in s000untingN Murray
State University.
Mr. and Mrs. Ales L. Thomp-
son of Brandenburg aid Mr.
and Men Will G. Boykin of Uv
armors ere the grandpare(ts.
• • •
The recent Paris fashion- col-
lections, which stressed long
skirt,' and dresses and buried
the mini and micro skirts, is
hitting toyland. A New York
doll manufacturer. Jolly Toys
Inc.. is redesigning the clothing
of its dolls so that retailers can
chvaree longs* short skirts.
_
Phone 753-1917 or
THE
753-4947
Edwards-Lee Vows Are Read
Mr. and Mrs. James Robert Lee
The Elm Grove Baptist
Church was the setting Satur-
day, April 11, for the lovely
wedding of Mrs. Anna Lou
French Edwards and James Ro-
bert Lee.
The bride is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Augustus
French of Mill Shoals, Minois
and the groom Is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. William Earl Lee
of Route Six, Murray.
The impressive double ring
ceremony was performed at 3:30
o'clock by the Reverends Leon-
ard Cole sad W. A. Farmer.
Preceding the ceremony, a
program of nuptial music was
played at the organ by Kim
Pennington. The vocalist, Mrs.
Ann Doran, sang "Whither Thou
Goest" and "The Lord's Pray-
er".
The wedding party assembl
before an altar arrangement of
baskets of white gladioli, chry-
santhemums and greenery. Brass
eandlearas holding white tap-
ers completed the setting. Hur-
/knee lamps, adorned with
roses and greenery marked the
family pews. The candles were
lit by Thomas Reesor of Colum-
bia, Tennessee and Robert Mc-
Gaughey of Murray.
Escorted to the altar by her
father, the bride chose for her
wedding a formal gown of
Aquamarine silk chiffon over
silk peau de soie. The empire
bodice was defined with a demi-
fitted belt of three tones of
aquamarine satin. The back in-
terest was defined with a wat-
teau train that flowed graceful-
ly as she descended the isle.
The long bishop sleeves were
very bouffant and gassamer
sheer, caught to a narrow band
of Deli fabric at the wrist. The
skirt was softly gathered at the
waist that created gentle folds
In the skirt. Her headdress was
a Juliet cap of matching aqua-
marine softly beaded in minia-
ture pearls, from which a cha-
pel length veil of matching ill-
usion was attached. She carried
a bouquet fashioned of white
roses, stephanotis and centered
with an orchid. Her only jew-
elry was a baby pearl necklace,
a gift from the groom.
Miss Judi French, sister of
the bride was maid of honor.
The bridesmaids were Misses
Marian Pollard and Jane
French. They were attired in a
deeper tone of the bride's cho-
sen color scheme, aquamarine,
and their gowns were styled
Identically to the bride with
the exception of the train. Back
streamers of the varigated
shades of aquamarine flowed
from the back empire of their
gowns. Their headpieces were
a cluster of matching blue silk
petals to which a shoulder
length veil of illusion was at-
tached. They carried bouquets
of roses.
Wayne Lee, brother of the
groom from Little Rock. Arkans-
as served as best man. The
groomsmen were William Mc-
Ewen of Columbia, Tennessee
and Thomas Adams, Miami,
Florida. Guests were ushered
by Hogan Bryan of Louisville
and Jimmy Rose, Murray. Mas-
ter Jack Lee, nephew of the
groom served as ring bearer,
The men wore tuxedos a n d
utonnieres of white.
The mother of the bride chose
a soft tiller oeau de aa. 
and coat ensemble, adorned
with a silver beaded collar and
shoes to match. Her pillbox hat
was also soft lilac peau de
soie. The mother of the groom
chose a matching pink and lav-
ender dress and coat ensemble
Each mother wore an orchid.
The grandmothers attending,
Mrs. Herschel French and Mrs.
Milburn Holland were present-
ed corsages of daisies and baby
chrysanthemums.
The guest register was kept
by Miss Joan Pollard of Evans-
ville, Indiana.
Reception
Immediately following the
ceremony a reception was held
at the Murray Woman's Club'
House. Those serving were Mrs.
Wayne Lee, Little Rock, Arkan•
sas, Mrs. Jimmy Cox, Fairfield,
Illinois, Mrs. Karl Harrison,
Benton, and Miss Joan Pollard,
of Evansville, Indiana.
After the reception the cou-
ple left on an unannounced
wedding trip. For traveling, the
bride wore a pink peau de soie
dress and coat ensemble with
black accessories. She wore an
orchid corsage from her bridal
bouquet.
Out of town guests at the
wedding were Mr. and Mrs
Jimmy Cox, Mrs. Glen French,
Fairfield, Illinois, Mr. and Mrs
F. W. Funkhouser, Mrs. Marga-
ret Johnson, Mr. and Mrs. Rob
ert Wheeler and Mrs. Anna.
French, Mill Shoals, Illinois, Mr
and Mrs. Lewis Pollard, Burnt
Prairie, Minois, Mrs. M. J. Bing.
Jr., and Logan Bryan, Louis
vile, Mrs. Jay Curtin and Bry-
an, Decatur, Illinois, Mr. and
Mrs. B. W. Chandler, Memphis,
Tennessee, Mr. and Mrs. Jim
Brien and Mr. and Mrs. Larry
McIntosh, Mayfield,' Mr. and
Mrs. Stephen Bisig,
Indiana, Thomas Reesor,
and Mr. and Mrs, Bill McEwen
Columbia, Tennessee, Tou
Adams', Miami, Florida, Miss
Joan Pollard, Evansville, India-
na and Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Lee,
Little Rock, Arkansas.
Rehearsal Dinner
Mr. and Mrs. William Earl
Lee, parents of the groom were
hosts for the rehearsal dinner
held on Friday evening, April
10, in the Red Room of the Ho-
liday Inn.
The T-shaped tables were
centered with lovely arrange-
ments of the spring season. Cov-
ers were laid for twenty-eight
guestt
• • •
North Murray Club
Meets In Home Of
Mrs. Ivan Outland
The North Murray Homemak-
ers Club met in the home of
Mrs. Ivan • Outland on Friday,
May 8, at one-thirty o'clock is
the afternoon. Eleven members
and three,..vieitors were present.
Mrs. B. J. Hoffman gave an
Inspiring devotion with her
scripture reading from Matthew
338. The thought was "God
gives us the fortitude to en-
dure the things which cannot
be changed, the courage to
change the things that should
be changed, and the wisdom to
kno* otess.,froin the other.
The lesson on "History of
Our Heritage'
LEDGER & TIMES
Saturday, May 16
The Wranglers Riding Club
will have its "WKHA Horse
Show" at four p. m.
• • •
Murray Branch of AAUW
will have a breakfast at the
Southside Restaurant at 8:30
a• M.
• • •
A rummage sale will be held
at the American Legion Hall
and a bake sale on the west side
of the court square starting at
7:30 a.m., sponsored by the
WSCS of the Goshen United Me-
thodist Church.
• • •
A car wash will be held at
the Memorial Baptist Church
parking let from nine am, to
five p.m., sponsored by the Bap-
tist Student Union. Cost will be
$1.50 per car.
• • •
Sunday, May 17
Homecoming will be held at
Martina Chapel United Metho-
dist Church. Regular services
will be held followed by a bask-
et dinner and singing in the
afternoon.
• • •
The Grand Officers of the In-
ternational Order of the Rain-
bow Girls will be honored at a
party at the Masonic Hall from
two to four p. m. by Murray
Assembly No. 19.
• • •
Monday, May 18
The New Hope Homemakers
Club will meet at the home of
Mrs. Onis Roberts at seven p.
m.
• • •
The Women of St. John's Ep-
iscopaL Church will meet at the
home of Mrs. Louis Zimmerman
at 7:30 p. m.
• • •
The Penny Homemakers Club
will meet at the Holiday Inn
N ten a. m. with Mrs. Carl
Harrel as hostess.
• • •
The Murray Firth will have
a family picnic.
• • •
Tuesday, May lf
The Good Shepherd United
Methodist Church WSCS will
meet at the church at 1:30 p. m.
Murray Assembly No. Or-
der of the Rainbow for Girls
will meet at the Masonic Hall
at Seven p. in. Officers will be
rnstalled.
The Music Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will
meet at the club om at 7:30
p. m. Hcatesseswill be Mee
dames Roy Ray, Robert Car-
penter, Eurie Garland, Paul
Shahan Dorsald Burchfield,
Charles D. Clark, and Bill Cro
• • •
The First Baptist Church
WM.S will hold its general meet-
ing at the church at 9:30 a. m.
• • •
The Kirksey School Parent-
Teacher Association will meet
at the school at 1:30 p. m. Past
presidents and new first grade
=them for 1970-71 will be lice-
ored.
• • •
Friday, May 22
A dance with proceeds going
for the Day Care Center will
be held at the Calloway County
Country flub from nine p. is.
to midnight, sponsored by the
Calloway Countj Aasociation
for Retarded Children. "Men of
Note" will play and will be do-
nating their services.
• • •
Tuesday, May 11
Ladies Medal Play Golf tour-
nament will be at Oaks Country
Club. Planes call Sandra Rd.
wards 489-2961 or Laura Partin
7$3,2143 by May LS.
• • •
The Faith Doran Circle of
the First United Methodiet
Church WSCS will meet at the
home of Mrs. Autry Forma,
1307 Welk -Boulevard, at two
p. m., Mrs. J. W. Stood will
give the program.
• • •
Circle I of the Fire Unitáj
Methodist Church WSCS will
meet at the social ball of the
church at two p. m.
• • •
The Calloway Count/ Assoc
Wise for Retarded Children
will meet at the home of Major
and Mrs. Warner Cole at 730
p. m.
eating and was presented by
Mrs. Oscar Salyers and Mn,
Bailey Higgins.
The president, Mrs. John
Workman, presided and Mn
Charlie Crawford, secretary,
called the roll. Members an.
swered by naming "an old fash-
ioned custom that might be well
revived today". The club voted
to contribute to the IFYE fund
Mrs. ftema Cole gave the
landscape notes concerning
names of particular wild flow-
ers and the care of azaleas aS
ter the blooming season is over
The recreational period wai
onducted by Mrs. Bailey Rigg
as. Delicious • refreshmerr
ere served by Ilse hostess.
The next meeting will le hell
n May 30 at ten am. This will
the eraR lesson,
_MURRAY. KENTUCKY
Musical Program Is
Presented At Meet
heta Department
s special program of music
erao presented at the meeting
Of te Theta Department of the
Hurray Woman's Club held on
is.:day evening at the club
Ito .,se•
- The guest musicians were
cbuck Simons, vibra-harp, Jim
gssak, guitar, Jimmy Small,
Terry Shelton, base, andrs, Vernon Shown, vocalist.
gongs by the vocalist were,
'OA Help. Loving That Man
of Mine", "Raindrops Keep
ang On My Head", and
wa'hat Is This Thing Called
Love". Other numbers by the
musicians included "Satin Doll",
"Seven Come Eleven", "Out of
Nowhere", and "Girl From Ipa-
nema".
Mrs. Ben Trevathan introduc-
ed those on the program.
The chairman, Mrs. Cliff
Campbell, presided. Mrs. Har-
old Beaman reported on the
birthday parties for the special
education class. Various reports
re given.
New officers are Dr. Evelyn
Bradley, chairman; Mrs. C. W.
Jones, vice-chairman; Mrs. Lloyd
Jacks, secretary; Mrs. Jobs
Nance, treasurer.
During the social hour re-
freshments were served by the
hostesses, Mrs. James D. Out-
land, Mrs. Lloyd Jacks, Mrs.
Jimmy Fain, and Mrs. Ray
Brownfield.
• • •
nderson Home Is
Scene Of Arra
Dunn Circle Meet
Mrs. Claude Anderson was
hostess for the meeting of the
Arts Dunn Circle of the Wo-
men's Society of Christian Ser-
vice of the Hazel United Me-
thodist Church held on Tues-
day, May 12, at two o'clock in
the afternoon.
The circle chairman, Mrs.
Lois Smotherman, opened the
meeting with prayer and pre-
sided over a short business
session. Mrs. Ralph Edwards,
treasurer, collected on the
pledges.
Mrs. D. N. White was in
charge of the program on
"Heart and Hand House" by
Robert Getschman. Its purpose
was to show by practical ex-
amples that the poor of Appala-
chia can be given help and at
die same time self respect; al-
so to offer some suggestions .as
to how the church can help peo-
ple in economically and socially
depressed areas.
The program was presented
as an informal interview be-
tween Mrs. White, representing
that pastor who heads the
House, and Mrs. Anderson as
the interviewer.
Mrs. Obera Miller gave the
devotion reading from the tenth
chapter of Luke. Her comments
were on 'The Good Samaritan".
Mrs. James Baker gave a list
of homes that the Board of
Missions of the United Metho-
dist Church supports in the Un-
ited States.
Refreshments were served by
Mrs. Anderson to the members
and following visitors: Kathy
Baker, Tracy Beach, and Mrs.
Harold Speight.
• • •
Rudolph Howard Is
peaker At Meet
Of Bethany Class
.0010
—Mrs Terry Lawrence opened
her home for the meeting of
the Bethany ,Sunday School
Class of the First Baptist
Church held on Monday even-
ing, May 11.
Rudolph Howard, minister of
music of the church, was the
guest speaker and was intro-
duced by Mrs. Ines Claxton, pro-
gram chairman.
"History of Church Music"
was the subject of Mr. How-
ard's talk with scriptures from
Exodus, Chronicles, and Luke.
He said Judiasm and Christ-
ianity developed church music
as a part of worship and until
200 A. I). there was very little
knowledge of church music.
During the 15th and 16th cen-
tury many.changes were made
and some of the music today
dates back to the 16th century.
He said many of the church
songs today were folk songs
dating back to the 18th cent.
any.
Mrs. Noel Melugln, president,
presided, and Mrs. Lawrence
gave the slate of new officers
as follows:
Dr. Lou McCain, president;
kvs R. A. Stinker, vice.presi
dent, Mrs. Charles Mercer, sec-
retary; Mrs. Naomi Miller, as-
sociate secretary; Mrs. Joe Park-
er, treasurer; Mrs. Vester Orr,
entertainment; Mrs Rudolph
Thurman, flower; Mrs. Edgar
Morris, program.
Refreshments were served to
the twenty members and one
guest, Mr. Howard, by the hos-
tesses, Mesdames Terry Law-
rence, Isel Wilson, R. A. Slink-
er, and C. 0. Bondurant._ _
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Old and new officers of the Murray State University Women's Society are pictured at
the meeting held Saturday. Left to right, Mrs. Howard Giles, Miss Lillian Tate, Mrs.
Eugene Flood, Mn. Charles Homra, Mrs. Karl Hussung, and Mrs. Charles Hinds. The meet-
ing was held at the Murray Woman's Club house.
William B. Miller Speaks On Sfredel
School Building Fund Tax at Sigma Meet
Mrs. Hal Houston is general
chairman of the beauty contest.
Mrs. Boone turned the meet-
ing over to Mrs. Bailey Gore,
newly elected chairman, who
announced her committees for
the next year. 
Mrs. Joe Hal Spann introduc-
ed Sigma members who pre-
sented "Sigma Talent — 1970".
A trio consisting of Mrs. Chad
Stewart, Mrs. W. J. Pittman and
Mrs. Virgil Harris sang: Mrs.
Joe Hal Spann accompanied
them on the piano. Mrs. Hal
Houston did a pantomime to
the music of "Happy Talk"
Mrs. Rob Ray, Mrs. Don Keller,
Mrs. Clegg Austin, Mrs. Ken-
William B. Miller, Su
tendent of the Calloway Count cBomonp
neth Harrell and Mrs. 0. B.
ea,niJerd. sang.Thevvy .w jeepiaett:
Schools, appeared before man. Mrs. Bailey Gore acted
Sigma Department of the Mur- out the song "Alice Blue Gown'
ray Woman's Club Monday as they sang.
evening to discuss the special Hostesses were Mrs. Bobby
school building fund tax which Grogan, Mrs. Don Keller, Mrs.
will appear on the May 26th H. W. Wilson and Mrs. Frank
Fazi.The tax increase, which is 
the first special tax ever pro-
posed for county schools only,
would be thirteen cents on each
$100 of property assessment Mrs. Weatherly Is
subject to school taxation in
the Calloway County School Dis-
trict and would be collected
over a twenty year period.
William B. Miller
Major benefits to be tea
ed from the tax, Miller pointed
out, would be the construction
of two new elementary schools,
one on the east side of the coun-
ty in the area of Highway 94
and intersection of Pottertown
Road and one on the west side
in the area of Highway 121 and
the intersection of the Johnny
Robertson Road and additional
facilities for Calloway County
High.
Mrs. 0. B. Boone, Jr., chair-
man, presided at the business
meeting. Plans were discussed
for the Sigma "Catch-Up" Sum-
mer Kindergarten. Registration
will be on,, Saturday, May 16
from 9 to 11 am: in the kind-
ergarten, room at Robertson
School., Committees were an-
nounced for the beauty contest
to be held at the Murray-Calm.
way County Fair on Monday,
July 20th: 'ne Sigma Depart-
ment sponsors the, contest to
elect "Miss
Hostess For Meet
The home of Mrs. James Wea-
therly was the scene of the
meeting of the Bessie Tucker
Circle of the Women's Society
of Christian Service of the First
United Methodist Church held
on Tuesday morning, May 12.
Mrs. Hugh Houston was cohos-
ess.
Mrs. Conrad Jones presented
an inspiring program on the
"Week of Prayer and Self Den-
ial". An offering was taken af-
ter the program.
The chairman, Mrs. Weather-
ly, announced that the WSCS
will have a potluck dinner at
the church on Monday, June 1,
at 6:30 p.m., and that the dis-
trict officers training day will
be held at Martin's Chapel on
Tuesday, May 19, at 9:30 am.
Delicious refreshments were
served by the hostesses to the
members and the following
guets: Mrs. E. C. Bailey, Mrs.
Martin -Henry, Mrs. E. W. Riley,
and Mrs. William Brittge,-.E3
dent-terlter'WSCS:
Officers Installed
At Women's Society
Luncheon Meeting
The Murray State University
Women's Society held its last
meeting of the year on May 9
at 12 noon at the Murray Wo-
man's Club House.
Massive arrangements of
spring flowers adorned the man-
tle and fireplace. Similar ar-
rangements were placed on the
piano, speakers table and the
registration table. Ropes of we-
igela decorated the centers of
the long tables. A salad plate
was served following the reci-
tation of Prayer Perfect by Miss
Ruby Smith.
The Music Department Chor-
us of the Murray Woman's Club
under the direction of Mrs. Jo-
siah Dairnall, sang a selection
of shosiktunes.
Miss Lillian Tate, president,
presided at the business meet-
ing. Officers and corn m ift tee
chairmen for the present year
were thanked by Miss Tate for
their fine work. The 1969-70 of-
ficers are: Mrs. Karl Hussung,
vice-president; Mrs. Charles
Hinds, aecretary; Mrs. James
Rogers, treasurer; Mrs. Charles
Ronne, social chairman; Mrs.
Wayne Williams, decorations
chairman; and Mrs. Eldon Hes,
thcott, telephone chairman.
Mrs.. William Ryan presented
the new slate of officers: Mrs.
Eugene Flood, president; Mrs.
Howard Giles, vice-president;
Mrs. B. E. McClellan treasurer,
Mrs. Frank Fazi, secretary.
Mrs. Robert Warren and Mrs.
Thomas B. Hogancamp were co-
theirman of the luncheon. Mrs.
Frank Fazi was chairman of
decorations assisted by Mrs.
Marvin Wrather, Mrs. Elf Bird-
song, and Mrs. John Taylor.
• • •
The Wool Bureau's interna-
tional con hire collection i n-
chided a coat wardrobe consist-
ing of the new midi coat in
light if not dress fabrics, with-
,Lit lining or inter-lining. It
was shown with a matching dress 
or skirt. Tbe trench coat was
long, belted and had a gathered
yoke. Crossed Wrapped reding-
_otes were very close-fitting with '
flat front and a full back .
axhieved, with pressed, inverted, .
*************************_*.*** -
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• Evening Worship • ••7:00 p.m.
'MACE BAPTIST CHURCH
South Ninth Street
Morsiag Worship 10:46 am.
Worship Service  7 :04i
BLOOD RIVER BAPTIST
Medawar 444. New Concord, Ky.
Morning Worship ... 11:00 a. m.
Evening Worship . 6:30 p.
• •
Sunday Masses: 8 41.171..11.am. An
4:50
COLDWATE1 UNITED
METHODIST CHURcH
PLatee
  10:IK
11:00
SCOTTS GROVE BAPTIST
Worship Service
Training Union
r 10:00 eam
 r• 6:20 j.m.
IDLISAITZTEL MISSION ART
BAPTIST CHURCH
Morning Worship  
Training Union 
Evening Worship 
11:00 LTh.
4:30 p.m.
:*0
WEST FORE BAPTIST
Morning Worship  11:00 a.m.
Training Union  1:00 p.m.
Evening Worship   11:30 p.m.
LOCUST DROVE
CHURCH OF THE NAZARENE
Kirksey. Kentucky
Morning Worship  11:00 a.m.
-;unday Night Service  7:00 p.m.
LIBERTY CUMBERLAND
PRETTRYT.ERIAN
gundai saw' 10:00 a.m.
Preaching ........11:00 a.M
FURST BAPTIST CHURCH
Morning Worship  10:46 a.n
Evening Worship  7:30 ph
FIRST ASSEMBLY OF DOD
CHUB( H
lio•th 10th sod Clieridal• Road
IS within Service 11:00 a.m.
Sunday night   7:10 p.m.
..ZIVERSTTY CHURCH
OF THEM'
108 North 1.5th Street,
Morning Worehip . 10:30
Evening Worship 6,00 p.m.
FIRM? PRESBYTERIAN
CHURCH
Charles H. lerrffett. Pastor
Church School  9:30 am
Service of Worship .... 11:00 a.m.
JEHOVAH'S WITNESSES
107 North Fourth Street
George Bet/dares'
Watchtower Study .... 1030 a m
Bible Lecture Sunday 9:30 am
COME TO WORSHIP
AND REJOICE...
SOUND FOOTING
If you want a Firm Foundation. -
. Sound Footing for a 
lifelong walk '.
here it is. The Foundation this man
stands on can serve as compas
s to
guide you; - a blueprint for bet
ter
Ikving. It is filled, with do's and don'ts.
that groom one for Heavenly company.
The Psalmist prayed, "Establish my
footsteps in Thy word, and let
not any iniquity have dominion over
This man's foundation points the
way to Go. Actually, it is the Book
of Life ...is your name written 
there?
-- It offers peace of mond and
comfort of soul to those who take it
seriously. Attend church regularly
and read of the things it offers
one to hold to when one is no
longer able to hold the Book.
It offers Sound Footing.
• •••••••••• ••••••••
•••••• 1,•••
,
,—.10011114his
I.
•••••
-•- • •: -••."
MURRAY CHURCH OF
MI HANAUER
South 18th and Plainview
Sunday School  10:00 
am
Morning Wendt* 
TEXPLB HILL
UNITED METHODIST CHUR
CH
PlEts="Third•Sundaye at 11 a.m.
PrdVith Sundays at 
9:10 a.m.
11171111ZL.L11 CHAPEL
UNITED METHODIST CHT111
0111
Preach
First a:I :Third Sundays 9:20 
a.m.
Preaching:
Ind and 4th Sundays at 11 a.m.
ST. JOHN'S EPISCOPAL
CHURCH
Main & Broach Streets
Sunday School  9:30 
am.
-Morning Worship  10:30 a.m
.
Holy Communion Each Third
Sunday at 10:30
CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
OF LATTER-DAY SAINTS
Services held at 16th and Sycamore
Sunday School  10:00 a.m.
CIEINITNIIT STRUT
l'ARRIUt &CVO
Cherry & Chestnut
Sunday School  10:00 A.M.
Morning !Persists   11:00 A.M.
Evening Worship  7:10 P.M.
UNIT= PENTECOSTAL
CHURCH
810 Irma Ave.
Sunday School  10 A.M.
Sunday Evening Worship .. T P.M.
WEST MURRAY CHURCH
OT CHRIST
South 18th Street
Deem Worship — OAS aat.
Imam Wend. —.- OHO p.m
FIRST METHODIST CHURCH
Meth and Maple Staimite
Morning Worship
  8:46 5 10:50 a.m.
ZIRKPET BAPTIST CHURCH
Morning Worship  11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship  ' 1:30 p.m.
MEMORIAL eAPTIST CHURCH
Mils Street at 1110
Sunday School  9:40 a.ns
Morning Worship  10:60 a.m.
Evening Worship:
(Sept-March)  6:20 p.m.
(April-Ang.)  7:30 p.m.
NEW MOUNT CASHEL
MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School  10:00 
amt.
Morning Worship  11
:08 am.
Evening Worship  
8:30 p.m.
FLINT BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School  10:00 
am.
Morning Worship   11:00 
a.m
Evening Worship  
1:10 ISMIT
NEW PROVIDENCE
CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday School  10 a.m.
Morning Worship  11 am.
Evening Worship .... 8:10 p.ns.
ZnutszY TYWITHIT
METHODIST CHURCH
Worship Service:
  11:00 a.m ik 7:00 p.m
SZVEVITII DAT ADVENTIST
CHURCH
111th & Sycamore
Sabbath School  1:00 p.m
Worship Service  2:60 p.m.
UNION (MOVE CHURCH
OP CHRIST
Sunday School  10:00 am.
Worship Service  10:50 am.
Evening Service  6:30 P.m.
PLEASANT VALLEY CHURCH
OF CHRIST
Murray-Pottertown Road
Morning Worship  11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship  6:00 p.m.
NORTH PLIASANT GROVE
CUELIRRELAND ratroarrass-
ClinaCK
liameday School  10:00 am.
Marabou Worship . 11:00 am.
METHODIST
15* and TheLIUSCandayslit
Ilimday School .... 10:00
Warning Marries .... 11:00 a.m.
Second and Fourth Sunday,:
Ikeda, School .... 110:90 a.m.
Irani* ilerides  1:011 am.
LYNN GROVE
METHODIST CHURCH
NEM and Third IlundaYin
Wombat Barrios   3:41 a.m.
011nday School.... 10:41 a.m.
Seriand and Fourth Sunday:
Suoday School .... 10:00 a.m.
Worship Service   11:00 a.m.
COLD'S CAMP GROUND
HODT CHURCH41tr UIilleery Leeks". peeler
!het Sunday:
Ihmday School ... 10, :000
th 
Sunday:a.a.a.m.
Seeend
anedny Reboot .... 10:00 a-m.
Worahlp Service .... 11:00 a.m.
Third Sunday:
reurSenday&
undaj Seh:o-itl e'reiaa...... : .49 e am.
CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday
MD Scheel  0:46 am.
Wergilds Hoar .... 10:40 a.m.
livening Worship 8:00 ttro.
NEW CONCORD
CHURCH OF CHRIST
PHU Mauve  10:00 am.
Worship S Preaching 10:10 a.m
Weems Worship  ' 7:00 11.D.
ILK GROVE
BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School  10:04 am
Worship 11:00 am. and 7:00 p.m
THE CHURCH OF jESTS
CUM? or LATTRII-DAT
SAINTS
7Neettne hole in the white eimPol
000D amaranenso unrest"
METHODIST CHURCH
(P'ermsrly New Hope sod
IlaPhor Springs Obignalass)
antroh School  10:40 am.
Worehip Service  9:30 San.
MARTINS CHAPEL UNITED
11121110DIST CHURCH
Washita Sorvliv  11:00 am
Cherish School  10:00 am.
SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE
UNITED METHODIST CHURCH
Morning Worship  10:45 
a.m. -
Evening Worship  6:00 
p.m
CHRISTIAN armies
SERVICES
Farmer Ave. and 17th Street
SundaY  11:00 
am.
Sunday School  
11:00 a.m.
SALEM BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School  10:00 am.
Morning Worship 11:08
Evening Worship '  7:11 p.m.
PLEASANT VALLEY CHURCH
OP CHRIST
Murray-Pottertown Road
Morning Worship .... 11:00 am.
'evening Worship  5:20 p.m.
CIIIIHRT CORNIER mammy
CHURCH
Sunday School  10 aro
Morning Worshlp  11. am
Evening Worship  1 p.m.
IMXANUEL LUTHERAN
CHURCH
15th .9 Main
Sunday School  9:15 am.
Morning Worship  10:30 a.m.
Stokes Tractor & Implement Co.
Massey-Fergu' son Sales & Service
Industrial Road Phone 753-1319
Max H. Churchill Funeral Home
"The Friendly Funeral Herne"
24 Hr. Ambulance Service - Oxygen Equipped@OOP
311 Nth Street Phone 753-4612
Shady Oaks
Mobile Homes Court
Ma yfield Highway 121 Phone 753-5209
I ipam Grocery Co.
I 
Murray Wholesale
•
KOitlielai fried Ciliella .
"Ws Finger Likin' Geed"
Fres Delivery en Orders of UM et Mere
Try Our Delicious Beef & Ham Sandwich
Sycamore at 12th Call In Orders 753-7101
1
Holiday Inn
After Church Try Our Sunday Buffett
11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.
r.,-- U.S. Hwy. 641 South Phone 753-59M
- --
Edwin Cain
St+101eel
621 So.
Construction Co.
Buildings
4th Phone 753-1675
. ,
Carroll Tire Service
Tour Uni-Royal Tin Dealer
1105 Pogue Block E. of S 12th - Phone 753-1489
r
Boone's Incorporated
The Cleaner That's Intereated In Yea
Mack & Mack
Authorized Mercury Ouliseard Ibleters Dealer
. Fiberglass and Aiwninum Bast. Repair -!--..
• ----Beim 1Wer-SiMoirier--•-•-- — .
W. End Eggner's Ferry - U.S.611 (Aurora)
Phone 474-2344
Wayne Darnell Outboard
Marine
- . . -.
• lfasir Johnso
n Milers Dealer -
Sales, Paris, Service - Complete Boating Supplies
'94 E. at Murrax Bait Co. Phone 753-3734
- Kentucky Lake Lodge
Restaurant
- -,..aatieek_SCry.4.410,1111 Dinners
ecial Rate to Churc h-Parties sill or Over
Sp-o Open 7 Days A Week f- rn 5 a.m. 9 p,m
Aurora Rd. on Hw> 6R Ph. 474 2259
Murray Livestock Company
Sole Every...Tuesday ai 1L p.m. : ,E11. 733-5M4
Robert Young Herman K. Ellis
Wm. E. Dodson - J. W. Young
22 FooaCiant, ..„....,_ 1_;!..!IYIX,..7.--, ..-:-.-_, -,,_....._....,_ =
Bel Air Shopping 'Center
1
The Hitching Post
See The Oki Country Store
IA Mile West of Kenlake State Park
Aurora Rd. - Rt. 1 Hardin. Ky. - Ph. 492-2266
r
Sue & Charlie's Restaurant
remote Fish Diluters
On Hwy. 48 at Aurora Phone 4744293
1.11Pirliotocans
Cain & Treas Motor Sales
•
7 ' Shirley Florist- i
Flowers for All Occasionsk„
West Side Beauty Shop
Irene Ray • Owner
"Your Complete Beauty Service"
Wigs - Wickets • Falls
101 N. 15th (amiss from Adm. Ell .) 753=3344
Ambassador • Rebel - Hornet
Too Quality Used Cars
Five Po.-:As Phone 753-6448
m
.„,,
''. • Member F.T.D.
502 N. 4th St. 753-3251
Claude Vaughn
Plumbing, Heating and Air Conditioning
Cenunsircial and Residential - Sales & Service
Repairs & Installation - Gas & Sewer
501 N. 4th Phone 75141611
Grecian Steak House
TOM ANDREWS - YOUR HOST
Stea s Ch - Seafood Plates -ks - usps Sandwiches
Specials: Men., Sirloin Steak - Tue., Rasing Steak
Wed., Greund Striate. Thurs., Oils:ken - Frl., Fish
No. 12th Ext. 641 - Call In Orders to 7534419
. Guy Spann
• . Real Estate Agency
•
, ,s 518 W. Main Phone 753-7724
Ressdential - Consinerciai Fawn - Building Lots
of Lake Property - BuY1011 - Selling. Leasing
Corvette Lanes, Inc.
Dowling At Its Best - Fine Food
1415 Main Street Phone 753-2202
Roberts Realty
Hoyt Roberts - Realtors • Ray Roberts
Phone 753-1651 - 505 W. Main - Nite 753-3924
Holiday Restaurant
Featuring Fresh Ky. Lake Catfish & Bar-11-41 Ribs
Open All Year 7- 6:60 a.m. to SAO p.m.
Aurora. Ky. Phone 474-2228
r
- •INct
A Friend
Adams Ornamental Iron and
Welding
Hugh Adam- Owner
Portable Service - Custom Wrought Iron
Fabrication and Repair
Main & Industrial Rom: Phone 753 1378
r
Palace Drive-in
Five Points Phone 753-7992
Daniel Boone Chicken 'N Beef
Fish - Shrimp- Favorites in Plea
Drive-in Window & Carry Out Service
Del. Orders
Chestnut St. (next to Capri) - Call in to 753 4334
Auto Parts
Rebuilt Engines & Transmissions- Radiators
Repaired - A Complete Parts Department
605 Maple Street Phone 753-4424
1 
Beal's Tune-Up & Carburetor
Service
Lifetime Muffler installation & Service
Tailpipes Made to Order for Cars and Beals
North 4th Street Phone 753 8119
ir
i
Murray Warehouse Corp. Inc.
1
G AND' H MOBILE HOMES Hendon's Service StationMurray
Closed On SCInday
Phillips 66 Products
No 4th Street Phone 753-1921
Grain Divisisse
Holmes Ellis. Mgr . E W. Outland. Supt.
Phone 7,1R220
eftat: 
New & Used
7, •i .` 011...v ei--Mf Pr. 4 35 !, 090
Tom's Pizza Palace
The Best Pins ln Kantecky
r le
A
Southside Restaurant -
Fresh Ky. Lake Catfish - Fri. and Sat.
Plate Lunches Daily. Banquet Ream Facilities
fey Churches, Clubs and All Social Meeti ngs
So. Side Manor Shopping Center 753 3102
iik
a
Hutson Chemical Co., Inc.
-For All Your teitilizer Need,.
rMurray Ky P' 11 753-1933
if
_ Indoor Comfort Center
Division of Freed Cotham Co.,
Inc.
ficattnit Wit Metal Air Conditioning
8th at Cht.strila Phone 753 4832
Fitts Block & Ready Mir Co.
•
Building Blocks & Reedy Mix Concrete .
East Main Street' Phone 753-3540
-
Lassiter Auto Sales
-
North 12th Street Phone 753 2221
— 
..._ ...,.
Colonial House Smorgasbord
A Choice Selection of Relishes • Salads
Meats - Vegetables and Desserts
Fast Syr% ice Open Sundays
Hwy. 6.11 North . Phone 75327 00
W- - ,.....
West Ky. Rural Electric
Co-Operative Corp.
.... 
Flicileic.: 1 5012 ._
—
Cain & Taylor Gulf Service
I red lays — Minor Repairs
.. Dar% 751 5Tler: NaTist. 7.3-.3.41
-
Alexander's Help Yourself Store' -
A Complete Line of Groceries
MAKS, In Fresh Meats
202 l'sta.sa Stri;ii... Phtine.243:5652
_ 
w .
-' ,
•
A
•
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SUNDAY
7:05 Farm Digest
7:15 Report From Washington
7:30 Day of Discovery
9:00 Gospel Country
9:30 Heidi & Peter
10:00 This is the Life
10:30 Herald of Truth
11:00 Community Worship
11:30 Insight
12:00 Meet the Press
1:00 Basehall-Atianta vs. C.
cimaati
3:30 Souod of Youth
4:00 Mr. Roberts
4:30 in Which We Live
5:00 Frank McGee Report
5:30 College Bowl
6:00 Dateline Today
6:30 Wonderful World of Disney
7:30 Bill Cosby Show
6:00 Bonanza
*00 The Bold Ones
10:00 News, Weather, Sports
10:30 Tonight Show
MONDAY
6:00 Morning Show
7:00 Today Show
7:25 Weather
7:30 Today Show
9:00 It Takes Two
9:30 Concentration
10:00 Sale of the Century
1I*30 Hollywood Squares
11:00 Jeooardy
11:30 Who, What or Where
11:55 News
12:00 The Noon Show
1:00 Days of Our Lives
1:30 Doctors
2:00 Another World-Bay City
2:30 To Tell the Truth
2:00 Another World - Somerset
3:30 Star Trek
4:30 The Ralph Emery Show
5:25 Weather
5:30 News, Weather, Sports
9:00 Dateline Today
6:30 My World & Welcome To It
7:00 Billy Graham Special
6:00 Movie "A Funny Thing Ha-
ppened on the Way to the Forum"
10:00 News, Weather, Sports
10:30 Tonight Show
12:00 The Avengers
VlAC-TY Schedule
UNDAY
6:30 Sunrise Semester
7:00 Tom & Jerry
7:30 Batman
&DO Carl Tipton
6:30 Heaven's Jubilee
9:30 Faith For Today
10:00 Light In the Wilderness
11:00 Pattern For Living
11:30 Face The Nation
12:00 Navy Underway For Peace
12:30 Eddie Albert Musical
1:00 Stanley Cup Playoff
tap AAU Track & Field
4:30 Spelldown
5:00 Report
5:30 News
6:00 Lassie
9:30 To Rome With Love
7:00 Ed 'Sullivan Show
6:00 Glen Campbell
*00 Mission Impossible
SUNDAY
6:30 AgrIculture Science
Action
7:00 KOMI Your Bible
7:30 House of Worship
&Oil Oral Roberts Presents
8:30 America Sings
*00 Cathedral of Tomorrow
10:00 Musical Hart Family
10:30 Discovery
11:00 The World Tomorrow
11:30 Oak Ridge Boy it's Happ-
ening
12:00 At Issue; Guest TBA
12:30 Issues & Answers
1:00 Movie "Daddy Long Legs"
3:00 Roller Derby
4:00 Movie "Five Fingers"
6:00 Land of the Giants
In
10:00 Weekend -Report
10:30 Sports
10:35 Mery Griffin Show
12:00 Sign Off
Chaunel 5
MONDAY
5:45 Country Journal
6:00 News
6:30 Jake Hess Gospel Show
6:55 Morning Watch
6:00 Captain Kangaroo
6:30 Mike Douglas Show
10:00 Andy of Mayberry
10:30 Love of Life
11:00 Where Heart Is - News
11:30 Search kr Tomorrow
lt00 News
12:05 Old Time Singing
12:30 As The World Turns
1:00 Love Is A Many Splendored
Thing
1:30 The Guiding Light
2:00 The Secret Storm
2:30 The Edge of Night
3:00 Comer Pyle, USMC
3:30 GiWgan's Island
4:00 Movie "Kettles In The
Ozarks"
5:25 Weather
5:30 News
&OD News, Weather, Sports
6:30 Gunsmoke
7:30 Here's Lucy
6:00 Mayberry RFD
8:30 Doris Day Show
*00 Carol Burnett Show
0:00 News, Weather, Sports
0:30 Mery Greffin Show
12:00 Sign Off
Schedu e haiiel
7:00 The FBI
9:00 Movie "The Killers"
10:00 News, Weather, Sports
10:15 Movie "The Naked Prey"
12:15 News
MONDAY
9:30 McHales Navy
7:00 Bozo's Big Top
*00 Barbara Moore Show
10:00 Bewitched
10:30 That Girl
11:00 Best of Everything
11:30 A World Apart
12:00 AU My Children
1.2:30 Let's Make A Deal
1:00 Newlywed Game
1:30 Dating Game
2:00 General Hospital
2:30 One Life To Live
3:00 Dark Shadows
3:30 Beverly Hillbillies
4:00 Lucy Show
4:30 Real McCoys
5:00 News
5:30 Dick Van Dyke
6:00 News, Weather, Sports
6:30 It Takes A Thief
7:30 Movie "The Pit & The
Pendulum"
9:30 Now; Topic TBA
10:00 News
10:30 Movie "Fever In The
Blood"
12:15 Dick Cavett Show
YOU TAKE NO CHANCE WHEN YOU
TRADE WITH
PARKER FORD INC.
753-5273 Murray, Ky.
LARGE VOLUME — LOW PROFIT
"Service Built Our Business"
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE US ON A
NEW OR USED CAR
Quasar
T 
COLOR TV
M
by RitoroROLA AA
WITH THE WORKS IN A DRAWER
23" picture, measured diagonally; 295 sq in.
oi,,stwen r s ,Ja,eo leTonvf.,.or
SEYFERT RETIRES
BERLIN (UPI)—Gabi Sey-
fert, who has held bath
European and world figure
airating titles since 196'7, an-
nounced her retirement from
active competition Sunday,
according to AI)N, the Bast
German news service. Miss
Seyfert, 22, said she will work
as a trainer.
Call Us For
FREE HOME DEMONSTRATION
Factory Authorized Service
Good Stock of Used TVs and Rotors
Serving Murray, Hazel and Puryear
HAZEL T.V.
WAYLAND PERRY - ovINElf PHONE 4,2-8671
Many Specials Will Dot TV Screen This Week 
By JACK GAYER
NEW YORK (UPI)—Specials
xi the television networks for
the week cover such subjects as
Australia's Great Barrier Reef,
an appreciation of America's
great outdoors, experimental
movie- making, the pollution
problem, pro golf and a middle-
weight championship fight.
CBS begins another summer
series of weekly track and field
meets in the United States and
Europe.
Highlights May 17-23:
SUNDAY
If Stanley Cup play in the Na-
tional Hockey League is still
alive at this date, CBS will tele-
cast a game.
ABC has two hours of live
coverage of the final round of
the Colonial Invitational golf
tournament at Fort Worth. .
The sensational premiere of
"AAU International Track, and
Field Champions" on CBS de-
votes an hour to the Martin Lu-
ther King Games at Villanova,
Pa.
Ed Sullivan's CBS hour at 8
features Phyllis Newman and
Rodney Dangerfield.
The ABC movie rescreens
1966's "The Naked Prey," star-
ring Cornel Wilde, in a story of
a man's struggle to survive in
Africa.
MONDAY
The ABC movie rescreens
1961's "The Pit and the Pendie
Youth is served
AMSTERDAM (UPI) - Des-
pite its tolerance for young visi-
tors,-  Amsterdam's plan to pro-
vide beds for them started al-
most accidentally last year.
The city made some beds
available, to young men only,
at slightly less than $1, then
as word spread some 300 young
people ' who couldn't be accom-
modated ended up on judo mats
for even less money, then on
foam rubber pads on walking
paths for about 30 cents.
By then, girls also were ad-
mitted and while theoretically
there was separation of the
sexes, "we were not too strict,"
a city youth affairs department
official admitted.
Eyeing Ivan
'BERLIN 1(UPI) - (Inc of the
tourist attractions of Berlin is
the chance to see Russians this
side of their own borders.
A favorite tourist spot in East
Berlin is the gigantic Soviet Viar
Memorial in Treptow Park, but
you don't have to cross the
wall to see Russian memorials
w soldiers. There is a Russian
Oho Memorial in the Tiergarten
'ark in West Berlin, guarded
by Russian sentries who are
Loused through -the Friedriih
Strasse crossing daily.
Other Russians alternate with
American, French and British
troops in guarding Rudolf Iless
at the four-power war crime,
prison in the Spandau distrii
of the City's British sector.
HST AT $6 Former Pri..si
dent Harry Truman
briars his F46th birthda v
I mlependeme. M, wit I,
shopping trip. (7anc-v,..11
Truman says he feels fin -
lulu" starring Vincent Price in
au Edgar Allan Poe horror
story.
NBC's movie rescreens 1966's
Funny Thing Happened on
tie Way to the Forum," Zero
hostel, Phil Silvers, Buster
Eaton and Jack Gilford in a
musical about a Roman slave
conniving to win his freedom.
The ABC news "Now" docu-
mentary at 10:30 has "Missing
is Rando/ph," report of the ef-
fect on a New York community
of the death in Viebaam of one
of its young men.
TUESDAY
"Movie of the Week" on ABC
repeats "The Silent Gun," star-
ring Lloyd Bridges as a famed
gunman who nearly kills a child
and then carries only an empty
pistol.
NBC's movie rescreens 1970's
"Ritual of Evil," starring Louis
Jour dan.
"The National Environment
Test" is a one-hour CBS News
special dealing with the dan-
gers and extent of pollution it
the world.
WEDNESDAY
CBS' "Hoe Haw" features
Charlie Pride, Tammy Wynette
and George Jones.
ABC preempts "Room 222"
hr a half-hour special in which
the comedy team of Wayne and
Schuster deals with love
through the ages.
NBC's "Kraft Music Hall" be-
gins a summer series of new
shows taped in London with
British music hall entertainer
Des O'Connor as host. First
guests are Liberace, Elke Som-
mer, Robert Morse and Teresa
Graves.
ABC preempts "The Engel-
bert Humperdinck Show" for
part three of "Mission Pos-
sible: They Care For A Na-
tion," news documentary ex-
amining national environmental
deterioration.
THURSDAY
"Animal World" on CBS has
“Umfoloei Patrol," a look at
rangers on a game reserve in
Natal, South Africa.
CBS preempts Jim Nabors for
"The 5th Dimension Special: An
Odyssey in the Cosmic Uni-
verse of Peter Max," Musical.
variety featuring 5th Dimension
singing group in a fanciful vis-
ual concept by artist Max. Glen
Campbell, Arte Johnson, Jo,
Heatherton and Flip Wilson ape
pear.
The CBS movie screens 1961's
"Pirates of Tortuga," tale of
the 17th century about Henry
Morgan.
FRIDAY
NBC preempts "The High
Chaparral" for a science spe-
cial. "The Great Barrier Beet,'
Dealing with the threat posed to
the huge coral formation off the
Australian coast by the coral'
eating Crown of Thorns star-
fish.
CBS' movie is "Hold On!,"
starring Herman's Hermits.
SATURDAY
NBC offers a one-hour show oi
the _"American Rainbow" series
of specials, "Wilderness Road."
Exploration of Oak Creek Can-
yon in Arizona, Okefenokee
Swamp in Georgia and Sho-
shone National Forest in
Wyoming.
NBC's baseball game features
Boston and Baltimore.
"ABC's Wide WorldofSports"
will be devoted to a live tele-
cast, via satellite, of a middle-
weight championship fight in
Umago Yugoslavia between
champion N1110 Benvenuti anch
Tem Bethea.
NBC preempts Andy Williams
for the first of two specials en-
titled "The New Communica-
tors." examining the creative
work of young filmmakers
around the world. Actor Peter
Fonda is host.
NBC's movie rescreens "Mis-
sion Batanges."
Mel Torme, Kaye Ballard and
Monty Hall are guests on the
ABC "Jimmy Durante Presents
the Lennon Sisters HOST."
ej :00 The Avengers
:30 The Aveosers
00
WLA TV WS! —TV
Channel s Channel S Channel $
FRIDAY EVENING PROGRAMS
g sews; Wthr.: Spits Ne•vs, Wine.: Sports News,. Wnw.; Snorts
V :30 The High ChaparralGirt Smart nse Firms Nun 
• :ao The High Chaparral The Tim Conway Snow The Brody Match
• -30 Baseball: Hogan's Heroes The Ghost & Mrs. Mul
• .00 Atlanta vs. Movie.
all :30 Cincinnati 'Friendly
am .00 Baseball Persuasioo"
7 30 Baseball Movie 
1 0% .00 Baseball News: Misr.; 
Soorts News. *Ire.; Sots.
V .30 News, Wthr.: Sots. Perry Mason Movie: 
it :00 The Tonight Show Perry Mason
:30 The Tonight Show Perry Mason
Perry Masan
Movie:
"Live Fast,
nie Yawn"
Here Come IN. Bride
Here Corn* the Bride
I:n: CZC =  Style
"The View From
Pommes Hoed" 
Cikk Cave*
Dick Caven
Dick Coven Show
SATURDAY MORNING PROGRAMS
6 Aar: Farm Sunrise Semester
IT :06 Heckle and 
Jeckle The Jetsam
:30 Show Bugs Bunny
8 
9 
10
11
: The Pink i-anther Dastardly & uttle
Hisre's the Coin',' Road Runna4
:00 H R. Pulnstut Wacky Races
30 Banana Soiits Scooby Doo. Where
:00 Adventure Hour The Archie Comedy
:30 The Flintstones Hour
:00 Jambe The Monke•S
:SO Um:Seri:109 Penelope Pitstals
SATURDAY AFTERNOON P
Samson
Adventures of Gulliver
Smoky the Bear
Canovanas Cats
Cattanoose Cats
Hot Wheels .
The Hardy BOY,
Sky Nawks
George of the Jungle
Get It Together
American bandstand 
itOGRAMS
12
1
2
3 
4 
5
:00 Sugarfoot
:30 Sugarfoot
:00 Baseball:
:30 Chicago vs.
:00. St. Louis
30 Baseball
Superman
Joan), Quest
ABA Playoff
Basketball .
Basketball
Basketball
:00 Baseball SkIPPY
:30 Baseball Something Else
:CO Kitty Wells Show The Preekness
:30 Jim Ed Brown ShowThe Preakness
.00 Wilburn Bros, Show All Amer. Cot. Show
:30 Porter Waooner Sh.Roger Mudd News
American Sandstani
High School Qull
Moyle:
"And Now Miguel '
Movie
Soul of the City
All Star Wrestling
All Star wrestling
Wide World of Sports
Wide World of Worn
Wide Worts of Scorn
Fishing Show
SATURDAY EVENING PROGRAMS
6 10 
Andy 
vlz,is; jowls jraldenti 
Gleason 
ite=flipoIr Undersea World of
.r :so Andy Williams Jackie Gleason Show
• :30 Adam-12 My Three Sans
: 
Green Acres
30 "The Stooge"8 :00 Movie: Petticoat Juntektil
9 :00 Movie Death valley NYS
:30 Movie News: Mtn.) sports
1 rg :00 News; UntouchabiesMiss U.S.A Pageant
V :30 The Untouc,abies Miss U.S.A Pageant
1 g :00 Untouchables; Miss U.S.A PaymentI :30 Movie: Miss U.S.A Pageant
1 2 :00 'At Gunge0o Miss U.S.A Pageant:30 Movie m.ovie: 
I 00 Movie "Posse Frogs Hell"
• ,34
Jacques Cousteau
Lawrence Welk Show
Lawrence Welk Show
Durant. Presents
The Lennon 
The Bill AnderstMon
The Buck Owens Show
Movie:
"Seven Sinners"
Movie •
Movie
ABC Weekend News
WALLIS DRUG
Phone 753-1277t
* PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY *
We Have It — We Will Get It — Or It Can't Be Had
/OR (-CAUCA'
TIME and
TEMMATURE
DAY OR NIC:11
104L 753:63"
NON S HANK
f ; f
raw kr
come
as
you are
Kids love Convenient. . . and mloy-lie
that's 'cause Convenient loves kids
just the way they are. We don't care
if they have jam on their faces or
rips in their britches. We don't care
if you do, either. Come as you are
. . . anytime . . ..to Conpnient! CONVEN/ENT
0141, FOOD MARTS
•
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A STRWE IN TORNADC) ALLEY—L
ubbock, Tex., in the so-called U.S. "Tornado Alley," 
lost a
large part of its crownto;.vn section (above) whe
n a severe tornado struck late in the day.
At least 20 persons were killed, nearly 500 inj
ured, and damage is estimated in millions.
Twenty-One Least Sought After
Names Released By Weather Men
By JOSEPH L. MYLER
WASHINGTON (UPI) — The
weather bureau has just issued
its list of girls' names— 21 from
Alma to Wilma.- for the hurri-
canes of the approaching 1970
season.
The practice of naming
hurricanes for girls goes back
to World War [tin the Pacific.
More than one storm often was
whirling at the same time.
To avoid dangerous errors of
identification, Air Force and
Navy weathermen adopted the
practice of giving each storm a
separate tag easily understood
over the background crackling
of radio transmission.
Says the weather bureau in a
romantic footnote to the history
of hurricane naming:
Nothing More Natural
"Nothing could be more
natural for lonely servicemen,
tholicanee of miles from home,
teen to saioet the names of
their sweethearts, wives, or
favorite pin-up girls."
In 1953, the weather bureau
adopted the military custom for
its own use. In 1960, having
concluded the system was
sound, the bureau set up a
semi-permanent list of four sets
of alphabetized names to be
repeated at four year intervals.
For 1970 the names are:
Alma, Becky, Celia, Dorothy,
Ella, Felice, Greta, Hallie,
Isabel, Judith, Kendra, Lois,
Marsha, Noreen, Orpha, Patty,
Hera, Sherry, Thora, Vicky,
and Willa.
The hurricane season runs
approximately from June 1
through Nov. 30. But there is no
way of knowing how many
storms there will be.
No Individual In Mind
If you are a girl and your
name is on the list, don't feel
honored or, as the case may be,
outraged. 'The weather bureau
tries to get across every year
the fact that it does not (repeat
does not) pick names with any
Individual in mind.
Such horribly bad-girl storms
as last year's Camille, for
example, have been permanent-
ly retired from the rotating list.
This is the rule for particularly
destructive hurricanes on which
a lot of research has been done.
Other retired hur ric an(
names of the past range from
Carol, Edna, and Hazel of 1954
to Beulah in 1967, a total of 14,
not counting Camille.
Things You Should Know Before
Sending Your Child To A Camp
By PATRICIA McCORMAC1
NEW YORK ( UPI )—Uncle
Sam's standards on edibles help
prevent you and your children
from being poisoned when you
sit down to eat.
Uncle Sam's safety require-
ments help make trips in the
family auto safer than they
would be without such stan-
dards.
State and local laws give
reasonable guarantees that
schools and the teachers in
them are up to snuff—where
your child's welfare is con-
cerned.
But if you are sending a child
to camp this summer, Uncle
Sam has no control over what
may happen in the way of
maming or fatal injuries.
Nearly half of the states have
either inadequate or no regula-
tions regarding guarantees of
health and welfare safety at
camp.
One state, Michigan, has
model requirements—including
reasonable checks on the
character of camp personnel.
No Exact Count
An estimated eight million
youngsters—one out of seven in
the six to 16 age bracket—will
go to 11,000 camps this
summer. These are estimates
because no one really keeps
track of the exact number.
The lack of federal standards
Is something a Westport, Conn.,
man, Mitch Kurman, has been
beating the drums about since
1965. That year his only son,
David, 15, met death while in a
canoe on a Maine river, the
Penobscot, that wasn't sup-
posed to have canoes on it. Too
rough.
Out of the tragedy came bis
crusade for a federal youth
camp safety law. Senator
Abraham A. Ribicoff, D-Conn.,
introduced a bill that would
authorize the secretary of
health, education and welfare to
establish minimum standards.
Nearly a dozen legislative
COPENHAGEN (UPI) - The 
best things in life in Copen-
hagen may not be free -- but
they are often delicious.
Danes seem to eat all day
long and you'll know the reason
the first time sou taste real
Danish pastry and realize what
a libel the American version is.
The little open-faced sand.
wiches which can be bought in
inexpensive cafeterias, out of
machines or in high-priced res-
taurants not only taste good, but
they are often almost scenic
in presentation.
Roaming in Rome
ROME (UPI) - Rome is an
easy city to move around in
despite its chaotic traffic and
tendency of its streets to change
their names abruptly and take
unexpected twists.
Public transport is a bargain -
8 cents by bus no matter hos
far the traveler goes. Taxis are
leas expensive than most places,
but traffic jams may un-
expectedly pile up costs.
Italians are very helpful to
visitors - sometimes too helpful.
Rather than admit they don't
understand the question or don't
know the answer, they may give
wrong directions. But they do
it with charm, and wandering
the streets of Rome itself can
be very pleasant.
5*.
Bring appetite
What Next? A 'School for Worms
By JAMES N. MILLER
Central Press Association
Correspondent
ANN ARBOR, Mich.—James
V. McConnell, a psychologist
and teacher here at the Uni-
versity of Michigan, may go
dawn in history as America's
No. 1 authority on "educated
flatworms."
Such crawlers, scientifically
called planariums, are found in
abundance along fresh water
lakes and streams, and range in.
length from half an inch to two
inches..
For 13 years McConnell has.
been condOttlitg -a -eehool for
flatworms in his huge labora-,
tory, attended from time to
time by some 8,000 "students."
He has been teaching them how
to react to flashing lights and
sudden electric shocks, and
when to creep through elabo-
rate mazes.
The scientist is studying the
mysterious chemistry of memo-
ry and he's fond of using the
planarian), explaining that
while it's probably the lowest
organism with a human-type
brain, it has an amazing capaci-
ty for learning.
• • •
DAILY NOW, McConnell and
his associates are probing deep-
er into the puzzle of how memo-
ry is stored and, even more im-
portant, "transferred" from one
flatworm to another which can
and actually does 'eat" ready-
made memory.
This cannibalistic memory-
transfer suggests fantastic pos-
sibilities In speeding up the
learning process. Specifically,
it offers the hope of eventually
discovering a chemical sub-
stance which would help hu-
mans learn faster and more
efficiently.
Already the scientist is posi-
tive "there may be a chemical
answer to the question: how
much can a man learn and
remember?" He explains: "Con-
sider tape recording. The more
blank tape you have the more
you can record. Behavior sci-
entists-now agree that a chemi-
cal substance called FtNA, or
ribonucleic add, in your brain
cells is to learning what blank
tape is to recording. That is,
the more RNA you have, the
ill.01:‘`.  _
This worm turns as it crawls along the "white alley" of a
container called a "T-Maze." First, wenn has to enter the
confer runway, then it must choose between entering the white
or black alley. if worm enters the white alley it is rewarded
by being returned to its "home," a bowl of water, seen left.
"Any deficit in the quantity_
of RNA available to the ner-
vous system will be reflected in
an inability to lefro neik-things7
Likewise, anything that inter-
rupts the recording process it-
self will tend to knock out the
memory of what is being taped
at the particular moment."
This "tape recorder theory"
of memory:, according to Mc-
Connell, is still only in its
pioneer stage but shows great
promise. Much work remains
before behavior scientists un-
derstand the complex chemical
story of learning and memory.
But their findings have potenti-
al practical uses. One is that
"many of the types of compul-
sions, obsession and phobias
which now trouble men might
be controlled if treated with a
combination of RNA and psy-
chotherapy."
• • •
UP TO NOW. explains the sci-
entist, the 'theora that the
amount of learning in a rnan'a
mind may depend on the amount
of RNA in his body has largely
been A matter f scientific con-
jecture. But now from many
directions, researchers are clos-
ing in on the nlyatery of the
chemistry of memory.
In the worm experiments at
Ann Arbor, the flatworms are
taught to associate a beam of
light with an electric shock.
watt lights on the warms for
two seconds, then follow the
lights with a mild shock of 32 
volts for one se-c-ond.
After some 150 of these "les-
sons", the educated worms show
that they can associate the light
and the shock by cringing as
soon as the light is flashed.
When the worm responds to 23
out of 25 successive runs, it is
decided that it has learned its
lesson.
• • •
BEFORE tests 41.411111e the
worms are given four weeks
rest. Usually they need 30 to
40 refresher courses before they
score the 23 out of 25 honor
mark. But this: according to
the scientist, is "a clear demon-
stration that worms can be
taught to remember."
Right now Dr. McConnell
trying to extract RNA extract
.from trained worms and then
inject it through the tubelike
mouths of untrained worms.
As one observer described it,
"Should RNA turn out to have
the properties he believes it has,
It Will be theoretically possible
to inject learning into any liv-
ing creature. The RNA which
contains of the specific elements
of any piece of knowledge must
be isolated. But science will
then be on the way to a world
in which trebling and knowl-
edge can be passed along quick-
sc.irptizts. 1,1 k.1? two 100- iy aria painlessly.
MURDER TRIAL .
with first degree
the, slayings of Vitis ci,k!
Walsh and Mary \ ri!1 '
socki, both 33, 'it I'
R.I., manacled An:..
iiier_l_ttwinect,
handyman. entiii, •
ing his trial III
The victims' ha i ii(cd
were found in shallos,
in the Cape Cod sdisi
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after they
:1)
7/g HOME ,
SWEET HOME
AGAIN
The
hostess can help
over the anxiety of g,
ting acquainted in r,
surrolindings and le.,
you feel at "Horn ,
Sweet Home,- again
She will bring gift:Ii!
vital information Ti
your neigh borhoiui i ln
mess and civic lead
Call Linda Adams
Pbqpe 753-2378
VI I
The Most
Famous Baskelt
In the Worlds.
worn both parties co-sponsored
the bW—S. 809. "But it doesn't
move out of the Senate Labor
and Public Welfare Commit-
tee," Kurman complained.
Another piece of pending
legislation relating to camp
safety is H.R. 16306—providing
for a study of the extent and
enforcement of state laws and
regulations governing the oper-
ation of youth camps.
Many Tragic Reports
There is no shortage of tragic
reports—ranging from the pig-
tailed girl who suffered a fatal
fracture of the skull when
thrown from a horse to a child
horribly burned when a counse-
lor threw lighter fluid on a fire
that seemed to be going too
Slowly,
At the hearing before a
subcommittee of the House
of Representative's Committee
on Education and Labor Kur-
man and others testifying
showed that the gap in
legislation relating to camp
safety is serious.
Dr. John Kirk, then president-
elect of the American Camping
Association Inc., was one. The
ACA members subscribe to
good safety standards—but only
about one-third of the estimated
11,000 camps belong to the
ACA.
While Michigan has the most
comprehensive program, Kirk
noted that Colorado, Massa-
chusetts and.* few other states
have adequate programs.
Expert Guidelines
Some guidelines from the
safety experts:
—Is the camp director at
least 25 years of age, with
camping education or training
within the past three years and
at least 16 weeks of active
experience in administration or
supervision of an organized
camp?
—Does the camp have a
carefully written Job descrip-
tion for each position to be used
in selecting the staff?
—Are the minimum age
levels for counselors main-
tained, according to the type of
camp: Day camp, 18; family
and resident camp, 19; travel
camp, 21.
—Site, facilities, equipment.
Is the waterfront area shelving
safe, adequately roped and free
VACATION-BOUND - Famed model "Twiggy," wearing knee-
length breeches and high leather boots, and her manager.
boy friend, Justin de Villeneuve, leave London for a short
vacation in Barbados, West Indies. (C.iblenhoto)
from treacherous currents and
underwater hazard? Are foot
trails kept separate from
vehicular roads to the greatest
possible extent? Are there
unusual natural hazards that
requires special protective mea-
sures? (cliffs, swamps.)
—Are there fire escapes for
sleeping accommodations above
the ground floor?
Physical Exam A Must
—Is a physical examination
by a physician required for all
people at the camp within three
months before camp starts? In
a resident camp, is there a
doctor or registered nurse in
residence at all times?
—Is a night patrol operated
after hours?
—Is all equipment for trans-
portation of carrelltrs main-
tained in top condition? Are all
persons operating vehicles qua-
lified under law?
"Concern shown by you and
other parents will alert camp
directors to the fact that the
public is interested in first-class
standards," the National Safety
Council said.
Evasiveness at answering our
questions may be a sign that all
at the camp is not high-caliber,
says the council.
Such involved investigations,
unfortunately, will be necessary
until S. 809 is reported out of
committee for hearings and
acted on.
Kingly trip -
PARIS (UPI) - If you want
to travel backward in time to
the days of the early French
kings, you can do so for about
53 cents from Paris.
Catch the Maine de Mon-
tre u il-P on t de Sev res subway to
the end of the line (about 13
cents) then catch the No. 171
bus (about 40 cents) to Ver-
sailles, 15 miles from Paris.
It took :0)0/0 workers some
Si) ears to build what originally
was ronrei‘ed as shunting lodge
for French roy alty
FRIDAY — MAY 15.
A new line of pantyhose *
"guaranteed not to run, no mat
ter what." The run-proof hose
is available in four sizes and
eight colors. One New York
department store sold 1800 pairs
in just five days. Other stores
report the product from Chad-
bourn Hosier?, Co. "walks off
the counter.'
wfte •01.•
MODEL 1253
POWER
MOWERS
• .2-r h.p. free wheeling
. Famous AMF Flexor blade
• Easy-pull recoil safety start
. Instantly adjustable
cutting heights .
. amFOLD folding handle
See ficacua !
GRASS
CATCHER
INCLUDED
E. BLANKENSHIP
Kentucky
602 Maple Street
Mulvey, Kentucky
NEW DEALER HERE TO STAY!!
RODEN BROS. GULF
9th & SYCAMORE STREETS •
sr 7 5 3 -8 6 1 3
Everyone Come In and See
What We Have To Offer
With Oil Change and Filter Change . . .
FREE GREASE JOB
h6 on
MOTOR TUNE UPS
That Cost '15.00 or More
There Will Be A Drawing June 27, 1970
and the name drawn will be refunded his ;noney!
FREE BICYCLE
TO BE GIVEN AWAY JUNE 27th at 7 p.m.
FREE DISNEY MAGAZINE
with every fillup, now thru June 1st
TIRES - BATTERIES - ACCESSORIES
MINOR AUTO REPAIRS
Jack Slayden (Owners) Leonard .layden
WREN BROS. GULF
9t11-43c Sycamore Phone 753-8613.
_
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Tobacco Farmers Across State Are Searching For Defense For Industry
*41*
By WILLIAM AR DER Y
(Editor's Note: William B. Ar-
dery, a veteran reporter and for-
mer editor of the University of
Kentucky alumni magazine, made
a searching study of the critical
tobacco Indust:ley situation and
this is his exlusive report for
United Press International).
---
LEXINGTON, Ky. (UPI) — Fr-
ustrated and bewildered by attac-
ks from health authorities and
concerned over constantly rising
taxes on their product, Kentuc-
ky's tobacco farmers are sear-
ching for a successful defense
of their industry.
One defensive stop has been
taken - burley tobacco growers
brought suit to prevent the three
major television networks from
airing anti-smoking messages.
The growers contend the messag-
es are designed "to destroy and
annihilate" their industry and
claim they go beyond a Federal
Communications Commission
order r lug the broadcast
*** Exclusive Report Made By Former Editor Of University of Kentucky Alumni Magazine ***
of announcements that cigarette
smoking "may" be harmful to
health.
But thus far, this litigation is
the growers' total defense again-
st what they regard as unwarran-
ted attacks on tobacco smoking.
Kentucky burley has flavor
characteristics which make it a
base tobacco for most cigare-
ttes, and exports from the state
have been increasing slightly.
Exports are only a drop in
the bucket compared with do-
mestic consumption and trade
restrictions and increased toba-
cco production abroad are limit-
ing !Actors. Domestic cigarette
consumption declined slightly
last year.
Shrugged shoulders and despa-
iring what-can-we do remarks
are the usual response to ques-
tions about whether tobacco far-
mers can switch to other crops
without a severe decrease in
Income.
Tobacco is the wellspring of
Kentucky's cash farm income
— the financial fuel which pow-
ers the state's economy at the
rate of $240 - million to $340-
million a year and which acopunts
for between 35 and 40 per cent
of total cash receipts from farm
marketing in most years.
Create Poverty Areas
Cecil D. Bell, a major Scott
County tobacco grower, says,
"Phasing out tobacco production
would create poverty areas in
all the Southeast tobacco states,
resulting in heavier federal and
state assistance programs with a
tremendous loss in federal and
state excise revenue from toba-
cco products."
"The tobacco industry is ale--
gal industry offering a product
which has not been found by medi-
cal research to be detrimental
to health," he asserted.
As for the alternate crops,
Bell observed, "ffillkentucky al-
one, about 40 per cent of agric-
ulture income is from tobacco.
The loss of this to the state
would mean, in an attempt to
replace income from tobacco,
excessive cultivation of what is
camas/ cijgE?—Dr. Hobert .1. Huebner (left) of the National Cancer Institute and Dr.
Maurice Green of St. Louis University's Molecular Virology Institute look at an electron
microscope photo of leukemia virus found in mice. "We can now wipe out cancer among
mice: • said Huebner. "Our fob is to isolate similar genes in humans." They are in St. Louis.
now beautiful Blue Grass
try, resulting in•water runoff,
erosion, and destruction of tour-
ist attractions. It would further
contribute to the DOW serious
problem of pollution."
In nearby Bourbon County, ano-
ther tobacco-dependent county,
Buckner Woodford, president of
the Bourbon - Agricultural Bank.
& Trust Co., had this to say:
"In the low haul, tobacco may
eventually go the way of hemp.
The tobacco companies themselv-
es are showing this concern in
their rapid diversification."
Cognizant of the traiSortance of tobacco, development of el-
of national policy to tobacco gr-
owers,Woodford added, "It is
recognized that there is a plenti-
ful supply of tobacco even under
present controls the loss or
which would be disastrous.
"The immediate future Is crit-
ical. If we lose congressional
support during the corning de-
cade, the situation will rapidly
deteriorate to the extent that
the tobacco farmer should follow
the lines of the companies and
find a new way to diversify. As
of now, such a trend has not
emerged."
Moss Subsidy Plan
There has been no enthusiasm
among growers over a statement
by Sen. Frank E. Moss, D-Utah,
that he advocates a subsidy for
tobacco farmers who want to
change crops if anti-smoking
campaigns hurt their business.
Moss, chairman of a Senate con-
sumer affairs subcommittee,
said he would like to accelerate
the campaign against cigarette.
smoking.
A major element of confusion
in the total tobacco picture is
that, while levying taxes on the
product and encouraging anti-
smoking health campaigns, the
federal government provides sub-
stantial support loans for 'the
Crop.
"The same ox that is goring
us is pulling the plow," said one
farmer. The 1970 crop support
price
' 
incidentally, has been ra-
ised to 68.6 cents a pound and
from 65.8 cents last year, when
prices on the auction floors were
down about five cents a pound
to an average of 69.5.
The support price, which is
geared in with acreage controls
and which covers all tobacco
growing acres, raises the ques-
tion of individual state tobacco
allotments, which many Kentucky
growers think discriminate aga-
inst them.
-One of the things affecting
us most adversely," said Wood-
ford, "Is having to take allot-
ment cuts year after year when
numerous growers raising half
acres or less, particularly in
Tennessen, are not required to
take the cuts."
With improvement in strains
fective fertilizer and other tob-
acco-oriented research, the Col-
lege of Agriculture at the Uni-
versity of Kentucky long has
nurtured the tobacco industry.
How much has this research
increased the total value of Ken-
tucky tobacco crop during re-
cent decades?
Unbelievably High
"We couldn't give any figure,"
said James R. Russell, agricul-
Automobiles
give Denver
smog blues
By BRAD SMITH
DENVER (UPII—On a clear
lay, you can see forever.
The man who wrote those
words knew what he was talking
about if he was in Denver. On a
clear day in the Mile High City,
It seems like you can almost see
forever.
Trouble is, there aren't that
many clear days in Denver
anymore.
Item: A study of 65 of the
nation's most polluted cities
puts Denver among the worst, at
27th.
Item: Denver has the v. orst
weather conditions of any city
in the country for smog, except
possibly Los Angeles.
Item: Denver has one of the
highest ratios of cars per capita
of any city in the United States.
Item: Denver's altitude causes
the internal combustion engine
to work less efficiently, thus
pumping more pollutants into
the air.
Item: Denver's almost daily
sunshine, much bragged about
by the Chamber of Commerce, is
an essential ingredient of
photochemical smog and is
detrimental as far as an
pollution is concerned.
Denverites used to brag aboui
their view of the Rock)
Mountains, only a short distanci
west. Now, on any give
morning, they are lucky if the
can see that far.
Main reasons
There are two main reasons
for Denver's smog problem: cars
and geography.
Denver is situated in a valley,
surrounded by higher ground on
all sides. Because of this, there is
often a temperature inversion
hanging over the city.
The inversion is created by
colder air that is trapped in a
pocket below warmer air and
therefore does not rise. The
pollution is trapped in this
pocket and cannot escape.
Denver residents also have
more cars per capita than most
other cities in the country,
about one car for every two.
residents. •
The engine in a eat does not
function as efficiently at high
altitutes as it does at sea level,
due to the smaller percentage of
oxygen. At lower speeds in
Denver 50 to 60 per cent more
carbon monoxide and 30 per
cfnt more hydrocarbons are
produced than at Los Angeles.
Denver has other smog
-÷prodsiwors
nothing compares with the
seriousness of the automobile
problem.
John A. O'Fallon, director of
the Denver Building Department
and the Deliver Air Pollution
Control Agency, says the city's
plight against pollution froin
ndustriat sources has been 99
per cent effective.
Cars, he agrees, are the
biggest, and thorniest, problem.
"This is the area where I
:think every air pollution control
:ogency, especially the states, has
linen flat on its face," O'Fallon
ays.
He is asking the Denver City
Council to "take a positive step"
,n that direction with a city car
,mission ordinance.
His proposal would penalize
any Oar that can't meet the
nsuat Ringelmann 2 test. Cars
that emit a "very visible"
Iexhaust fall into this stimdard.
' Joe Palomba Jr., head of the
air pollution division of the
.Colorado Health Department,
Isays it would be nearly
Impossible for the state to
Iesquire pont' tlorcr5iitiol devices
' m older. cars.
TREAT
YOUR
CAR
IDA
SPRING
TUNE-
Up!
Boars Tuno-Up Shop
North 4th Street
Murray, Kentucky
Phone 753-8119
Clams Standard Service
509 So. Llth Street
Murray, Kentucky
Phone 753-4652
Crump'. Ashland Service
Route 1
Hardin, Kentucky
Phone 4744740
Fenton & Hodge
205 South Fifth
Murray, Kentucky
If your car's get-up-and go seems like it got up and
went, see usl We'll put PERFORMANCE back into your
winter weary automobile with a precision engine tune
upl
Our trained 'mechanics will thoroughly check your igni-
tion system, adjust it, and replace any worn parts with
top quality BLUE STREAK ignition parts!
We'll retune your carburetor and replace any faulty
components with genuine HYGRADE Jiffy Kit carbure-
tor tune-up parts!
And we'll give your car a FREE end-to-end safety-check
to help insure worry-free driving all spring!
Treat Your Car To A Spring Tune-Up At:
Five Points Ashland
16th & College Farm Rood
Murray, Kentucky
Phone 753-9116
Joyce's Garage
Route t
Hardin, Kentucky
Ken's Truck Stop
Route 2
Hazel, Kentucky
. Phone 402-8304. 
Murdock' s Gerais., tqc,
407 Poplar Street
Murray, Kentucky
Phone 753-6770
Phone 753-4669 
Pittman'. Shell Sorvico
Route 5
Murray, Kentucky
Phone 753-9191
Robert's Oil Company
4th Iv Chestnut
Murray, KeRlucky%
Phone 753=2752
Sosthaido Phillips lie
So. 12th c Glendale Road
Murriy, Kentucky
7534905
ThwooWs Soryke Station
US. lghway 641
Almo Kentucky
Pboie 753-2730
T or's Garage
1
Alm°, Kentucky
Phone 7536593
Waiston's Texaco
South 12th Street
Murray, Kentucky
Phone 753-9081
'7441E7Motor Parts & Bearings  
r-T7
rent'
lilt Chestnut Street Murray, Ky. 42171
tural experiment station spokes-
man, "It would be so high no
one would believe us."
Russell noted that the Agri-
cultural Experiment station pub-
lished its first research bullet-
in - a study of the value of Fer-
tilizing burley tobacco - in 1885
and that land which then produc-
ed 400 pounds of tobacco selling
at 18 cents a pound nowproduces
between 3,000 and 4,000 pounds
at a price of almost 70 cents a
pound.
But spiraling costs have offset
the increases in prices and pro-
ductivity.Dr. Milton Shaffett vice
chairman of the Department of
Agricultural Economics, estima-
tes it now costs $1,250 to produ-
ce an acre of tobacco, including
the value of the allotment, land
rental, machinery charges, abor
and other out-of-pocket costs.
"The most important aspect
of tobacco as an economic com-
modity in Kentucky is its impor-
tance as a source of cash farm
income," Shuffert said. "About
240,000 families share in the
production and the returns from
the state's tobacco crop."
"The average labor require-
ment per acre of tobacco pro-
duced and marketed in approx-
imately 350 hours," he said.
"Kentucky's tobacco production
furnishes employment equival-
ent to about 32,000 full-time pbs
per year, Approximately two-
thirds of the labor used in bur-
ley production is family labor
and one-third is hired labor.
U tobacco production were not
available as a source of employ-
ment to hired and family work-
ers, these workers would need
alternative jobs - non - farm
;ohs, for the most part.
250 Warehouses
"Tobacco marketing is carri-
ed out through some 250 loose lea
tobacco warehouses located thr-
oughout the state. Investment in
the marketing facilities is es-
tirnated to average around $300,-
000 per warehouse with a total
Investment in first marketing
facilities of about $75 million.
Producers pay approximately $10
million per year for marketing
the crop and this marketing cost
goes for buying supplies and
equipment for the warehouses,
hiring labor for handling the
crop on the warehouse floors,
advertising and so on, and rep-
resents money generated and spe-
nt in the local market centers."
Shuffett said about 100,000 pro-
ciuction workers are employed in
the tobacco manufacturing indus-
try nationwide with annual earn-
ings of more than $500 million.
***
Tobacco manufacturing in Kw-
tucky is estimated to employ
20,000 workers and to provide
a $100 million annual payroll.
An important part of Kentuc-
ky's tax revenue comes from
tobacco products and the tote.
cco industry with collections ex-
ceeding $10 million annually, Sho-
ffett said. This is in addition
to state and local property tax-
es collected on farmland with
$5,000 - acre higher value due to
tobacco allotments, and taxes on
warehouses, manufacturing plan-
ts and storage warehouses and
facilities.
On top of these levies are the
58-cent-per-pack federal excise
tax and state taxes paid by the
smoker, The latter vary from
state to state, and, because of
their easy collectibility, often
are among the first taxes raised
by states seeking additional re-
venue.
"In summary," Shuffett said,
"Kentucky is heavily dependent
on tobacco production, market-
ing, manufacturing, and distri-
bution as a source of employ-
ment, income, and tax revenue.
Without tobacco many now well-
to-do areas would, in fact, become
virtually impoverished and the
.state as a whole would suffer a
devastating economic loss."
COLD DRINKS
TO GO
Convenient has lots and lots of just about
every popular brand of soft drinks. They're
ice cold and ready to serve. Park right at the
door. Pick up a bottle or a carload and you're
on your way . . . to refreshment . . . in min-
utes.
'There's a big freezer full of clean, clear ice
cubes, tool
CONVENIENT
C-11/08 MOTS
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He'll see her true
face soon enough
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: I have been engaged to a wonderful girl
for over a year. A week ago I called on her unexpectedly,
and to my surprise, she refused to see me, and told me to
come back in half an hour. Sbe explained later that she
wanted time to put her make-up on.
We plan to get married soon. Abby, I love her with or
without make-up. Why won't she let me see her like she
really is? ROME, ITALY
DEAR ROME: Before the honeyntese. Moe Orb
"make-up" and kiss. After the honeymoon they kiss and
make op. Don't post. You'll see her "Ike she really is" soon
enough.
DEAR ABBY: My husband had a birthday last week and
the children and I spent the afternoon baking and decorating
a birthday cake for him.
When he came home that evening be told us he had
already had a birthday "party" at the office. The children
looked so hurt, and I was mad!
It seems the "girls" in his office took it upon themselves
to give him a birthday party with cake and ice cream and all
the trimmings.
If they want their boas to know they "remembered" him
on his birthday; why don't they just buy him a nice card and
have everybody sign it?
I told my husband I was going to pall his office and tell
his "girls" how I felt about this, but he wouldn't let me.
However, he didn't say I couldn't write to you because
didn't ask hhn.
Do you think I am making too much of this? And is there
some way to stop this asinine practice? HURT WIFE
DEAR HURT:. Yes, I think yea are making "too much"
slit, and there is NO way to stop this practice. If wouldn't
call it "asinine.") Your husband's "crime" wasn't eating his
cake and havhig It. too, it was his lack of judgment. Knowing
that you're the kind of woman who might become upset over
something like this, be should have kept his mouth shut and
spared you the anguish.
DEAR "CAN'T SLEEP": It is not too late to profit by
your mistake in not being more thoughtful to your mother
while she still lived. She does not need you now, butothere are
homes fWed with old folks who would thrill to be paid a little
regular attention. Drop in with a few flowers from your
garden, magazines.you only stack up or throw away, some
home made goodies, etc., etc. Devote at least one day a week
to take one or two or as many as you can manage in your car
for a little spin. Interest your neighbors to join you. Bring the
children along on occasion. Old folks** children.
Do this, at first, In reparation, and in time it will become
a labor of love. True, of course, we can only have one
mother, but, in the family of God we are all one: He loves us,
He forgives us.
Cheer up by cheering others up. It is a beautiful formula
for sleep and peace. J. E. B., NEWTON, MASS.
DEAR J. E. B.: And yeirs is a beautiful letter. Thanks
for writing.
CONFIDENTIAL TO "SWINGING IN THE TOWERS":
Your suggested 11th menmandment, "Thou shalt net get
~1 your problem? You'll feel bettor if yes get It at
year cheat. Write to ABBY, Bea MK Les Angeles, CM.
MOIL For a personal reply enclose stampe& addressed
merolops.
For Abby's booklet. "How to Have a Lovely Wedding.*
send 111 to Abbr. Box MTN, Os Angeles, Cal. Mall.
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Wall Street
Chatter
NEW YORK (UPI)- Most
stock market advisers believe
the decline on Wall Street has
been overdone and that the
excesses of an 91/2-year rising
economy have been liquidated,
accordlog to the Business and
Invetdment Service. The corn-
PanY says it sees "no indica-
tion" of "another 1929" even
though "some of our misguided
economists are emphasizing it."
--
Regain/ the recent drop in
stock margin rates, Philtre,
Appel & Walden says that
generally "loosening credit in a
bear market may be an
attempt to increase general
participatiou." The company
adds: "It may or may not be a
harbinger of other relaxations
such as a reduction in discount
ratei, but historically such
actions have led to bull moves
In stock markets."
Any rallies developing in th(
near future will be seized axe
"by nervous investors to demi
holdings, particularly the clues.
tionable ones," according to th(
Alexander Hamilton Institute,
As a result, the market shod(
have "a tough time" getting (
solid upturn going. The invest-
ment adviser suggests "a
cautious investment approach"
but adds that reasons are not
strong enough for investors "to
sit completely on the sidelines."
They. should buy "undervalued,
quality issues." it adds.
---
Gould's position says mar
and more stocks are beginning
to show invlulnerability to bad
news. Nov that "the short side
Is receiving the heavier atten-
tion "the nature of vulnerability
Is in for a diametrical shift."
When markets were overloaded
with weak isdbc. they became
"highly vulnerable to bad
news" while shoving little or no
response to favorable reports.
the analyst adds.
NEW YORK (UPI)- With the
stock market's gains of the last
six and a half years now
erased, the International Statis-
tical Bureau says, the market
is now "in an excellent
position" to reverse direction
and begin reflecting the emir
177ctnt cs Play. Room?
Nowadays everybody wants' a play room where
mother, dad and the whole family can get together
and have fun. It is now possible, with the help of low-
cost bank credit, for you to build such a room In your
house. The entire cost of material and labor can be
included in the loan. We'll work out repayment terms.
E OPLE CB/ ANK
MURRAY KY.
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Omic upturn "indicated" for
later this year. The curreot
bear market reflects "the 1970
pause" in the economy and has
yet to reflect "the more
favorable outlook" for this
decade, the company says.
---
The skimpy news on hand is
hardly enough to fuel a
sustained rally, according to
the Alexander Hamilton be*
tuts, But as depressing as the
market is, investors shouldn't
"throw in the towel" because it
is "obvious" that prices till
turn tgi, the analyst adds. A
few years from now prompt
stock prices "will no doubt
appear to be unbelievable
bargains," the institute says.
---
The stock market curreutly is
"on the defensive" via too
many factors weighing against
commitment in the stook
market, Standar and I:oor's
Corporation says. The list may
be nearing "a bottoming area"
but long-term investors would
be wise to hold off a bit lower,
the company says. lt 4ft:
"Once the market has truly
stabilized there should be
=Pie opportunity for reinvest-
ment in a calmer atmosphere."
Scenic Sweden
STOCKHOLM (UPI) - One
of the best ways to see Sweden
is by train -- clean, fast and
comfortable.
Outside Stockholm you will
find the Swedish countryside
lovely and fashioned on a larger
scale than nealiboring Denmark,
whose higheibeak is just over
500 feet tall, although not--as
grand a, superbly scenic Nor-
w as .
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Tired of Your Own Cooking?
Corns To
HAZEL CAFE
and Try Our
* FRESH KY. LAKE 
CATFISH
* COUNTRY HAMS AND 
STEAKS
Private Dining Room (Call For 
Reservations)
a.m. to 10 p.m. 7 Days a W
eek
- J. C. GALLIMORE
More football? CBS will begin
warming up the appetites of
gridiron fans on May 24 with the
return for the second year of the
'NFL Action" program; 9-4:30
p.m. on the debut date, 4:30-5)
Sundays thereafter through
September 6. A variety of
National Football League
subjects.
NOW OPEN —
GRAFIK ADVERTIZING
Industrial Road & Main Street
(Behind Adams' Welding)
1/2 7511692
We Do All Types of Painted
Signs and Custom Art
The people we lend mon'', to
tell us what to do.
We lend money to farmers And ranchers.
Nobody else. And the people who borrow
buy stock in PCA. That way, they tell us
what to do. They decide who is really going
to run our operation.
It's a great arrangement. We end up
being owned and operated by the people
who need-and use service. So we
tjt know all about their special money needs.
Supplies, equipment, maintenance, extra
•-• help
' m
edical bills, educational expenses.
And we know how to tailorrepayment pro-
d'.4,0v.ici, grams to their production and income.
Talk over your money needs-any sea-
son of the year-with a seasoned money
pro the man at PCA.
Jackson Purchase Production
Credit Association
Keys Keel, Office Manager
305 North 4th Stteet Phone 753-5602
Peanuts®
PEANUTS(50MECW, CHAIZLJE
3R3WN ‘rOU'RE 601N6
r MEET THE GAL
OF YOUR CREAMS
OF COURSE, AND
YOU'RE 60IN6 TO 46.4
I-ER TO MARRY YOL)
WADDYA MEAN "NICE"?
6C3IN6 TO TURN
YOU DOIA)N AND MARRY
SOMEONE
by Charles M. Schulz
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Nancy
DID YOUR DAD!-
ROLLO, WHAT
GIVE YOU FOR
YOUR BIRTHDAY .?
re
HE GAVE ME
THIS PRICELESS
HOURGLASS
WHAT'S SO
PRICELESS
ABOUT A
LOT OF SAND?
- 1..42ur /rt.-- !Tr. .rr-
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by Ernie Bushmiller
THAT'S
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"MISS TALL CHICAGO," Diane Plunkett, 23, doesn't look very
towering as Don Kohler, 29, presents her with a bouquet of
roses. She stands. 5-feet-11i, to hip 8-feet-2,
Salt draws juices to the sur-
faces, so season meats after
broiling to assure browning.
Roasts can be seasoned anytime.
since the flavorings penetrate
only about one-fourth of an inch
a • •
In buying beef, allow 1/4
pound per serving of boneless
arts such as round steak, ground
beef, stew meat and rolled roasts;
1/3 to 1/2 pound per serving for
beef with an average amount of
bone, such as bone-in roasts and
Getting married_ The advice
"Plan Ahead" is one of the best
one can give. The Jewelry In-
dustry Council says planning in-
cluding consultation with clergy-
man and type of wedding-
formal or informal-should be
done at least three months ahead
of the Big Day.
New Forms Of Political
Activity Are Taking Shape
On U.S. Gllege Campuses
By FREDERICK H: TREESH `fusing urging opposition to the
United Press International
Political activism on the
nation's college and university
campuses has increased enor-
mously since the Vietnam War
expanded into Cambodia and
National Guardsmen killed four
students at Kent State Universi-
ty in Ohio.
More than 400 campuses
across the country have been
ordered dosed or have been hit
by student strikes, indicative of
the level of student concern and
Its breadth.
Some significance may be
attached to the tact' that some
potentially powerful new forms
of political activity are begin,m
lung to emanate from the
campuses. While strikes and
protest marches continue,
students and faculty members
are developing strategies with
real clout- efforts to work
within the political system to
,cause the election downfall of
officials whose policies they
oppose.
Will Work in Elections
Princeton University and the
Harvard Graduate School of
Education already have indicat-
ed they will give 'students time
off next fall to work during the
election campaign. There are
reports that Kingman Brewster,
president of Yale, and the Bev.
Theodore Hesburgh, president
of Notre Dame, may cif
likewise.
A new student organization,
the Movement for a New
Congress, has emerged with the
,avowed purpose of developing a
nationwide strategy for electing
antiwar ramtrlstes through
political activity by young
people working within the
system.
At a meeting in New York
last weekend, the group elected
a national steering committee
and announced plans to esta-
blish a national headquarters at
Princeton and at least eight
regional headquarters at cam.
steaks, and 3/4 to pound per puses across the nation.
serving for cuts with more bone, More than 10,000 students in
such as short ribs. IRbode Island are reported to be
involved in door-to-door MO
Vietnam War.
Significant Factor
To underestimate the poten-
tial for this kind of political
activism by college youth would
be to ignore the impact of the
"children's crusade" supporting
Sen. Eugene McCarthy's peace
candidacy for the presidency in
1968. This was a significant
factor in former President
Johnson's decision not to seek
re-election.
There are more than 7 million
students on the nation's 2,500
university college and junior
college campuses.
If significant numbers take to
electioneering during the sum-
er and fall, they would be of
estimable help to the candi-
dates they back and a
rrisome threat to those that
were riling- -5torbelle, gather-'
petitions and making
speeches to defeat.
POR
MOONS PSG& Phone 783-7118.
INC
YOU'LL NEVER KNOW how
ekes Mat zeig will be MI you
try Blue Lustre. Rant electric
shampcoer tor only $1.00 at
Big K M-16C
BALDWIN Pianos and Organs,
rent $10.00 monthly, rent applies
to punter& Used spinet pianos
and organs. Loosed° Piano Corn-
, "Your complete music
owe% Pere sod Martin, Ten-
TIMM M-15-C
PIANOS and ()rims, Baldwin.
Rau or buy. Used, new Memos.
Acmes from Poe Office, Len-
ard° Piano Co., Paris, Tem
H-M-15-C
Caution for
physicians
USED furniture and agpllancea,
electric range, breakfast ma,
wringer type washer, bed,
springs and mattress, couch
makes into a bed, portable TV,
other odd piece.. Call 753-6421
after 4 p. m. M-15-C
SYRACUSE, N.Y. (UPI) -
Doctors should not try to cure
sick marriages, says a woman
college professor.
Dr. Eleanore B. Luckey, pro-
fessor at the University of Con-
necticut and head of the depart-
ment of child development and
family relations, told a group
of doctors recently that marriage-
counseling takes special train-
ing.
"No matter how much you
trv to avoid marriage counsel-
ing," she told the doctors, "you
will find yourself doing some.
Her advice to the physicians:
Avoid such counseling whenever
possible, refer questioners' to
professional counselors and let
patients know doctors are not
experts in the guidance area.
Sterling and stainless steel
can be washed safely in the
dishwasher. But since salty and
acid foods may tarnish or pit
silver, do not store unrinsed
in the dishwasher.
1411LP WAffTED 14.11.11 WANTOD
BABY TIMMINS and ducklings,
tunnies, hoer chickens, ring
neck doves. Phone 32841563, Hu
bert Alexander, three miles
south of Sedalia. sw.sr
FOR SALE or rent, two-bed-
room brick house, located 1%
blocks from campus. For fur-
ther information call 753-8072.
M-15-C
'14 FT A1ums-C=1k iiisbing bait
with 20 HP Joismson &Ivor
Twit trolling motor and a Pads
Line trailer: Phone 4366456.
M-18-C
FOR SALE or trade. Two beau-
tiful woodrod water front lots
on Kentucky Lake. 75 ft. on the
water, 230 ft. deep. For infor-
mation on sale or tie call 753-
7382 or 7534802. M-13-C
PANASONIC solid nate portable
tape recorder. Two tape speeds,
-DC operated. Model No. RQ
1025. Acceseries; Dynamic mic-
rophone with remote control
switch, microphone case and
bend belt, radio cord R, 3 inch
reel and a megnetic emo phew.
Splicing tape mid batteries.
Used one month, $50.00. Phone
7534147 before 9:00 p. m.
TFNC
STRAWBERRIES, pick your
own. Rex Enoch, Hazel, phone
402-8621. M-15-C
12 WEANING piss. Phone 435-
4725. M-18-C
TOMATO PLANTS for sale.
Cheap. Mrs. Paul Dill, phone
753-3581. M-16-C
tsis FORD station wagon, drive
anYeshere, $250.00. VW Ford
piekem, $150.00. Ka compres-
sor hose arid gun, $100.00.
Black sod white TV, S35.00.
Golf dubs (2 woods, 5 brow)
$20.00. See at 1106 Olive Street
after 5:00 p. m. M-111-PWIGS
SOLD TO THE PUBLIC
AT WHOLESALE PRICES
WASH & WEAR
Finest Quality Synthetic Wigs
That Never Need Setting
OVER 45 SHADES TO CHOOSE FROM ,
These Wigs 'May Be Seen At The Holiday Inn
Wash-o-wear Pre-cut Tapered hugging neckline made
of the finest fiber available, Kanekalon, normal
retail selling price $30.00. But just in time for
summer at $15.95
No Setting Necessary
The Natural Skin Latex parted wig long sides for a
flattering flip also featuring the hugging neckline
normal retail selling price $40.00. Burat our whole-
sale prices $26,95.
Room 110 Star* Wednesday_
May 13th From 11:30 - 9:00 p.m.
Also Available
MEN'S FULL WIGS
Mod Style Or Conservative
STYLIST WILL BE ON HAND EVERY DAY THRU SATURDAY
• See Bob DaileY in R001111 110
Factory Representative
,(Beauty Salon and Distributor Inquiries WAcome)
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
ARC Registered male Gerroen
Shepherd. Black said tan, 16
months, $75.00., 753-8188.
M-30-F
FRIGIDAIRE 30-inch eisolaie
Move . Gm dryer. Mabee( wash-
er. Phone 763-4136. MI41W
FROM wall to wd.i. no aid at
all, on carpets clewed with
Blue Lustre. Rent electric dune
paper $1. Western Auto, Home
of "The Wiablog Well". M-16-C
BEAUTIFUL 15 ft. 4 inch Fiber-
glass boat, 40 h. p. motor, and
trailer, all for $795.00. See at
Starks Mobile Homes, phase
753-6734 or 753-4469. M-16-C
ARMY DROSS blues, cost 38,
Pants, 36x31, $50.00. Phone 75$-
8466. M-16-C
SIRVICES OFFERSD
STONE & SAND
SUPPLY
• All Shies 'PAMeetons-
• Course and Fine Sand
• "Pea" Gravel
• Ag Lime for Gardens
• Washed and Graded
Decorative Stone
for Flower Beds
• Rip Rap Stems
Gardner Material
Supply
753-3115
'MOMS
SOYBEAN SEED
Certified Wayne
Certified Kent
Registered Dare
Registered Hood
Solo Herbicide
Inoculation
Pioneer Seed Corn 33119A
Yellow Corn
Stull 807A
Murray
Warehousing
Corp.
Old Concord Road
Phone 7M-8228
OOLDSPOT Mr conditimer,
14000 BTU. Just like brand
new. Must sell. Phone 763-4386.
M-164
DROP- LEAF mild • oak table
1306 Popte. 114:69
TV ANTENNA with rotor and
WOW. A103 refoigeretor sod 25.
ugh self propelled lawn
er. Phone 7534684. 11-18C
21" CURTIS-MATHES ooior TV,
in Early Americium alliance es-
cella* condition, $175.00.; 22,-
000 WU Fetid= air condition-
, -one year vet, 02100;
patens heavy duty washer and
dryer wet, like new, (retail mice
$440) MOM; rose colored Ilv-
ing room suit, $30.00; retriger-
err, rum pod, $15.00; dinette
set, lair condition, $15.00; Un-
derwood portable typewriter,
good oandltion, $35.00; Under-
wood Mended typewriter (old
model) $20.00. Phone 75380111
alter 4:00 p. in. or anytime Sat-
unialf• IL-ULC
MEN-WOMEN!!!
LOOK!
0;JTSTANDING CAREER OPPORTUNITY IN
SALES and SALES MANAGEMENT
BENEZ ITS: -: 7.4,...,4 per week guaranteed to start in field.
--Opportunity to average SiJ.000414,000 first year.
-Long established national organization.
--Ita,vid promotion to maniigement and executive
pow:ions based on performance and results. Man-
agers average $15,000 to 825.000 annually.
-Complete professional training program. Expense
paid while training.
-Hospitalization and Life Ins, for self and depen-
dents.
-No cold canvassing, leads furnished.
TO QUALIFY: -High school education or better preferred.
-Good health. energetic.
-Good car for local travel.
-Flexibility in learning new Ideas rapidly, Pre-
vious selling experience desirable, but not re-
quired.
-Aggressive, sociable, pleasing personality.
-Ambitious, need for high income recognition ad-
vancement or personal achievement.
-Willing to work to obtain. your, goals or objec-
tives.
Contact: Mike Tomlin, Holiday Inn, Murray
3 to 9 p.m.. Friday. May 15
FOR PANT
TWO-AMOCO MP=
mint nese 7311141111.
ONE TWO-BEDROOM
mint, fumigated. Also
room apartment untunsiabed.
Frigidaire and Move, mimes.
Couples and teachers only. Cell
753-2896. M-111C
LARGE furniabed one bedroom
apartment vrith air conditioner
for summer semester only. Also
large two bedroom apartment,
furnished for four boys. Phone
7534143, after 3 p. m. il-15-C
; NICELY furnished two bedroom
,1 apartment Available Jane 6.
Loaded 100 South 13th Street.
Kelly's Pest Contra 1I-13-C
TWO LARGE, beautiful, =fur-
niehed apartments wanes from
Wendel, Nursiog Home, South
llith Street Two bedroom, bath,
utility ram carpeted, Mr con-
ditioned, with stove, refrigerat-
or, washer. Cell 753-4074.
11-19-C
TWO-BEDROOM =furnished a- we partment. Inquire at 1399 John-
son Blvd. 11-19-C
CARD OF 'THANKS
We wish to the= our many
friends and neighbors for their
kindness to us hi our recent be-
reavement for the food sent
to our home, and the lovely flow-
er&
Especially do we thank the
singers, Bro. Terry Waiter end
Bro. Harold Irvan for their com-
forting words, end the Blalock-
Coleman Funeral Home for
their services.
Frank Parker
Mrs. Jemi Tucker
Mr. mod Mrs. James Dar
rell Peter
Mr. and Mrs. Deori Byers
Miss Jackie Peter
Grandchildren, Sherri
Tucker, Lod and Darns Parker
1TC
TWO-BEDROOM 10' x 50 house
trailer on privet* la, three
blocks from Univerelty. Clue
dren we, Available June
10. Oan be seen now. Call 753-
7833 or 7534700. 11-16-C
UNFURNISHED two bedroom
duplex apartment. Phone 7113-
9488. M-16-C
POLTE 'ICE, PROBES UP
FOUR PER -CENT IN 19'10
Crime in Kentucky continues
to rise, according to Public Saf-
ety Commissioner William 0.
Newman, with State Police detec-
tives opening 632 criminal invest-
igatiOns during the first two mon-
ths of 1970, a four per cent in-
crease over last year,
Arrests for the two months
were iv also, from an average
of 189 to 233 per moult.
Burglarly continues to heart
the list of serious crimes, but a
recent rash of cattle thefts is
demanding more of Investigators'
tune. Narcotics violations also
seem to Woo the %mese, with
marijuana leading the way.
Allegations of document fraud,
mainly forged checks, brooght 15
suspect writings to the =cum
examiner.
I 0
WILL SUB-LEASE furnished
two bedroom dopiest apartment
for eumnisr. Phase 7534488.
M-16-C
ROOMS for girls for summer
Air conditioned, Private ea
*awe, kitclien. Two blocks
from University, 1690 Hamilton
Phone 753-2888 liter 5:00 p. m
M-184
FURNISHED spa:treat for sum
mer semester, air oonclitioned
Couples or tamable. No pets
1810 College Farm Road, phone
753-1800. 11-184
FOlt RENT
ONE-BEDROOM furnished a
partment, % block from Ullffile
oily. Will hese for summer or
Wager. Phone 753-4478 or 753-
435. 11-21-C
FOUR ROOM !timelier:I &pm&
meat with private bath for mar
rind couples. Available June ft
Call 7534741.
TWO FURNISHED apartments
for boos. All utilities paid.
Available June 8. Call 7534741.
II-18-C
HOOP WANTED
WANTED: men as help train
bird dop and run dap hi field
trials. Phone 4.3-3608, Mader
Bird Dog lwanals. ITC
WANTED: a woman So dem
eaten= at Mold ore Kralmka
Part. References required. Call
474-22M, ITC
WANTED: lady experienced in
salad preparation, full time and
pert time. Good working ecsdi-
lions, must be mat, efficient
and able to furnish good refer
ewes. No phone calls, apply
Colonial House Smorgasbord.
M-19-C
BORED? Gaio New interne -
Make friends-Sell Avon Guar
soteied Comnatice in your neigh-
borhood For an athosne ax-
call now. Mrs. Janet
Kunick 365-9424 after 7:00 P. no
or write Route 2, Box 130
Princeton, Ky. 42446.
1961 Medal
VACUUM CLEANSE
Peng Seratebes Dom
hi NOPPMS
Fell Friss $22.00
Or Keay Terme
Phone 753-21130
For Delivery
11,111-C
NOTICE NOTICE
Wanted To Buy
WANT TO BUY WEDNESDAY,
APRIL 22, 1970, ISSUES OF
THE LEDGER & TIMES
Please bring to the office, 103 No. 4th St., or phone
753-1910 or 753-1917.
tine
NOTICE TO SUBStilli-ERS
in
AURORA, KENTUCKY
As a result of an increase of local calling scope in the
Aurora. Kentucky, exchange and in accordance with the
state-wide rate schedule approved by the Public Service
Commission of Kentucky, the South Central Bell Tele-
phone Company will put into effect the following rates for
local exchange telephone service to be effective begin-
ning with the billing period of May 20, 1970. These rates
are subject to applicable Federal and State taxes and
present mileage or zone charges. .
Individual 2-Party 4-Party
Line Line Line
$1.10
340
Business ...._ $10.25
Residence ___ 4.55
Rural
Line
$5.25
3.0
South Central Bell
Telephone Company
BriAse4
rfiR0061
NOTICE
1970 CALENDAR Desk
aed rens are now avail
he Ledger & Times Offic
ply atom
OPPLY NOW! What d
mow about the Bible?
ou like to learn more
ome learn wilb us at Id
meet Bible College, Noel
treat, Mayfield, Ka
12066. We offer Intensive
Study, Meng with other I
subjects and Ueda arl
islets as well, three time
ly (January, May, and S
bar). A. B. degree se
Put off no looser! Write
for application forms no
ELECTROLUX SALES
vice, Box 218, Murray,
M. Sanders. Phone 3
Lynnville, Kentucky.
Ju
EFFECI1VE May 11,
Pershing Rifle. Comma
Murray State UniversiO
not be responsible Los
charged items.
NOTICE OF SALE
Public Notice is hereby
that the Murray-Callowt
unty Industrial Found-ark
offer for sale to the 1
and best bidder, 30.35
known as the Vae Hart
in M.urray. Sealed bids v
taken until one p. m., ii
1970. In the event that al
are found unacceptable,
for a sixty day option s
accepted upon a highes
oast bidder basis. The M
Calloway County Indi
Foundation reserves the
n reject all bids. Rids
ie addressed to P. 0. Bo:
Kurray, Ky.
1969 Model
ZIG-ZAG
SEWING MACHINE
Does all fancy de
attachmen'ts.
ult•
?TIT
Full Prim, $21.00
Or Easy 11enns
Plane 753-2120
For Delivery
INVITATION FOR El
Notice is hereby give
he Fi9C61 Court of Ca
3ounty will accept bids c
terns mentioned below
l;00 a. m., Friday, May 22
.n the Calloway County
..'lerk's office, Court 1
Murray, Kentucky. Each
must conform to the ape
Lions set forth or be its
vilest. 
ONE(1) 2000 PROCE
CAMERA which will pr
a processed microfilm
era card in 44 seconds.
ONE (1) 086 DUPLICA
simPtwit4:7TheousduplicwatehichiymicroCilm. will Pr
ONE (1) 400 BF RE
PRINTER which will pi
a permanent eiectrochl
copy (roan microfilm •in
ends, and will accept' all
matsriaht C llowayt o  cf 
accept
  mc 
County 
ti m .orresez:itz
or ail bids.
NOTICE OF SALE
Public Notice is hereby
that the Murray-Callowa:
unty Industrial Fotmdatio
offer for sale to the h
and beet bidder, 30.35
known as the Vae Haft
ia. Murray. Sealed bids
taken until one p. in., Ju
1970. In the event that all
are RAM tostiorepeahle,
a sixty day option will t
cepted upon a highest and
bidder basis. The Mirrray.1
way County Industrial Ft
We reserves the right t
ject all bide. Bids should b
dreamed to P. 0. Boa 190,
ray Ky.
Ii
NOTICII
Ml
Hot We;
We ore equipped to g
L Complete auto
2. Complete mot<
3. E-Z Haul tenet
4. Full line of De
OPEN
Just 5 Minut,
KEN'S
A
•
1•1010
-
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BoAsorimie
Nito.Root Ffte
rp/Rownii
IWO CALENDAR Desk Stand'  
mid refills are now availabie
he Weer & Threes Office Sup-
* stare. TFBC
aPPLY NOW! Wbalt do you
[now about the Bible? Would
tou like to kern more? Thee
mime In with us at Mid-Con-
Meet Bible College, North 15th
West, Mayfield, Kentucky
12066. We offer Intensive Bible
study, along with other Biblical
midalects and liberal arts sub-
Oda as well, three times year-
ChulemirY. May, and Septesn-
beal- A. B. degree awarded.
Put off no longer! Write or call
for application forms now!
M-16-C
worsts NOTICE NOTICE RIAL BSTATI FOE SALE
"FISHERMAN'S SALE" *
BUSHNELL
FISH SPOITER AND
DEPTH GAUGE
:175•0_....y $7995
ELECTROLUX SALES & Ser-
vice, Box 218, Murray, Ky, C.
M. Sanders. Phone 362-2468
Lynnville, Keetucky.
June-18-C
EFFECTIVE May 11, 1970,
Pershing Rifles Company G3,
Murray State University, will
not be responsible for any
charged items. M-18-P
NOTICE OF SALE
Public Notice is hereby given
that the Murray-Calloway Co-
unty Industrial Foundation will
offer for sale to the highest
and best bidder, 30.35 acres
known as the Vas Hart Place
in Mummy. Sealed bids will be
taken 'until one p. m., June 1,
1970. In the event that all bids
are found unacceptable, bids
for a sixty day option will be
sceeplied upon a highest and
beat bidder basis. The Mureay-
aalloway County Industrial
Foundation reserves the right
to reject all bids. Bids should
oe addressed to P. 0. Box 190,
Caney, Ky. ad-16C
HEDDON BAITS:
LUCKY 13. Reg. $1.90
RIVER RUNT, Reg. $190
  $1.1W
$1.L3
CRAZY CRAWLER, Reg. $2.10 ____ $1.33
BOMBER BAITS:
BELIJ3ENDEFt, Reg. $1.65  $1.05
WATERDOG, Reg. $1.00  ;1.13
BOMBER, Reg 1.80  $1.13
BUSHWACKER. Reg. $1.65  $1.05
FRED AltillOCKSTI
HULA -POPPER, Reg. $1.75  $1.09
JITTERBUG. Reg. $1.75 -___ $1.09
AfdERFAN WiDE
DO-JIGS. Reg. $1.20  doz. 890
CROPP1E RIGS
Reg. 341.00   3/650
8-QT. STYRAFOAM MINNOW
BUCKETS. Reg. $1.00  69f
- 13 MINNOWS IN EVERY DOZEN -*
DON & DONNA'S fiROCERY BAIT SHOP
2 Miles East of Murray at Junction of Pottertown Road (280) and East Highway (94)
PHONE 753,6420
(These Prices In Effect Through May 30)
1969 Model
ZIG-ZAG
SEWING MACHINE
Does all fancy designs
without attachments.
Full Prim $28.00
Or Early Terms
nate 753-241.20
For Delivery
M-18-C
INVITATION FOR BIDS
Notice is hereby given that
be FiltOld Court of Calloway
3°unfY will occald bids on the
tans mentioned below until
1:00 a. m., Friday, May 22, 1970,
in the Calloway County Court
aerk's office, Court House,
Murray, Kentucky. Each bid
must mato= to the specifica-
tions eat forth or be its equi-
valent.
ONE (1) 2)00 PROCESSOR
CAMERA which will produce
a processed microfilm cam-
e:* card in 44 seconds.
ONE (1) 086 DUPLICATED
PRLNTER wbich will produce
two duplicate microfilm cards
simultaneously. -
ONE (1) 400 BF READER
PRINTER which will produce
a permanent electrochemical
copy from microfilm 6 sec-
onds, and will accept all fore-
mats of
Odium County reserves the
eishi to accept Or reject any
O all bids. 1TC
NOTICE OF SALE
Public Notice is hereby given
that the Murray-Calloway Co-
unty Industrial Foundation will
offer for sale to the highest
and best bidder, 3035 acres
knovni as the Vae Hari Place
in. Murray. Sealed bids All be
taken until one p. m., June 1,
1970. In the event that all bids
are found unirceptails, bids for
a sixty day option will be ac-
cepted upon a highest and best
bidder basis. The Murray-Cello-
way County Industrial Founda-
tion reserves the right to re-
ject all bids. Rids should be ad-
died to P. 0. Box 190, Mur-
ray KY.
M-16-C
AUTOS POE SALE
New Datsun
Trade-Ins
1970 DATSUN Pickup Truck.
96 hp. overhead cam
engine. Full new car
warranty. Only 5 0 0 0
miles.  Save!
1969 DATSUN 2-Door Sedan.
11.000 miles, maroon
nainiski. Nice. Only 41395.
1966 DATSUN s 1600" Sports
Car. Real nice.
Only  $1195.00
1965 CHEVELLE Malibu 6
passenger Station Wag-
on. Local car, 32.000
miles. Nice. .._ $1.095.00
1965 VW "Bug".
Special!  $745.00
1960 VW. Needs a little work.
Special!  $95.00
1966 MUSTANG. Automat i c
and power, V-8, vinyl
roof.  $1.295.00
1964 PLYMOUTH Belvedere
4-Door Station Wagon.
Automatic and air con-
ditioner. Nice. __ $795.00
1966 SIMCA. Special! $595.00
1963 SIMCA. Special! •$395.00
1966 DATSUN 1300,S e d a n.
Real economy, up to 30
miles per gallon. -
$7as
- •
1970 DATSUN Executive De-
monstrator. Full war-
ranty. 5,000 miles. At a
Special Savings!
I I
Lassiter-McKinney
Datsun
"OPEN EVENINGS"
xcarilut e St---Pla.-75)-11te 
Atm* Nit sau.s
1989 JEEP, fear wheel drive,
low mileage, has two tops. Call
753-7860. TIC
1969 DODGE Dart Swinger 340,
four speed, chrome wheels,
vinyl top, power steering. Will
sell or trade. Also 1961 Ford
Galiaie, 353 engine, automatic
transmission. Phone 753-1688
Ask for Ken Bucy. M.18-C
1957 CHEVROLET. Phone 753-
/1090. 11-15.P
19$6 CHEVROLET Impala, Su-
pee Sport. Power nosing and
brakes, marina blue with black
vinyl top. Excellent condition.
Priced very reasonable. See at
916 North 18th Street. M-15-F
1964 INTERNATIONAL pick-up.
See at Interstate Battery, East
Main Street, Murray. M-16-P
1964 IMPALA SS, 4-apeed, ex-
cellent mechanical shape. 18,-
miles on engine. Phone 753-
0 alter 5:00 p. zn. M-16-NC
1966 CHRYSLER Newport, four
door, all power, air condition-
ed, good tires, good condition.
Local car. Phone 7534994 or
753-1681. M-23-C
1964 RAMBLER American, ex-
cellent second car. Clean and
reasonable. Phone 753-8548 af-
ter 5:00 p. in. M-21-C
1963 OLDS F-85, automatic
power steering aid brakes, far
t.ory air. Nice. Phone 75341901
or 753-3917. M-184
1967 CHEVELLE Super Sport
gold, dal& Me tires. maaair
condition. Prune 435-6741.
M-18-
1964 CROWN Imperial. All pow•
er, cruise control. Good
body aid good engine, 753-5927
M-18-C
1964 BUICK Electra, power and
air, $575.00. Phone 436-2323.
AUTOS FOR SALE
WANTSD TO EMT
WANTED: Retired railroad cou-
ple desire to rent two bedroom
unfurnished house. No children
and no pets. Phone 759-2580.
11-18-C
Name
MOTORISTS
Hot Weather Has Arrived
We nre equipped to give . . .
I. Complete automobile air conditioning service.
L Complete motor tune up. using Sun Analyser.
3. E-Z Haul truck and trailer rental.
4. Full line of Delta Tires.
• OPEN 24 HOURS DAILY
Just 5 Minutes South of Murray on 641
KEN'S TRUCK STOP
Phone 4921304 Ito
SERVICES OFFERED
BABY SITTING. Loves children.
Experienced. Phone 753-9878.
M•15-C
WILL DO bush-hogging by the
hour or by the acre. Phone
Sherrill Outland 753-3786 after
• 4.00 p. m. M-19-C
1111•1111111111111111111=11111111111111•11
WILL TAKE C.ARE of child in
my home,. 3 to S yew' of age
References furnished. Phone
753-2623.
MOBILE HOME Central Air
Conditioning. Factory authoris-
ed dealer for Colanaulaierea-
tional-Duo-Therm, sales, parts,
service. Financing available
Jim's Heating & Air-Condition
ins, Paris, Malin, 9014442-4569
H-1TC
FURNITURE refinished. Also
will buy furniture and ether
merchandise. Hubert Coles' An-
tique Shop, phone 492-8714
Our used cars
aren't
"just like new."
Just 100%
guaranteed.
1970 CADILLAC, 2 - door
hardtop, bursar*, with
black vinyl tcp, 9000
actual miles. ;5,996.00.
1970 VOLKSWAGEN f a s t-
back, automatic trans-
mission, beige, less than
7000 miles. SAVE!
1969 FIAT fastback, 850 se-
ries, Paitish racing
green.
1965 TRIUMPH convertible,
aocellent condition.
1969 VW Kamm Ghia, yel-
low, air onexlitioning,
Welded with accessories
1969 PONTIAC Catalina, 4-
door hard top, yellow,
black vinyl top, factory
air conditioning, power
steering and brakes.
1968 CHEVROLET Impala
Custom, 2-door hardtop,
green, black virtyl"toe,
factory air conditioning
power steering a rid
brakes. ---
1967 T-BLRD Landiti, 4-door
hardtcm, factory sir, po-
wer steering and brak-
es.
1987 PONTIAC Catalina Sta-
tion Wagon. 9-Paaaead-
er, factory air, power
steering and brakes!
1966 CHEVROLET Impala,
2-door hardtop, red, nea
ter trade" in.
1906 MERCEDES BENZ, 4-
door, air conditionins.
eaten:ode transmission.
1966 MUSTANG, yellow with
black vinyl" top, ear Poo-
diging, power steer-
ing, excellent condition.
1965 FORD LTD, 4-door hard-
top; white with back
vinyl top, air canoe-
GOOD SUPPLY of used Dv
mastic as well as VVin with
100% guarantee to choose
from.
CARROLL VOLKSWAGEN
810 Chestnut Murray Ky
L0111 a Faure)
•
LOST: Girls pair of glossa, in
vicinity of Carter School Phone
-6570. t • M16
JUST LLSTED on Ryan Ave. a
3-bedroom brick with den, elec-
tric beat, air conditioned, pod-
season lab of June and pric-
ed under $20,000.
NICE 2-bedroom frame hare
011 N. 18th St. Has large living
• m with dinlog area, utility,
kitchen, bath, on lot with shade
and 250 ft in depth. Has FHA
loan interest 4% c, payments
$61.18 per month including tax-
es and insurance.
ON N. 17TH Street we have so
"extra" nice 2-bedroom brick
with waileo-wall carpet, air-
conditioner and drape', beauti-
ful lot, $16,500.
JUST LISTED 50 acres more or
less on paved road, 4 miles west
of Murray. Has some of the
more beautiful wooded building
Lots in the county. Has stock
barn and tobacco barn, 18 acre
corn base, $21,000.
3 LARGE LOTS mid 6 acres of
land in Kingswood Subdivision
for $6,000.
80 ACRES of land In sight of
paved road, 40 acres under fen-
ce, MOO:
JUST LISTED a 5-room brick
 house on 1 acre let located in
sight of Kentucky-1Am, 8 miles
from Murray. Has range, dish-
washer, paved road and paved
drive, % basement for ;18,000.
JUST LISTED lot m Panorama
Shores Subdivision, !roots on
375 contour line, $850. This lot
is being sacrificed due to' 111
heaith.
LOCATED at corner of Poplar
  and Woodlawn 6-room brick
  with basement for $16,000. Pos-
session with deed.
JUST ACROSS the street at
corner of 14th we have a nice
3-bedroom frame house in very
good condition. Has garage, den
or gunroom, shady corner lot,
$14,000.
ALSO on Poplar between llth
and 12th street we have a little
doll house. Has 3 levels and
each one is in perfect condi-
tam, has two baths, new car-
pet, beautiful drapes, must be
seen to appreciate.
I L'I CANTERBURY Estates we
I have a new 4-bedroom brick
with formal dining room, den
with fireplace, 214 baths, study
or sewing room, extra large ,
utility, kitchen with lots of cabi-
nets, range, dishwasher, dimes
al, 2 car garage with automat-
opener, carpet, central heat
and air conditioning. Owner will
trade for cheaper house or lots. I
ALSO in Canterbury is a new
3-bedroom brick under coo-
'traction, if bought at woe par-
chaser could choose carpet, in
laid and room colors. This house
has formal dining room, den
with fireplace, lots of cabinets,
2 baths, central heat and air-
oonditioning, owner will trade.
The Canterbury estates is in
the Murray School District and
is well restricted fot your pro-
bection.
rliZ ABOVE is only a few of
die ". Many Good Buys you will
rind at ROBERTS REALTY at
505 Main Street or call Hoyt or
Ray Roberts, 753-1651. Let us
help you with your real estate
needs, "also financing".
ITC
OWNER leaving town and must
*has idialgalaatteam,
trig brick hod* on east Park-
lane Drive. Ca-paled living
mom, utility room with built-
in cabinets, kitchen with bdilt
in stove and disposal, nice size
family room and den. For an
appointment phone 753-6386.
111.16-C
BEAUTIFUL, almost new, archi-
tect designed, custom built split-
level home with two large wood-
-.d -- ti in Sherwood Forest.
Over 3.500 square feet in sll.
Carpeted living room, has d-
ihedral beamed ceiling and hugs
&place. Large dining ell with
glees sliding _doors onto- 17 a
3, redwood deck. Lovely hitch-
al with extra cabinets, dispos-
er, dish washer and attagied
breakfast room. Stone foyer,
panelled family TOM with SIM
doors to stone patio. Four car-
peted bedrooms and also office
which can be fifth bedroom
Three complete tiled baths. In-
side two oar garage. Thy lower
level has very large finished
Immo room with large fireplace-
also utility room Many other
nitres such u cedar shake roof,
Anderson windows and electron-
ic air cleaner. Gas beat and
electric central air condition-
ing. By transferred owner, 733
7488. 11-M-16-C
TWO ADJOINING lots, 14 block
off South 16th Street. Phone
7534738,
LOT NO 172, Cambridge Shores
Subdivision, - Marshall County,
behind Big Bear Camp. Water
front lot, water line run, black
toe roadoto lot. Phone 436-3580
ncan iri&eu 
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE SBAL ESTATE Poe SALI
Thesilcafty reduced. West Dogwood Drive, lovely three
bedroom home, two baths on large beautiful lot and a
flne location.
New Listing. 1513 Kirkwood Drive. Large four bed-
room brick veneer, central heat and air, two baths,
double garage, family room with fire-place. Has every
convenience and plenty of room for a large family.
Drive by and look at this beauty.
East Y Manor on beautiful wooded lot New three bed
room brick, double front door, all built-ins, double
garage. Drive out and see this.
Two bedroom game* apartment on south 7th Street
Paridished. extra room downstairs. Priced right.
1. •
Duplex on South 11th Street. Good income property.
Two bedroom each side, ceramic baths.
514 Breed Street. Furnished apartment tipsters, 6 room
apartment down. Completely redecorated.
Geed Income property on South Second Street. Build-
ing with 5 apartments, Central heat, basement.
New Listing: 1509 Sycamore, three bedroom brick, cent-
ral heat and air, two fireplaces.
Three bedroom brick on Dodson. Central heat, built in
range, carpet, poured floors, in kitchen, dining and util-
ity. Fireplace, garage. A new listing.
Three bedroom brick, two ceramic tile baths, carport
and outside storage. 8'4 miles from Murray on blacktop.
Also a new listing.
Newly listed: Three bedroom brick on Farmer near Uni-
versity. Den, dining room, utility, fire place. Priced
right.
At 800 N. 18th Street. A nice two bedroom brick at a
modest price.
Real buy in a two bedroom at Hazel. Brick veneer. Ask
about this place. ;11,500.00.
On Highway 94 last, we have a beautiful three bedroom
brick veneer on 1% acre landscaped lot. Large den with
fireplace, central heat and air. Two car heated garage.
Has everything.
Duplex. Three bedrooms on one side, two on other.
Double garage. This is truly a nice place.
Beautiful on. year old tri.level about 10 miles from Mur-
ray. All carpet, builtins, double garage Large lot with
nice trees.
Two bedroom frame on two acre lot. Nice small home.
40,000.00.
We have the John Parker home at corner of 10th and
Payne. Has central heat and air, beautifully decorated.
Also has large family room with fire place.
We now have some good Income property one block from
University. Consists of house and garage apartment in
back. Nice wooded lot.
One of the prettiest duplexes in twon. Two bedrooms on
each side. Central heat and air and all furniture g-Ies
with the house.
Throe acres of commercial property. On 2nd Street. Good
buy for someone.
Near Robertson Scheel. Three bedroom brick, den, liv-
ing room, central heat and air.
Drastically reduced, 503 North 7th. A three bedroom
brick veneer, family room, two baths electric heat,
range, refrigerator freezer, air conditioner included.
Large living room with fire place. Also dining room.
45 acre cattle farm about 4 miles southwest of Lynn
Grove. Sown down.
401 North 10th Street. Three bedroom brick, central
hest and air and family room.
This nearly new thrm bedroom beck on Winvell Road
has been reduced to $18,800.00. Here is a reel good buy.
We have two new duplexes, two bedrooms each, carpet,
central heat and air, large lots and large transferable
loan.
Four bedroom brick veneer. Central heat and air, one
year old. Priced at only $26,500.00.
Apartment building at 1311 Main Street. $60000 per
month income.
Year around brick at Panorama Shores. Three bedrooms.
Waterfront lot.
Kirkwood Drive, 1515. Lovely three bedroom with two
baths. Central heat and air.
Thirty five acre hog fem. Five miles from town. All
modern ei:114iPrilen1..Zhis in= caa...44-...geszkt Sasso.on...
href different ways.
24 *ems near Elm Grove Church. Has good building site
with well. Here is a real bargain for someone.
se acre farm with real nice frame house near New Con-
cord. House has two baths. Here is a real good buy. Car-
pet, built-ins.
Two story lake front cottage. Beautiful view and on large
wooded lot.
Thirty five acres adjoining TVA Contour.
Two _La'aLLorkad aat1tae at PC4.14. _lake Develop-
Ineit. Bah are new and will-nuke good weekend or va-
cation cottages.
Three waterfront lots at Pine Bluff Shores.
Twenty two acres wooded land adjoining Chandler Park.
Good water view.
Another waterfront lot in Lakeway Shores.
Beautiful stone home on two acre wooded lot. Has two
fireplaces, full basement, central heat and air.
WE NEED NEW LISTINGS. . . PEOPLE ARE
BUYING HOUSES!
If you want to sell, now is a good l time. Call
us for a free appraisal.
For more information on any of the above listing,
CALL
Guy Spann
Real Estate Agency
Al SIR West Main National Hotel Building
Business Phone 753-7724 - Home Phone: Guy Spann 753-
2587, Louise Baker 1S3-24011; Onyx Ray 753-I9111;
Prentice Dunn 753-5725
JAC
REAL =TAT' FOE SALE
LARGE MODERN ranch *le
trick home on 100' a MO' wood-
ed lot in Sherwood Forrest.
Three bedrooms with abundant
closet space and hardwood
Boors. Carpeted living room,
formal dining room and separate
family room with fireplace.
Kitchen has all built-Las, dur-
able Toginol floor and many
cabinets. Foyer, two tile baths
two car garage, patio, centre)
sir-conditioning economical gam
hest and city water. Roam
shown by appointment. Call 71311-
0878. N-184
THEIEESEDSOOM. all decent
brick ranch with MINN aufa
year* old. central Ng. wad in
wen carpeting, two elaadatal
baths, large living room with
dining area. NIKYroom. 1411111,
eoavonistni kilithea with WA
in rases, oven, dishwasher amd
disposaL Utility reom, two ger
Mark Situated on We* lasall-
duped lot located at Zingswoed
dabdividoe. For appointment
by treederred owner call ems-
Ingo •rt w•sitsed. 7113-7810.
3-BEDROOM brick veneer, liv-
ing room, den, built-in kitchen,
134 baths, utility room and clos-
ed-in garage. Located on 90'
206' lot. Loan transferrable, 714
Flirter* Drive, 13agwell Manor
Subdivision. Call 753-5453 ce
782-3747. M-23-C
SPACIOUS corner lot 255'
155' on Hermitage and Green-
brier. This is a fast growing
Prodigious neighborhood. En-
joy the advantage of building
your own home. Reasonable
price. Call 753-7119 in the seam-
ing. 11-19-C
ONLY $995 on easy terms for
a large wooded lake view lot
(30000 sq. ft.) lake access, cen-
tral water system. Phone Geor-
ge Scully 753-1510. 11-16-C
NEW four-bedrocen house with
234 baths, formal dining room.
paneled family room with fire-
place. Double garage, atilitY
room, large living room, nice
kitchen with built in appliances,
carpet, central heat and air
Phone 753-3903. M-15-C
EX'TRA NICE ho wie on large
lot. This IMMO features plenty
of closet space, carpeted living
room, paneled family zoom, kit
chen with built in appliances,
office spate, three large bed-
rooms, three full baths, full
walk out basement with game
zoom and expansion space for
that large family. This home
must be seen to appreciate the
many fine features throughout
mid to realize the potential for
family living. Phone 753-3903
for sppoirSznent. M-15-C
AUCTION SALE
AUCTION Sale, Saturday, May
16, 10:00 a. in. at Noble Crick
farm, a mile south of Spring
Creek Baptist Church. TV and
stand, washing machine, power
lawn mower, all kinds of small
electrical appliances, bed and
springs, chairs, bed linens,
quilts, Including new wedding
ring quilt, kitchen utensils, dish-
es, milk cans, antique trunk,
stone Sara, all kinds of yard
and garden tools, hand tools of
all kinds, including anvil, vise
and hand saws. Items too numer-
ous to mention.
M-15-C
AUCTION Sale, Saturday, May
16, 10:00 a. an., min or shine at
the late Mr. mid Mrs. Clyde Ro-
berts farm, 10 miles east of
MusitaY f , legfe VigbalaY
turn at Morris Grocery. Will
sell all the household items.
Lots of this furniture was bo-
ught new Xmas. Color TV, hand
tools of all kinds two riding
mowers, garden tiller, two Riv-
erside motorcycles, chain hoist,
poem cart, 4 year old buck skin
racking horse, three milk cool-
ems, two milkers, two hog feed-
ers, one corn bin, 600 Ford
tractor with new time in real
goodeimpe, plow, disc, -cultivat-
or, mower, seed sower, blade,
rubber tire wagon. 1967 Ford
pick-up truck with' racks. Lots
more keens too numerous to
mention. U you need anY4quip-
ment, household Rana or hand
tools, &ant mists this sale. Ter-
ry Shoemaker, Auctioneer. -
)4-15-C
AUCTION, Saturday night, 7:00
p. as. at the Dungeon, (formerly
Superior Laundry & Cleaners)
Old furniture and lots of odds
arid ends. Be awe to get Your
item in intime for the auction
For information call 753-3283
or 753-9990. M-16-C
SERVICES OFFIIRala
1. 
HAULING
ravel, Sand and Limestone
Hauling. Driveways built.
dame, Omer 'mad Grader
Work.
Phone 753-7381
or 753-5108-
--- in,
•
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DISTRICT NURSES ,
ASSOCIATION SETS
2-DAY WORKSHOP
District 15 of the Kentucky
Nurses' Association will present
a two-day workshop for Register-
ed Nurses, Licensed Practical
Nurses, Nursing Students and
Allied Health Professionals on
May 27-28, at the Elizabethtown
Community College, Elizabeth-
town, Ky. The subject to be dis-
cussed will be, "Drug Abuse —
Nursing's Concern for a Society
in Crisis".
Panel discussions to explore
the drug abuse problem of the
teenage drug abuse will be held
and a panel of ex-users to dis-
cuss addiction and the problems
of the addicted will be present.
In addition the speakers will
include , Dr. Gary May, Direc-
tor of Children's Services, Ky.
Dept of Mental Health, Dr. John
B. Sapoznikoff, Chief of the Dept.
of Neuropsychiatry, Ireland
Army Hospital, Fort Kum, Ky.
and Dr. Tim Lee Carter, United
States Representative, Washing-
ton, D. C.
For further information re-
gardIng the program and regis-
tration, contact Berniece Lucas,
R.N., Hardin Memorial Hospital,
Elizabethtown, Ky.
Two Students...
(Continued From Page 1)
eient's house and them oth
students demanded it be
opened.
There were other sem seasect A elks of buttered bread and a
protests at some campuses. A-, glass of milk completed this
bout 60 kong-haered youths at small -repast. We found a dab
North Cerolina State Calvet-, of ice cream in the freezer
sea had their hair cut by vol- ' which topped everything off.
unteer -barbers in a "fleece for
peace." A spokesman said they
are preparing to go into Rai-
leigh to get signatures on anti-
war petitions.
"I know if someone w ions
hair goes by my mother's door. President Nixon's decision to
she is against him even before :Area Viet Cons sanctuaries
talking to him," one oi the et with varied reaction over
shorn students said. the nation. Here are some pub-
lic opinion samplings.
SEEN & HEARD . . .
(Continued From Pa9e 1)
In to get it hot.
'Tarred — What a hod-work-
ing hard hand is after a day's
work is done; he is tarred and
woe out.
"Rye Cheer — Put it down rye
cheer. Plum
"Cane Chew — Cane chew un-
derstand me?"
New all he has to do is to pub-
lish a similar list so you can
understand Yankees.
The few green worms we had
on our Pine trees succumbed
when we sprayed them with
Raid. Couldn't do this with a
whole grove of trees however
By fit, way these green worms
turn black as they get older.
That cool spell we bad the other
day must have been Blackberry
winter because the Blackberry
bushes are in full bloom.
Abolishing ROTC because you
don't like wars is liki abolish-
ing rue departments because
you don't like fires" . . . Poster
by Georgetown University stu-
dents.
Fellow says "Lyndon Johnson
says JFK's holdovers undermin-
ed him. I knew he couldn't have
made all those mistakes by him-
self'.
Found a cold piece of fried
chicken in the refrigerator yes-
terday. This was an unexpected
find and was thoroughly en-
joyed.
Just one of the small bright
spots that make life worth liv-
ing.
Purchase Area
Hog Market
Federal State Market News
Service 545-10 Kentucky Pur-
chase Area Hog Malta Report
Includes 9 Buying Stations.
Receipts f550 Head, Barrows
and Gilts 25 cents higher; Sow;
Strong.
US 2-3 200-230 the $24.50-24.73,
A few select 1-2's $25.00;
US 2-4 190-240 lbs 124.00-24.50;
US 2-4 240-260 lbs 123.50-24.00;
US 3-4 260-280 ibis 123.00-23.50
SOWS:
US 1-2 270-350 lbs 118.75-19.50;
US 1-3 300-550 lbs 118.00-18.73;
US 2-3 450-550 lbs 117.50-18.00.
'four evening clothes: make
them as glamorous and sophis-
ticated as your social life. If
you go out to a great many
festive events, dress accordingly.
• A telephone survey by CBS
taken after the President's an-
nouncement which showed 50
percent of the people called
supporting the action, 32 per-
cent opposing it and the re-
mainder undecided.
• A Gallup Poll which report-
ed 51 percent approving of the
way the President is handling
the Cambodian situation, 35 per-
cent disapproving and 14 per-
cent undecided.
• A Chicago Tribune ballot
which asked for either approval
or opposition views was com-
pleted by 8,354 persons and
showed 79 percent supporting
the President and 21 percent
opposing his decision.
• A Chilton Research telephone
sampling which reported 65 per-
cent backing for the President,
22 percent opposition and the
remainder undecided.
Phone 753 5417
MID TILLERS
JUST ARRIVED!!
3, 4 and 5-hp.
Prices
Start at 137"
Also . .. MOWERS
19-, 2 I 22'- Prices start at $54.95
RIDING MOWERS
5 & 8 h:p. - 25", 32" & 38" Cut
Prites Start at 1285.95
WE TRADE
MOWERS and TILLERS
BURETS
40) 21°
Main
ale
Dr. Henry...
(Conteeml
not more than any other pro-
ject ever undertaken. However
one part of the old church was
to remain, the tower, thanks to
Dr. Paschall.
Dr. Paschall got the idea of
saving it while he was on a
trip to Europe, where he saw
the towers of churches, which
had been bombed during the
war, still standing.
The tower was checked out
and found to be safe, and the
church decided to leave the
landmark as Dr. Paschall had
suggested.
The only setback-was when a
small earthquake hit middle
Tennessee and after another
check, workmen went into the
top of the tower and braced it
with angle iron.
Dr. Paschall was also instru-
mental in the design and theme
of the stained glass windows.
Each window represents a
different theme, and even
though to many the theme of
the windows is not readily ap-
parent, the colors and hues will
fascinate anyone.
The theme of physical nature
and the material environment
was chosen for the windows on
the south side of the building.
The theme of the windows on
the north depict divine qualities
and man's spiritual nature.
The largest and most majes-
tic of ell is the baptistry win-
dow. It represents Genisis, the
evolution of man and his search
for God. The theme rises from
the dark shades and immobile
forms at the bottom into brighe
ter, livelier and more active
tones and patterns, depicting
man's increasing awareness of
God and nature.
Shades of purples and blues
then blend into lighter sky blues
and pale greens with accents of
red, mageta, yellow and gold,
and finally ends in the glorious,
burst of light from the Resur-
rection.
On the south side of the main
entrance four windows can be
found, representing night, day,
the sea and the land. The win-
dows on the north depict the
story of Abraham, the story of
Moses. the birth of Christ, and
the tragedy of his death.
The window representing
night is deep toned, with dark
colors, while the theme of the
day window has light, bright
colors, topped by the told and
yellow of sunshine.
Inc sea is shown in dark
greyish blues and greens with
touches of coral, but as the wat
er surface meets the open air
the dark colors give way to
lighter blues, greens and laven
ders.
The windme representine
land starts with earth colors at
the bottom and moves upward
to green, yellow, and orange,
to suggest vegetation and life
The first window to the left
of the main entrance expresses
the faith and hope of Abraham
with blues ar.d greens that have
symbolized these feelings thr-
oughout liturgical history.
The window of Moses is done
in brown and tan to suggest a
desert and gradually become
greener and olive near the top
with the Draft bush in the
middle.
The birth of Christ is shown
in the next window by a star In
a night sky of blue and pale
green. A streak of lavender to
define the eeparation of heaven
crosses the sfraw....13,11e_gold
vPrefetitatiroTtlie
In the manger. Red angptuple
personify the Magi.
The death of Chita is seen
in a dramatic,, powerful and
sorrowing composition, with
dark gray in the upper portion
to represent the dark sky
appeared during the Crucifixion
Yellow-green streaks emphasise
the glory of God. Splotches of
red speak of sacrifice and suff-
vt-tnt --Ciold---willi111thu
areas adds vitality to the color
pattern and links the Holy Spir-
it with charity and martyrdom
Dr. Paschall put in many
hours on this project, with a
Nashville artist Geode Davis
During the 2% years of con-
struction of the new building.
the pastor and members were
forced to move into the Hume-
Fogg High School for their- ser-
vices, as well as many of their
Sunday School classes, as the°7
had done twice before. '
Dr:Paschall and his wife, Ol-
ga, have been in Nashville for
the past 14 years, and have
raised tvie-daughters, l'am, who
is married, and Sandra, who is
single.
He has contributed much
more' tb the First Baptist
Church, and each of the other
churches he has pestered, than
could be put on paper, unless
one was writing a book. He has
also helped the city of Nash-
%die very much. •
Very few Sundays' go by but
what two or three will Walk the
,ilc after heartne -Dr. PI"
From Pass 1)
chall's preaching.
And every time that many oi
the people of Nashville anc
anyone from Calloway Counts
pass the corner of Seventh an(
Broadway for many years t(
come, they will think of Hear?
Franklin Paschall, a by bort
on a farm in Calloway, wh(
rose to become one of the mos:
renown Baptist preachers in tin
world.
People in Murray, Calloway
County and surrounding area,
will get a chance to see and
hear Dr. Paschall as well as Bit
ly Graham next Monday night
on WSM-TV, Chanel 4 at 7
p.m. As Dr. Graham joins Dr.
Paschall in the pulpit of the
First Baptist Church, in cele-
bration of the church's sesquic-
entennial and the dedication of
the new building. '
An open house will also be
held Sunday afternoon for any
one wishing to see the church
Today's
Stock Market
NEW YORK (UP Stocks,
up sharply in the early minutes
of trading today, surrendered
most of the advance after
almost two hours. Turnover
was moderate.
Initial strength was viewed as
nothing more than a technical
rally carried over from Thurs-
day's late spurt, Newton
Zinder. analyst for E. F. Hutton
Co., said the early gain was
a follow through from the
previous session, but profit
taking and normal pre-weekend
considerations induced a little
more caution among investors.
Shortly before noon, the UPI
market indicator, measuring all
stocks traded, was ahead 0.09
per cent on 1,385 issues on the
tape. Of these, 596 advanced
and 489 declined.
The Dow Jones industrial
average of 30 selected blue
chips was up 0.33 at 685.12 after
jumping more than 7 points in
early trading.
Prices were slightly higher in
moderate trading on the
American Stock Exchange, Of
the 887 issues traded, 367
advanced and 285 declined.
Among the most active Amex
Issues were Stylon down more
than a point on 120,000 shares,
Equity Funding fractionally
higher on 42,000 shares, and
Mflgo Electronic fractionally
lower on 38,000 shares.
On the Big Board, most point-
s's-eat movers in the electronics
were in retreat following
sizable advances at the outset,
Oils swung in both directions,
as did motors, rails, airlines
and aircraft.% Steels showed a
steady tone, but chemicals lost
fractions.
Heavily traded issues includ-
ing University Computing
higher, Telex Corp. down '4,
Litton off 1, Gulf Oil down
Twee° up 1/4, and Xerox I
lower,
Down a point or more in less
active turnover were BurroiNts
4%, IBM 2%, Hongwell l,,
Fairchild Cam,era 25, Ameri-
can Research 25/e, Avon Pru-
ducts 278, Ling-Temco 1'8,
Texas Instruments 14, and
Johnson & Johnsoa and
International Telephone, towe
or, gained more than a point
each, while Midwest Oil seas up
around 2.
PAT PLAYS GAME
WASHINGTON (UPI) _ eat
Nixon said she has take, up
"whifffeball," played svitt a
ptastic--bati aucttat-'-------- -
"It's so light I can hit the
she said.
)lrs, Nixon told a reporter
, she has been eating outside to
I play "whifffeball" with David
and Julie Eisenhower, her son.
in-law and daughter.
RAMS CAUSE FLOODS •
HONG KONG (UPI)— Ne,u%
nine, inches of rain fell al less
than 12 hours today in a storm
that flooded parts of Hong Kong
and brought landslides that
collapsed houses. A 14-year.oid
girl drowned when she w,i,s
swept into a stream, More eon
200 persons were evar teed
from lower parts of tht
crown colony.
Girl watchers son,
spring leg scene will p I .0,
ful of color.• Soh1IiI. 1.1„.
yellows. lavenders. go .
cream colors creatt•II
lixAt. Patterns arc. r:Jr fr a.
Simile hose feature/Its k
ankir, outee leg. or ill;
of the leg, while titloi- ,r.
!torah, contrasting hand- ,r flo-
•-al_mot•f•
Highest...
(Contineed From Page 1)
said the council could repri-
mand Captain Jones, could su-
spend him up to six months,
reduce him in grade, or com-
bine any of the above. He could
also be dismissed.
Councilman James R. Allbrit-
ten recommended after consul-
tation with the fire Captain
Jones be suspended for 30 days
from April 24 and be reduced
in grade to regular fireman.
It was pointed out that the
Fire Captain set a poor example
for those under him.
A group of citizens appeared
before the council from Bag-
well Manor Sub-division pro-
testing the rezoning of a strip
of land which lies east of Bag-
well Manor and adjacent to it.
The rezoning would allow mul-
tiple housing so that the Mur-
ray Municipal Housing Comm-
ission could erect fifty new low
rent housing units, primarily
for the elderly.
They contended the value of
their property would be damag-
ed by its proximity to the hous-
ing project. Van Waugh and
others spoke against the rezon-
ing.
Mayor Ellis and others con-
tended that the housing pro-
jects are well kept, and as at-
tractive as other housing in the
city and present no special de-
triment to any neighborhood. L.
D. Miller, Executive Director of
the Housing Commission was
resent in support of the re-
oning.
On a vote, the ordinance re-
zoning the area passed unanim-
ously.
Bids were taken on a supply
of pipe for the Murray Natural
Gas System. Henry A. Petter
won the order with a bid of
$25.51 per 100 feet. Other bids
were Hoe Supply Co. $25.96;
General Pipe & Supply $26.28;
Laclede Steel Co. $26.28; Con-
solidated Pipe & Supply $27.81.
One bid, L B. Foster Company
$24.93, did not meet the speci-
fications of the system accord-
ing to Wayne Doran Superin-
tendent.
Bids were received on an air
compressor for the Sewer Plant
with Henry A. Petter also winn-
ing this bid of $1,508.00. Only
other bidder was Gardner-Den-
ver Company with a bid of $1,-
794.00.
City Fireman Paul V o
Schach resigned from his pos-
ition as of May 15. His resigna-
tion was accepted with regret.
James A. Allbritten, Chairman
of the Fire Safety Committee
said "He has been a good fire-
man".
Applications are being taken
by the City Clerk for those who
wish to have a position on the
Murrey Fire Department.
City Clerk Stanford Andrus
told the council that Blue Cross
rates have increased nearly fif-
ty per cent because of the great
demand made on Blue Cross by
City Employees.
For the past year Blue Cross
collected about $18,000 from
the policy and paid out $26,000
The Blue Shield rate will re-
main the same. The city pays
half of the policy and the em-
ployees one half.
The Sanitation System will
sell an old compactor type truck
as surplus
Councilman Rex Alexander
urged the establishment of a
'mini-park" ia the Poole Hill
area of the city to serve that
part of town. An area about
80 300 is available Jr the
park. The -council moved to pre-
pare an area fqr a paved basket-
ball court and to spend, up to
1$200 for playground equipment.
Acting Fire Chief Jackie Coop-
offered the services of city
firemen in installing equipment
and the basketball goal. The
hope was expressed that per-
haps ' some civic organization
could take this mini-park as a
roject end furnish other equip-
men .
Three councilmen reported
to the council that residents had
complained about noise from
the clean-up shop on Glendale
Road.
Treed Tucker was hired on a
permanent basis for cemetery
mowing.
Councilman Richard Tuck re-
ported that the gas line to the
Vanderbilt_ Chemical Company
bad been ingtalled and is ready
for service. This was a contract-
ed project.
Police Chief James N.
Brown's report for the period
April 23 through May 13 is as
follows: DWI 6, public drunken-
ness 9, speeding (radar) 9; reck-
less driving 2; wrong way on
ine way street 1; unnecessary
noise 1; improper passing 1;
no helmet 1; disregarding stop
sign 1; accidents 40; improper
parking tickets 41.
YOU DEPOSIT.
WE RETURN
itt FOR EACH EMPTYBEVERAGE CANOR BOTTLE
CLEANEST COUNTY IN THE NATION must be Berkshire in Massachusetts after this ceremo-
ny, in which Gardner L. Brown, president of the First Agricultural National Bank in
Tittafield, is receiving and paying for discarded cans and bottles. The bank offered I cent
apiece and wound up paying out a tidy $11.R00.43 for more than a million..
Body Count Has Become
Ironic Factor In Massacre
By FRANK FROSCH
FT. MCPHERSON, Ga.
(UP!)— As detailed investiga-
tions continue into those
officers and men charged in
connection with the alleged My
Lai massacre, the ironic
question of body count has
become a factor.
Eleven men face the possibili-
ty of being court martialed
here for crimes ranging from
aggravated assault and rape to
murder for their alleged actions
on March 16, 1968. The death
penalty could be imposed on all
of them, should they he
convicted and should the court
so decide.
But attorneys— both military
and civilian—who are defending
the My Lai 11 here have
recognized there is a broader
question involved than just
specific counts of murder for
an alleged incident.
Their heads were turned by a,
spectacular argument used by
New York attorney Henry
Rothblatt in his defense of LL
James' Duffy, who was charged
with the murder of a Viet Cong
prisoner,
Want Large Body Counts
Rothblatt argued that pres-
sure was placed on Duffy by
his commanding officers who
wanted large body counts.
"We faced right up to the
question," Rothblatt said. "The
government encouraged kills
and discouraged taking priso-
ners. They wanted bodies.
"If anybody taught my client
to aka anything wrong, it was
the Army. The fault is in the
Army's training and supervi-
sion. In effect, they were
saying forget the Geneva
Convention, We want gooks, We
want bodies,"
The military panel hearing
Duffy's case, convicted him of
murder, But it was horrified to
learn its only alternatives for
imposing sentences were life
Imprisonment or death.
PanelReconsiders
The lignel reconsidered, Puffy
was given a six-month sentence
small fine— "a traffic
Ig it were," Rothb/att
"Clearly, the court was
convinced Puffy was morally,
but not legally innocent,"
Rothbiatt concluded.
Not slow to react to
Rothblatt's mweestion w a a
Robert McKinley, a Newark,
N.J., attorney defending Capt.
Thomas Willingham, Willing-
ham Is charged with the
murder of "20 Vietnamese
whose names are unknown."
McKinley said, "I think
sometimes the idea of a body
count is insisted upon. Some-
times, a big body count has to
be given to a superior officer
just to calm him down."
PASSES LEGISLATION
WASHINGTON (UPI)— The,
House passed and sent to the
White House Tuesday legisla-
tion to rename the Kaysinger
Bluff Dam and Reservoir on
the Sage River in Missouri the
Harry S Truman Dam and
Reservoir.
Truman may not take kindly
to it, however. The bill puts a
ericd after the "S" his
name. He never has, taken the
position the S didn't stand for
anything and therefore was not
an initial.
Illinois Man
Drowns In
Lake Barkley
GRAND RIVERS, Ky., Mt:.iI4
—An Illinois man 
drowne 
n
Lake Barkley about 5 p.m. to-
day when the boat in which he
was riding was swamped in the
wake of another craft.
The victim was identified by
Lyon County authorities as
Dwight Mayberry, 45, of Norni'
City, Ill. Two companions, un-
identified, in the boat with May-
berry w ere rescued by a pass-
ing boat. •
The accident occurred in Eddy
Creek Bay.
Mayberry's body had not 'been
recovered late tonight despite
dragging operations conducted
by Lyon and Caldwell County
rescue squads.
TO VISIT CUBA
MOSCOW (UPI)— A squadron
of Soviet navy vessels will visit
the Cuban port of Cienfuegos
for repairs and a courtesy call
May 14, the news agency Tass
said Tuesday. The squadron
Includes antisubmarine vessels,
submarines and auxiliary sidle;
and has been taking part in
naval exercises in the Atlantic,
'the wilt for spring has .1
free anti easy suppleoe!,
ing the midi length. Creat sane-
tv, is found in jacket shape .
Iiihular lops with round k -
lines and straight shear, an-
„men with wise skirts and Iron.
.u-rs
Hospital Report
ADULTS 105"
NURSERY g
MAY 13, 1970
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Mrs, Pamela Harts and Baby
Boy, 1300 Payne, Murray; Mrs.
Temple Booker & Baby Girl,
Rte. 1, Reran; Mrs. Evelyn Nov
swarthy and Baby Girl, Rte, 3,
Benton.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Lucille Fitzhugh, Rte. 1,
Dover, Teon.; Mrs. Mary Horn.
buckle, 213 Spruce St, Murray;
Tommy Duke, Rte. 3, Murray;
Mrs. Eulala Smith, Rte, 3, Mur-
ray; Homer E. Arant, 1615 Coll-
ege Farm Rd., Murray; Master
Roy Allen Cothran, 1705 Wells
Ext., Murray; Mrs. Sally Apo
Parr, 512 So, 12th St., Murray;
Mrs. Lolita Gibson, 7174 Twin
Oaks Dr., Indianapolis, Ind.; Mrs.
Barbara Haley and Baby Girl,
Rte. 1, Almo; Rte,
1, Alm0; Dr. Ora Mason, 321
So, 9th St., Murray; Mrs. Lottie
L. Pendergrass, Rte. 1, MuiTay,
SAUCY PIG BAR-B-Q
Saturday Only!
fg BAR-B-Q CHICKEN Small Plate
CHOICE OF 2 ITEMS
• SLAW
• BAKED BEANS
• POTATO SALAD
• FRENCH FRIES
• AND ROLLS
We Have Bar-B-Q Ribs & Chicken
”We Do All Our Own Bar-B-Quelee
Phone 753 7641 1409 Main St.
dm,
1970 CHEVY Impala 4-Door Hardtop. Power and air,
vinyl r&f. 8,600 miles
111611 CADILLAC Eldorado 2-Door Hardtop. Power and
air, vinyl roof. Brand new tires.
1969 OLDSMOBILE Delta Royal 2-Deer  Hardtesh_Puiver._
and air, vinyl roof.
1161 CHEVY Pickup. V-8. automatic.
1546 PONTIAC Ventura 2 Door Hardtop. Power and air,
vinyl roof
1545 PONTIAC Grand Prix. Power and air, vinyl roof.
1/44 CADILLAC Sedan DeVele. Power and air.
1540 FORD 2-Door.
1962 FORD Pickup.
Nice Selection of New
Cars In Stock
Also Our Firebird
See . . . A. C. Sander - Wells Purdom, Jr. -
Jim Kuykendall
Sanders Purdom
1406 Main Strcet Phone 753 5315
 Na=immainel
The Prinu
Source of N
In Murray
Calloway Cc
United Press In
Seen&HE
Around
Murray
Wi wonder how many
of the anti-war demc
have a loved one in
And, if they believe
worth fight for.
'Thought our Halumis I
been killed by the re(
ter, but it is putting o
Have not seen a an
year.
The Robins in the F
out front have flown
We had to slow dos
Robin the other day. It
In front of the car an
ently it had miscalcul
speed. We slowed to
time to fly off to one
safety.
New sidewalk in front
mina and the First
Church.
Regular old faahionec
down at the Maple I
day. Minute steak,
beans and corn bread.
Our Red Wygella is
bloom. There are ma
ones around town and
all easy to look at. We
the red ones best.
We lust went through
psychological exercise
wrote the above line.
mental block and c<
think of Wygelia. Wo
our brain to try and r
the name of this plant.
remembered we had
from the Geo. W. Ps
Company and we fig
could look It up in the
We found the catalog
we reached for it, this
seemed to break this
block and the name
appeared in our mind. '
know what a psyche
psychologist would c
phenomenom but at a
just the act of reachini
catalog seemed to set
catalyst and produced 1
which was locked u
where in our brain.
May Pop blooms have
and the apples are gr
We put out a tiny se
year or so ago of a Sc
and put a stake by
Would not mow it do
little rascal has growl
trebly, and this yea
candies on it severs
long-
They de net seem to
much that first year or
after that they take off
The mini-park idea
Peele-HM/ *awn ii ears
sect. The city plans
basketball court and
some money for equipni
elub that is looking fa
Sect would do a good
check with Rex AJ
Chairman of the Coun
Committee. This I
needs equipment for m
and big kids.
Mefferd James has w
his request to put in
bike track near his
Some people objected
track.
Down at the Murray A
yesterday and Kenneth
has several paintings th
a good artist and seem:
toweard the various al
brown. He also likes
light greens, almost a
cent green. He has oi
lug of two Indians in
Which attracted us. Th
tion of the canoe and
Indiana is shown in tl
which tested Mr. 1
sense of perspective.
CHURCH SPRAKI
John Mins will be th
or at both the 10:40
and 6:00 evening err
VW Seventh end Popiet
of Christ om Sunday.
YOUTH TBIN CON
The Yotith Teen Ci
the First " United - h
Church will be open
(Saturday) from eight t
p. m for all youth 13
olds. Chaperone will be
Mrs. John Li-van.
